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ed for the first time in Maine by us.

following are

The
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of
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COLOSSAL CIJWN MINSTRELS AS.

188 Middle

Stroet.

CO.

SPECIALTY

entertainments combined in one. O
Silver Cornet Baud and Opera Orchestra. **
The most amazing presenta'ion of gorveous novelWhitt* Clown
tv ever seen on the American Stage.
bVcee in the Minstrel First Part, three rows high.
Everything New, Original, Novel, Grand and Immense.
A gigantic enterprise conceived and carried
te triumphant compleiion solely bv the only Nick
Roberts. Nothing old.stale or frayed, but a bewildering succession of magnificent novelties, striking witticisms, startling acrobatic and gymnastic specialties, with grand variety olio. New pantomime

3

AW.

separate

tricks beyond anything hitherto attempted.
Notwitlntanding the monster proportions cf
this entertainment, and the marvelous character
of the attracti us, no rise in prices will be made.
Box heet open 6 days in advance, at Webster’s
Apothecary store. C3P*Look out for the Grand
Street Parade.
Price as usual. Sale of seats commences at Box
nov9dCt
Office, Friday morning, Nov. 11th.
THIRD

THE

BOOTS and SHOES.

BBION

Exchange

St.

BRADBURY,
COUNSELLOR

AT

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFT

Largest Stock,

from

LAW,

34

Exchange

COUNSELLORS AT

LAW,
30 Exchange Street

CARDON

W. COOMBS,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93 Exchange Street

C. COBB,

CJOHK

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
31 Vs Exchange

Street

given

will be

COUNSELLORS

nutl

AT

Exchange Street.

93

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

r

COUNSELLOR

novl4 d3t

LAW.
172 Middle

AT

COUNSELLOR

LAW,

AT

i^xenange

street.

M. P. FRANK,

r

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,

Street.

199 M ddle

FOURTH ASSEMBLY.

CLARENCE HALE,

H

COUNSELLOR

NIGHT.

THANKSGIVING

AARON B. HOLDEN,

U

COUNSELLOR AT

march, 8.30.

music by Chandler.

s

Waltzing, the “GerMonday Evening, Nov. 7.
of six lessons, Gentlemen,

school for
on

course

$3.00. Ladies, $2.00.

L

COUNSELLOR

luO
P. J.

|L

Exchange Street.

LARRABKE.
COUNSELLOR

L

AT

LAW,
199 Middle

Street.

LAW,
34 Exchange

AT

Street.

ILLUSTRATED LECTURE.
LOCKE & LOCKE,

I

“Every Day

L

Heroism.”

Frank

Portland

Theatre-

Curtis_Proprietor and Manager.

Friday and Saturday and Saturday Matinee, Nor. 18th and 19th.

HR. & HRS. GEO. S. KNIGHT
the management of Fred G. and B. G.
Berger, in their new Serio-Comic Drama by
BRONSON HOWARD, ESQ.,

under

BARON RUDOLPH
Sale of seats

commences

Usual prices.

COUUSELLORS AT

176

60 Beautiful Colored life-size pictures, half of
which illustrate the life and death of General Gar
field, by Rev. .J Benson Hamilton. THURSDAY,
Nov. 17th, at Pine Street M. E. Church, at 7 30 p.
novl2d5t
m.

New

Wednesday,

Nov. 10th.
novl4-dtd

LAW,

Middle, Cor. Exchange Street.

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
51% Exchange Street.

I

L

WILBUR F. LUNT.
ATTORNEY

I

L

LAW,

Offiee Building.

Post

BC.

Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.

31% Exchange St.

JAMES T. McCOBB,
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,
85 Exchange St.

M

JAMES O’DONNELL,

0

COUNSELLOR

AT

HENRY

LAW,
119% Exchange St

C. PEABODY,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
100 Exchange

RllAY

Street.

AT LAW.

100

Commencing ,\ov. 3d.
76 c. Tickets
oct27d5m

KCuiltlii

o.

AT

J&LLLLAjn,
COUNSELLOR

The two line Horses belonging to estate of the late Dr. Win. W. fcireene—
one a sorrel, 8 years old, and the other
black, 12 years old. Enquire of D. W.
FESSENDEN’, Adm’r, No. 31 1-2 Ex-

LAW,
93

Wooster, 31. If.,

besit&te to unqu liflet’y commend the
Reactionary Lifter to all pe s ns suffering fro dysrheumatic
or
affections, and to every person
peptic
of sedentary employments.
C# Peckhaui Pitch, M. If.,
New York.
It is almost indisper.sable for the maintenace of
health: it devel< ps the entire muscular st uctnre,
and imparts tone and vitality to the whole organism
8. 8. & 8. K. Strong, M. If.

BOY,

Ij«ng,
Buffalo.

Lawison A.

CANVASSERS

WANTED.

H.

|\

MU.

AT

LAW,

FOUR GOOD S4LESMEN to represent a new Manufacturing: Co.
The good* made arc u*cd in every dwelling house. Apply to Box
735 Portland, Me.

AT

LAW,

LAW,
93

Rarrctt, M. If.,
*St. Louis.
Nothing 1 can say in praise of it as a health promoting execise is beyond the measure of i<s great
deserving. It supplies with worderful perfection a
necessity long felt by physicians.

AS

WANTED.
bnv a Schooner Smack, 35 to GO tons
Well smack preferred. F. W. MILL Fit

Mobile, Ala.

_oct29d2m»

II

ESTATE.

REAL
westerly half of

a

doable

2Vz story house

OPPOSITE

rooms

two
arranged
water, and lias a good cemented cellar

Business
oc3i

College,

Cor.

cistern.

ana

L. A. GRAY,
Congress and Casco Sts.

«od2w

FOR SALE OR TO LET
ut Unightville.
SK, Wood, with
stable connected.
Inquire of JOSEPH F.
FOWLEK, No. 7 Commercial Wharf, er No. 12
no. 1 0d2 w*
Monument St.

ASTOKY

AND A HALF HOI

221
jy30

t rice
DESIRABLE property in \armoutn.
Inquire of E. P. FREEMAN,
$3 600.
Yarmouth.
at
Law,
nov0d2w
Att’y

A

a

miles from

never

failing

water power, two run of f ur foot burrs and all
neccessarv machinery for doing a large custom business.
Always ground more or lens western wheat
and ha* the reputation of being the b* st flour mill
in the vicinity. Good dw«'.lmg boose goes with the
mill, lieai-ou for selling: 111 health o> be proprietor. For further information, call on or address

BKASTuW BROS.,

©Ct21d&wtf43

Brewer

ClITLEBV

Decker Bros

Jr* .•inters’

POWDER,
Electric Fuse.

Village,

Maine

vtoTICF. IN HEREBY RIVEN, that
the subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken up<»n biinseif the trust of Administrator

ef tbe estate of

GEORGE W. FRANK, late of Yarmouth,
and given
in the County of Cuinberlaud deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de« state of said deceased, are required
th
mand* upon
an I all p rsons indebted to
the same;
to exhibit
to
■aid estate are called upon to make payment
CHARLES HUM PH KEY, Administrator.
uov7dlaw3wM»
SOT.
1,1881Yarmouth,

eodtf

MARKS,
ICxohanee,

Exchange St.,

Port land, Me.

Flue Job

a

Printing
!b person

^

.t.

Positive Cure

Spinal Weakness,

Change of Life.
In
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus
to canan early stage of development. Tho tendency
use.
Its
cerous humors there is checked very speedily by
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, ITeadaches, Nervous Prostration,
and IndlGeneral Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression

gostion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.

It will at all times and under all circumstances act in
female system.
harmony with the laws that govern tho
this
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex
is
unsurpassed.
Compound
LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’8 VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
mail
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles for $5. Sent by
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
Mrs.
Pinkham
either.
receipt of price, $1 per box for
Send for pamphfreely answers all letters of inquiry.
let. Address as above. Mention this Paper.

M.W.F&wly

a

depend

Absolutely

baker,

Paris Figaro declares that while, since
1770, France has given a boost to Greece,
Turkey and Italy, America is the only nation whose gratitude has survived 100 years.

Alexander Weill has started

nt
as we now

all

supply

watchmaker at Vouvry,
A
veteran
Switzerland, claims to have invented a process by which watches will run for a year
A sealed box conwithout winding up.
taining two watches intrusted to the municipal authorities on January 19, 1879, has
just been opened, and the watches were
found going.

In 1S79, Benjamin Abers of Humphreys,
Y., fled from his home on the eve of his
wedding and nothing was heard from him
until he returned last week and found his
girl waiting for him. This was not just
what he had hoped for, so he arranged with
N.

According

crop of the country.
Miss Benson learned

TRUST

promptly attached t©.
Co

k

H

WHY THE

CLASSEbS
eodflra

IS HEREBY GIVEN that the
subscriber lias been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the
estate of
LLEWELLYN KIDDER, late; of Portland,

NOTlOe

iu the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law direct-.
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reinquired to exhibit the same; and all persons
debted to said estate are called upon ^o make payment to

JOHN TT. FOGG, Administrator.
nov7 dlaw3wM*
Portland, No?. 1st, 1881.

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Face Grubs,
Head,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald WeakSores, Mercurial Diseases, Female
of
Loss
Dizziness,
and
nesses
Irregularities,
Appetite, Juandice, Affections of the Liver.
and
Biliousness,
Dyspepsia
Inaigestion,
General Debility. Directions in eleven languages.
A course of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the most
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier ®n earth.
PBICE, $1.00. TRIAL SIZE, 10 Cents.

times, from
it

Portland.

eep20

COMPANY,

dtf

FOSTER, MIL8URN & CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y.
W. F. PHILLIPS &iC0., Wholesale ,V^ts
M.W&Fly
GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
The Great Eng-

TRADE

MARK“medyc

^TRADEMARK

Weakness.

Seminal

and all
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse; aa Loss of

Impotency,

wooing
alreauy had a wife. She waited until he made
formal proposal of marriage, and then applied to a justice for his arrest on a charge
of bigamy. Being told that the crime of
bigamy required a double marriage, she
kept her secret, let the engagement result in
a wedding, and then triumphantly sent him
to jail immediately after the ceremony.

I

E3P*FuIl particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
The Specific Medicine is
free by moil to every one.
sold by all druggists at #1 por package, or bix packages for $3
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by
addressing
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Fred. L. Ames,
Thos. Nickerson,
Isaac T. Burr,
Chas. J. Morrill, Geo. C. Lord,
Alex. H. Kice,
Elisha Atkin?,
H. I). Hyde,
Thomas Dana.
Asa P. P tter,
Oliver Ames,
EzraH. Baker,
D. P. Kimball,
JonasII. French, Levi C. Wade,
B. P. < heuey,
Win. B. Bacon, A. L. Coolidge,
F. Gordon Dexter
H. M. Whitney, W. D. Forbes,

THE WHITNEY

Thi* Company is a LEGAL DEPOSITORY for
Administrators, Executors, Assignees, Charitable
Associations and all Courts of Law.
II WILL ACT AS TRUSTEE, or as fiscal ortrans
fer agent f<»r corporations, municipalities, etc., and
REGISTER and COUNTERSIGN certificates of
Btocks, bonds, & c.
IT IS AUTHORIZED TO NEGOTIATE LOANS

Will

SOULE’S

perfectly

care

Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221
Stone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.

WB^Sold in

andiouay

nirmed

ELEGANT

TABLELAMPS

13, 1SN1.

arch

With 9fcautful
CentreN.

Made to Measure at 222 MIDDLE STREET,
B. F. WHITNEY & CO.
Jy20

dtf

Fitted complete with the

the worst forms of

Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

English

SCIATICA

Use only LARUE hot
after all else has failed.
ties for Sciatica, Rheumatism and Neuralgia Price
SI.60/ small bottles (lor sprains, Lame Back, &c),
76 cents. Sold by all druggists. F. W. RVR£R
A
Proprietor*, Boston, Mow.
dim
nov9

WINES &
all

Co.,

FORK

old stand

s-

p6dm3

Advertising
d

TKRnONT KT.,

Agent,
BOSTON

facts for Advertisement* in Newspaper* in all
and towns of the United States, Canada and
Bi itish Province*.

Co

cities

|

WILL take 10

dtf

oclO

BY—

DR

&S0N, Importers,

or

¥ Winter.
12

Horses

in Herring. Apply
DONALD, on the premises,
157 High St,, Portland.

to
or

popular Bap-

A few years ago Dr.
most

Henson de-

popular lecture,

the

F. D. KIvYlSOY
,■

the Gerry Farm
CHARLES I). Mo
to JOHN C. GERRY
ootaCdtt
on

has opened an office in
Portland and cun We found
at

Edwards & Walker’s
from
Hardwaro
st-re.
Nov. ltith to *3.

over

eodtf

ocl7

K. N. FKESH.UAft A 8BO».

Advertising Agents,
IIS« W. FOURTH

.,

propriety

of the

of

issue

was

£1

con-

bank

is acaiu under discussion in Eneland.

feeling

that it is safer and better to

tions.

employ

paper in minor transacSince 1829 the issue of notes for less

coin rather

than

than £5 has been

prohibited.

It is now ar-

that it is necessary to economize in the use of gold, wherefore smaller

gued by

some

bills are desirable.

To this it is replied that

the notes would tend to

supplant good

me-

tallic money; that small bills do not come in
for redemption so promptly as large ones,
and are therefore more likely to be counterfeited ; and that it is not easy to decide
whether the Government or banks should

CIRC1

NATI

picks

out from the

St. Petersburg Golos au account of two singular Russian sects—the Wanderers and the
Non-payers. Of the first named sect the
fundamental article of belief is that the“czar

Antichrist, and his ministers and agents
wicked angels sent to execute his decrees to the uprooting of the people of God”,
and that the only means to escape from Antichrist is “to avoid all society and take refuge in solitary woods, deserts and mountains.” This sect of Hiders, as the peasants
call them, is divided into the Wanderers
proper and the Shelterers. The Non-payers
are very prevalent in the raining districts
is

are

mil tliev dace from

1861.

Thev refuse

on

religious grounds to pay
emancipated peasantry,

taxes levied on the

;reat numbers of them
md to Siberia.

a-e

and

consequently
prison

sent to

act,” writes Mr. Jennings in
dispatch to the New York World, “is
he most revolutionary measure ever passed
n the British Parliament, and it is being
idministered
on the principle that the
;laims of the occupier are superior to the
remnant of the rights ot the owner.
Many
Irish landlords are preparing to sell out and
“The land

1 is

the country, and

estates

which ten

years ago money could not have bought are
low being sacrificed for ten years’ purchase

is, at half the usual figSpringfield Republican says that
‘even lenants already evicted are given
Handing in court by Justice O'Bagan, and
if the rent—that

ire.”

No. 276 Middle St.,

Horses

S. It. MLI>,

the

A wholesome respect for gold prevails in that
country, there being almost an instinctive

eave

C. E. JOSE & GO.

ST., PORTLANU IRK.

Exchange street,
their

I'AOkAGKS,

—FOB SALK

R. STANLEY
4eo3l

lirectly opposite

LIQUORS

Sale Wholesale and Retail,

liiuilx, iu ihr

«K!GI»AL

Watch, Clot'll, Jewelry and Nautical Stare, removed to

No. 51

For

IMPORTED

Removal.
William Senter &

Pottery

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines,
Satsunia, Kioto, &c.

Under'the Falmouth Hotel.

LINIMENT

Congress St.,

aug29dlyr

Gaiter

and to RECEIVE MwNEY ON DEPOSIT.
We invite business and correspondence, and will
make prices for prime securities by mail or telegraph
ASA P. POUTER, President.
N. W. JORDAN, Actuary,
B. L. ARBECAM, Treasurer.
aug3Ieod3rr

a

The Pall Mall Gazette

AFTER TARING.
BEFORETARmfl.con,umpt”ir»Vl
Premature Grave.

9i,uuu,uuu
oapnaiDIRECTORS:

BISHOP

Henson,

issue them.

Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and many4
other Diseases that

6cnd

and

n&ThStf

Street,

Federal

Raudell, who
Vernon, Ohio

that

her at Mount

was

tary tickets of admission on which
tained: “Fools. Admit one.”

.

BECKFOBD,
GENERAL AGENT IN MAINE,

220

the extra census bulletin

to

just issued, the great wheat States are Illinois, which raised 51,000,000 bushels; Indiana, 47,000,000; Ohio, 46,000,000; Michigan,
35.000. 000;Iowa, 31,000,000; California, 20,000,006; Missouri, 23,000,000 and Wisconsin,
24.000. 000. In these States were produced
nearly three-fourths of the whole wheat

notes

-xtenaivcly counterfeited
[^Oar
Notice c&refulh our Label, which is primed on jel
low paper, and bears signature of Gaff, Fleisebmann
& Co., without which none is Genuine.

LOAN

wedding

her to marry his brother and the
place with great “aclaw.”

took

subject
being “Fools,” and it was his special delight to enter the newspaper oflices of the
places where he was to hold forth and present the editors personally with complimen-

-

Yenit i*

AND

paper in

a

Paris, which, according to the editor, will
“appear each time that I have a falsehood to
reveal; and a truth to declare.”

livered

FRESH VERY DAY.

JUTLAND

--

getting

upon

fresh and reliable

or

UT

~

The Louisville Jourual announces that
the Democratic party will stand and fight for
tariff for revenue only, forever.

Chicago.

„
aiy

YEAS T

Samuel Thurton,

AMERICAN

-v.

“"J

tist minister of Philadelphia, is considering
a $6,000 call to the First Baptist church at

Compressed

choica Btock el tirgt-cl&Ba

H Frw St. SilwL

.i

"‘“^1

will have leisure to-morrow.”

The

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

/V TIE TITIU
Iterasettoy are the LIGHTEST, HANDSO ATEST.
J \ STRONGEST known, bo d by Opticians ana
*
-Briers, Mado by SPENCER OPT ICAL CO.. N. X

*cp23

a

for all those Painful Complnlut® and WeaknsiMi
loeommon toour bust female population.
ComIt will cure entirely the worst form of Female
and Ulcera
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation
and the consequent
tlon, Falling and Displacements,
and is particularly adapted to the

Gaff, Fleisclrniarn & o.’s

Specialty.

CELLULOID
EYE

LYDIA E. PINKHAIWI’S
VESETABLE COMPOUND.

STREET,

FAMILIES
can

indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

INCORPORATED 1881.

Book, Garni, lid Job Piiotna,
or

Pianos,

ATLAS

G. L. BAILEY.

Order* c»y mail

’

55 Congress §(., Boston.

STREET.

MIDDLE

In the last letter that Charles Dicken9

The Rev. Dr.

CALL and SEE

REJfDROCK,

FALMOUTH HOTEL,

REASONS
Bangor.

II
j|j

| O |j

situated in the town

Mill,
THEof Orrington
Orring'on, Maine, about three
of
Said mill has
the
City

TACKLE,

Particular attention paid
Pamphlet Printing
Jv)

foITsale:
Flour

^

WM. M;

111

FOR SALE.

a

18 BEATER

dtf

novo

Store.

Agent for E?upont’w Pdwrte* iVfiIl».

172 Clark Street, with 13 finished
THENo. for
families, with closets and Sebago
Lot about 40x95.
For terms, &c., apply to

I

o
£

€. A.

I'

N
L OA DING

FOR SALE.

Music

REVOLVERS,

BREECH

«*-

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’3
I^nit PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness^
and torpid^ of the liver. 25 cents per box.
jgy Sold by all Druggists.

FISHING

j|G|
j
****

N. M.
& CO.,

o

*

and Crocers.

201 MIDDLE STBELT.

Exchange St

8INGING IN ALL BRANCHES
Tenor Soloist. 9>> Park Street

di5t*

novll

1

eodtf

their grocer

and

©
£

ocl7

ORGAN.

Stockbridge’s

FOX

Mason* and Odd Fellows Wanted
agents in Cumber land Co. Pleasant and profitable. A man of good address can make good
Address
J. W. DuNNKLL, Richmond, Me.
pay.

TO

Ebell, M. !>.,

It is the be8t means of physiological exercise of
It merits
the entire system I have ever met with.

PENNELL,

novll dlw

X

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps Is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 80 years duration in every
section of our country of Cdolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists

HI* If •>

It hardens the muscles, steadies the nerves, and
tones up the whole physical system, thus enabling
it to resist disease.

TEACHERS

PIANO AND

PAKKEB,

©

people

a
o

SCHNAPPS.

-

MURRAY,

VOICE,

O

Scbiedam Aromatic

Clayton Krith, M. If.,

Exchange St

KOTZSCHMAR,
PIANO, ORGAN AND HARMONY,
Stockbridge’g Music Store.

A. E.

0

£

Ib

I was astonished at the wonderful potency of cumulative exercise in reac ing and relieving chronic
infirmities ot long standing It has been a new revelation to me and other medical friends.

AJgo
if

©
O

WOLFE’S

It is entirely satisfactory to me, and possesses all
the merits claimed for ic.

WANTED.
for our Princess Needle Casket
just from Europe; Goods staple and sell at
sight. Also a general agent wanted. Circular and
London Needle Co., New Bedford,
terms free.
novl2 d6t
Mats.

and freckles, and is the BEST toilet
two
dressing in THE WOULD. Elegantly put up,
internal
bottles in one package, consisting of both
treatment.
and external
aii first class druggists have it. Price$1. per packags.
en17
M.W.Flv
removes tan

sensitive feet.

MEW YORK.

FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,

MTJWIC

<

soft and smooth:
body. It makes the skin white,

31Vfc Exchange S

COUNSELLOR AT

COUNSELLOR

g

TENDER |TCHINCS°n«llport»oftie

■x

BYRON D. VERRJLL,

W

S|

NEWPORTS,

jnel3

We have found th- Reactionary Lifter of^benefit
to persons ot weakened muscular structure and of
sedentary habits.
Robert Hamilton, M. If.,

Street

191 Middle St.

BOY WANTED.

g

1

PROCLAMATION.

A.

with
It has long been the custom of our
the closing of the year to look hack upon the blesscourse of sear
the
in
to
them
changing
ings brought
S'*us and to return solemn thanks to the All GiviDg
Source from whom they flow, and although at this
period when the falling leaf aoiuonishes us that the
lime of our sacred duty is at hand, our nation still
lies in the shadow ot a great bereavement and
mourning, which has filled our hearts and still finds
its sorrowful expression towards God before whom
we but lately bowed *n grief and supplication, yet
the countless benefits which have showered upon
us during the past twelve months call for out fervent gratitu e and make it fitting that we should
rejoice with thankfulness that the Lord in Hia infinite mercy has most signally favored our countrv,
Peace without and prosperity
aud our people
within have been vouchsafed to us. No pestilence
1ms visited our shores. The abundant privileges of
freedom which our fathers left us in their wisdom
are still our increasing heritage, and if in parts of
our vast domain, some affliction has visited our
brethren in their forest homes,yet eveu this calamity
has been tempered, and in a manner sanctified by
the generous compassion for the sufferers which
lias been called forth throughout our land. For all
these things it is meet that the voice of the Nation
should go up to God in devout homage.
Wherefore I Che? er A Arthur, President of
the United States, do recommend that a 1 the
people observe Thursday, the 24th day of Novembei insta t, as a day of national thanksgiving and
prayer by ceasing so far as may be from their
secular labors and meeting in their several places
of worship there to join in ascribing honor and
praise 10 Almighty God whose good,,esshas been so
manifest in our history aud in our lives, and offeri g earnest praye s tha: His bounties may continue
to us aud to our children.
I a witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand
and caused he seal of the United States to be
affixed.
Hone at the ci,y of Washington this fourth day of
November iu the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-one and of the independence of the United States the one hundred
and sixth.
Chester A. Arthur.
By the President.
James G. Blaine, Secretary of State.
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abont 17 or 18 years of age, wanted as
clerk in a grocery store. One living in central
Address G. S.
or eastern part of city preferred.
novl2dtf
this office, giving age etc.
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THOMAS & BIRD,
COUNSELLORS
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Is Warranted to Cure

230 Middle St

GAGE & STROUT

T

|

CURE

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS,
55
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
ALL ROUCH SCALY ERUPTION8,
g DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,
PIMPLES and
« SCROFULA ULCERS,
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61 Va Exchange St

LAW,
34 Exchange
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^
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I do rot
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FRANK W. ROBINSON,

B

HORSES FOR SALE.

any

■2

Wrn. L.

COUNSELLOR

FOR SALE

-I_-

Exchange St.

THOMAS B. REED,

e

Sold by all druggists, Price, 60 cents a
Depot 106 North Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md. By
mail, two boxes for §1, or six boxes for §2.60, to
box
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success.
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No

San Francisco.

DYER,
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trial

Shoddy, no old and damaged
goods to crowd off, no barn door

St. Louis.

P

by all intelligent suff erers. They are prepared expressly to cure sick headache, nervous
headache, dyspeptic headache, neuralgia, paralysis,
sleep'essness, dyspepsia and nervousness, and wil
a
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•

Saratoga Springs.

LAW,

ASSEMBLIES

*

for

It is the most perfect compendium of exercise im
aeinable. It is particularly adapted to ladies suffering from uterine and kindred weaknesses.
oiaiio Gomez, M. D.,
New York.
I am fully satisfied with your machine and its ef

P, MATTOCKS,
COUNSELLOR AT

discovered what now are renowned in medical praca combination of Celery and Chamomile
in the shape of Pills. 1 hey are used by the profes
Sion at large and constantly recommended by them
It is not a patent medicL e. It is the result of his
own experience in practice.
They are a sure cure
tor the following special diseases, and are worthy of

tice, viz:

MRS. LYDIA E. P1NKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

DONGOLA

Saratoga Springs.
AT

at all

styles and

in all

James Iff. Mi cor, Iff. D
New York.
It accelerates to a high degree, and exalts to great
perfection all the ordinary processes of nutrition,
foming new material iu larger quantities *nd of
better quality, removing at the same lime, and with
like rapid ity, tbe etf He material by oxidation, by
which both warmth and power are simultaneously
furnished in increased quantities to the constantly
renewed fabric.
R. C. Moffat, M. D.;

Adrian J.

Single admission Gent with Ladies,
for a course of six assemblies, $3.00.

GENTLEMEN’S LOW SHOES,

over-eei imated.

If avid

COUNSELLOR

highest rank, as authority on those special and distressing diseases. In the course of his practice he

”

Boston Mass.

J. J. LYNCH,

I

M.B. GILBERT.

hand sewed

TORE BOOTS and SHOES.

Every one who gives iho Reactionary Lifter a
fair trial becomes fascinated with it.
Caroline B. Wiadow, Iff. D.j
Washington, D. C.
With three mouths’ use of the Reactionary Lifter,
Its effect
I am a physically regenerated woman.
has been magical. 1 esteem it a blessing which can
not be

DU. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md.
We give above a correct likeness of this wel
known and successful physical! and surgeon, who
has made a life long study of Nervous Diseases a d
the Diseases of the Skin, and he now stands in the

Brooklyn.

LAW,

AT

quality,

best

Iflorlaud, Iff. D.,

Wm. W.

only fully assorted stock of Gentlemen’s

The

fects.

Waltzing thoruugly taught in this classs.
Respectfully,
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New York.
imparts increased bodily
Systematically
and mental vigor, and will be found particularly
of the back and
muscles
the
valuable in toning up

SETH L. LARRABEE,

I

WALTZING.
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399V2 Congress Street
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body

to both
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No other store in this
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J. H. FOGG,

C

physical exercise

B. C ross, m.
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1SHA
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GOODS,

BEST

Olivet* Wendell Holmes, ITS. I>.,
Harvard University.
It furnishes a concentrated form < f exercise which
I have f*mnd salutary, agreeable and exhi araiing.
The particular apparat u* you use, ‘-The Reactionary
Lifter, Ms a most ingenious, convenient, compact,
and serviceable arrangement
Austin Flint, iff. !>.,
New York.
I have derived, personally, advantage from i;s
use. and I have known of its having proved beneficial in several instances. Judiciously used it se-

com-

preserve
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styles
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Photography
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lie Dublin solicitors say be is “harder on
lie landlords’ than Parne 1 was.
The crier
who opened ‘the court of the Laud League,”

supposed by slip of the tongue,
inspired to true propheexpression is tha' ‘a
landlord's agent might as well appear before
l branch of the League as before the
subis

it was

proves to have been
cy, for the Dublin

:ommissiouers.’

”
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observed at the offici
of the Queen’s Remembrancer at the Roya
Courts of Justice, wheie the formal servicei
due to the Crown on behalf of the Corpora
tion of London in respect of certain of theii
property were duly rendered. Proclama
tion having been made as follows: “Tenan

quaint

STlIDl

Ml Dll IT II II

-AND-

Teems: Eight Dollar* a Tear. To mail enteerlb
er* Seven Dollars a Year, It paid In advance.

XJ1JL. UtUCl

MEDICAL.

MISCELLANEOUS

custom

and occupiers of a piece of waste grounc
called the Moors, in tho County of Salop
the City
come forth and do your service,”
Solicitor presented himself and cut one fag
0t with a hatchet, and another with a bill
hook. Proclamation was then made: “Tenants and occupiers of a certain tenement
called the Forge, in the Parish of St. Clem
ent Danes, in the County of Middlesex,
The City
come forth and do your service.”

that, counted sis
sixty one nails, the Queen’s
Remembrancer saying “Good number.”
With that the proceedings ended.

Solicitor,

iu

to

answer

horseshoes and

Reserved Seats.
A Domestic Melodrama in one Act.
[From the French of Eugene Cbevette ]

play.]

She—Considering that this is the first time
you have deigned to take ms any wherei; I arn
surprised that yon paid so little attention tc
A devoted husband would have
my comfort.
secured better seats, bnt yon said of course,
‘‘Oh, anything is good enough for her!
He—But, my dear, these are the best seats in
the house, and x cannot see what more you

could ask, for I hardly suppose you would wish
to occupy the Emperor’s box.
She—You mean that I am not good enough
for it! I dou't thank you for bringing me here
since it was only to have an opportunity of
me such coxbpliments.
I simply
He—You are wrong, my love.
wished to point ont when you reproached me
with neglecting your comfort that I came to
the theatre, said, “Give me two of the best
seats in the house!” and paid down my l(j
francs, as I would have paid 60 to give you

paying

pleasure.

She—So you squandered 16 francs without
knowing what seats you were getting, so that
if wh en we arrived they had opened a dark
cupboard and said, “Get up on the second
shelf!” we would have no recourse but to do
so!
He—That is going to an extreme, my love.
When you pay to see a play, it is manifest
that they can’t put you into a dark cupboard.
Any one with common sense can see that.
So I don’t possess
She—Oh, thank you!
common sense.

But I

see

what it is—I under-

stand it all! You are trying to take the 16
francs you have wasted out of me. As if I was
to blame because some one else swindled you
by giving you such seats.
He—No one swindled me; I selected them
myself on the diagram.
Sue—Yes, you parted with your money on
the strength of a diagram, without asking to
comforsee the seats and find out if they were
table.
He—But it is not customary.
She—When you buy a two franc chicken
tenderyou feel it to see if it is
He—And in the daytime the theatres are
dark.
She—Easy enough to get a lantern.
He—Bosh 1
She—Bosh? Do you want me to believe
that in a city of the size of Paris Buch a thing
But, no! The
as a lantern isn’t to be found?
least little thing costs too much trouble—you
would sooner see an unhappy woman, whose
health and happiness the iaw has confided in
your keeping, suffer agony on a seat harder
than a road.
He—I’ll go for a cushion, my dear. (Kising.)
She—Oh, thank you. Do bring me a cushion every one has sat on. And while you are
about it, see if you can find a cast-off bouquet
that has been lying under a seat for a few
Wb6ks.
How stupid of me
He—You want flowers?
to forget! I’ll get them thisto reflect about
trouble
the
She—If you took
such a trifling matter as my health, you would
know that the smell of flowers makes me sick.
He—Forgive me, my love. I had forgotten—

She—Your confession was not needed to
convince me of your neglect. Any other husband, on finding that the wife of his bosom
was placed alongside of a fat woman
escaped
from a circus and reeking with patctouli,
would have seen to it that a door was opened.
He—I will, with pleasure, my love, only as
the act has been begun, I shall have to disturb
every one.
She—Bather
V UU

nuum

900

than

incommode strangers
~
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suffer. I suppose that’s her husband there—
that grinning idiotHe—’Ssh, my love. He’s doing what we
should do— following 'he play.
She—And a nice play it is, too; no one can
make head or tail out of it.
He—If you were to listen instead of talk-

ing—
She—I suppose you’d like

a
poor woman
open her mouth when she s away
from home,
He—I do not say that, hut it is customary after the curtain goes up to listen to the actors
and indeed the practice conduces to obtaining
an idea of the story.
She—A nice story it is, too. lour Countess
who receives Tom, Dick and Harry—ha! there,
them out.
they’re singing—while she shows
Do people in good society sing when they go
from one room to another, I d like to know?
And only just now they said there was a nervin the lower stoous notary who had an office
time of it
ry! He must have a nice, quiet
howl a duet every time
poor man, if they
at
these
look
doors!
And
a door is opened.
every time any
Every door has two leaves, andboth
leaves! Is
one goes in or out he opens
that the fashion in good society? I suppose
and
bottom
each
they draw the bolts at the top
time. And they never shut a door—not they!
The door has to shut itself.
He—You see,
my dear, on the stage it js
assumed that there is a lackey on the other
side to close the doorShe- Oh, then there was a lackey in the
Countess’s bedroom when she went into it to
dress, as she said. A nice Counress, that. If
those are the morals aud manners of the noble age of Louis XIV. I thank heaven that
I’m only a common woman. And that’s what
you paid your 16 francs to tee?
He—You are severe, my love.
She—lam not; but sinse the theatre is a
school of manners, I don’t want to hear people
screech in a notary’s house or see a countess
lock herself up with a footman. There! Ono
of them has begun to dance!
He—Didn’t you hear him say, “Let me take
advantage of the Countess’s absence to practice the pas I am to dance with her to-night.”
That’s why he is daneing.
She—And what about the notary down
stairs? He must pay a very low rent to induce
And who is
him to remain in such a place!
this new character that enters the Countess’s
as
as
a
knife
enters
a pound
easily
apartments
of hotter? She's a Countess that takes precautions abrut her dressing room! I’d as soon
thiuk of dressing myself in the street.
He—Ssh! He Baid—didu’t you hear him?—
that he found no one in the aute-ohamber to
announce him.
She—Then who shut the door from the outside? It must be a nicely-run household—not
I hope the
even a servant to answer the door!
notary’s clients don’t leave their securities
with him.
He—oh, if you come down to such triliesShe—Trifles! Yon consider it a tritie to call
But I am not
on a lady while she is dressing.
surprised. You have no sense of decency. I
haven’t
am only astonished that
you
quitted
and meander rouud the
me hours ago to go
Countess. I have been waiiiug to hear you
say you had an engagement with the notary.
He—Hush, my dear. Everybody is staring
at us. You forget you are at the theatre.
She—Now I see why you were so ready to
spend 16 francs to take me to the theatre. It
was with the triple object in view of breaking
me on a stone bench, poisoning me with patchouli and perverting my moral sense.
You
wished to reduce me to a level with your countess, who opens her doors to wholecities—races.
He—I beg of you, my dear-. They are
never

to

laughing at

us.

She—I won’t stay here another instant. I
will go and get the money back. Let then, deduct the price of the act we have seen, if they
to exact it.
are mean enough
Oh, heavens!
There are all five of them kissing the countess.
He—You see she has just recognized her
five long lost brothers.
She—Don’t tell me. No woman ever recognized five long-lost brothers at once. If she pretends they are her brothers, it is only because
ic

.omo

uy

trail.
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A

Pleasing Picture of Life

on

Shipboard.

[Corr. San Francisco Bulletin.]
has now just began. An antiquated and monotonous method of travel some of
the laudsmeu may think. To you, rushing
man of business, to whom every minute of

Ship life

time represents money rather than health; to
you, luxurious traveler, whose life motto is
“Personal Ease;” to your uses are specially
adapted the ocean palaces that steam from on#
side of the Atlantic to the other. Withal, you
cannot experience the genuine comfott, the
exhilaration to life ami spirits that results from
the keen enjoyment of ocean life while soothed

by the slower motion ef the cauvass-winged
•hip. Therd is almost rejuvenation in the
bracing sea air, combined with the temperate
life on a sailing ship. For just at that moment

when the last stretch of laud passes from

view, all hardens of care leave with it, sue'
cceded by a feeling of infinite rest. At the
mercy of the wind aud tide, the exacting feeling of being on time passes away, the wearing
idea of definiteness of action or thought yields
of undefined existence.
a delightful sense
There is a charming indefiniteness even re-

to

garding the questions

Husband has treated hi*
Wife to to the Tiieatre. The action takes
place in two front seats daring the first act of

[Argument:—The

the

usa wonuauuu

was

I_

He—If you understood the plot you—
She—So I'm au idiot, aui I? Here, let me
oui?
He—Wait till the eud of the act.
She—I won’t
He—We will have to derange everybody—
She—(Jome this moment or I II prance along
the knees of the audience. O—oh! (Goes into
hysterics and is removed to her carriage by her
husband aud a stranger )
Stranger—I hope the air will revive your
wife, sir. If I can be of any further service to
you. here is my card.
II —Thank you sir
(Reads) "Mr. Lou
King, Wild Be isi Tamer!” Curtain.)
Too actor plays lor money; but he does not
like to be called a gambler.—New Orleans Picayune.

as to how,
whon or
where the burden of life may again bn resumed
and an agreeable accompanying “don’t cireativeness.” There is no rash nor hurry now, no
appointed task to accomplish in a giveu time.

As there is no morning paper we may not
trouble our minds with the affairs of the world
behind. There are
we have so willingly left
none of those little daily disbursements, often
so annoying. The non-arrival of the daily mall
precludes all possibilities of sympathizing with
the joys and misfortuues of friends. Here is
rest, rest and peace. In this dolce far uient8
we live with nature aud keep her commaudmeuts.

Does life so

pictured

seem

monoto-

nous?

True, there is only sky above and sea below.
But when does the face of tho w aters ever appear the same? On leaving the city, the muddy waters of the river changed to the greenish
waters of the bay, then darkened into the blue
The glassy placidnoss of
waters of the ocean.
the watea in calm,with a little breeze breaks
into frolicking waves, saucily
tipped with
flashing white caps, then with increasing wind
rolls into surges that break sulleuly anil threateningly. In the sky above there is an endless
variety of clouds of innumerable tints and infi-

nite forms, especially at sunrise and sunset.
So wonderfully varied teem the clouds that
lying on deck watching the sky, the fanciful
miud easily resumes the once favored but foraud again picgotten pastime of childhood,
moving cloud-shapes, warriors
tures in Uie
with lances advancing, squadrous of soldiers,
armored kuights aud bits of landscape. There
is motion, motion everywhere. It is this sbirit of motion that haunts the brain of the seasick person like some phantom of wickeduess
creating internal motion and emotion.
The ship aud its company constitute in
themselves a little world, having even a lanits own.
guage and a geography peculiarly
Can the geography be doubted? Then locate
the main-top-gailantsail? Where is the mizFind the main-topsail halzen lower top sail?
liards. It is a geography learned by experiEvery tiny bit
ence rather than by text-book.
of cordage, as well as every strap and bar,
inseems to have a name, the length of which
creases as the size cf the oblect diminishes.
The language here spoken, though by some,
termed a nautical vocabulary, is to the inexperienced traveler nothing less than a new
tongue. If not unriddle, if yon may,these puzzles- -Let her luff!” “Hard lee!” Fore bow-

linel” “Belay weather-braces!”

An absolute monarchy is our form of govruler.
ernment; the caDtaiu is the supreme
Like the ruler of any realm, life aud properly
a
heavy one.
are in his care, and the burden is
With admirable executive ability he regulates
Nothing
the affairs of ship rather thau state.
as he studies every
escapes his ever-vigilant eye
of the
fall
and
clond, marks sharply the rise
hours
glass, and constantly, daring the dreary
of the night, u.iwearyingly watches over our
world
safety. The social relations of our little
There is the aristocracy
are clearly defined.
foreof
the
class
the
and
working
of the cabin
the
castle. Not m the circles of the old world is
line of caste distinction drawn with more exThe
70
here.
actness than in the little society
feet of main deck separate most perfectly the
_a
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No common ground exists save in a terrible gale, when imminent danger awakens all
Then,
to the fact that life only may be saved.
in the equal chances of escape, one man counts
our
What exact discipline
ship
as the other.
is
'nan
potentates demand aud keep. Every
to bli to the
is
he
that
a
expected
assigned post
enforced
best of his ability, aud is peremptorily
world has
to do so in case of refusal. Our little
dark cell in the hold
a prison cell of its own, a
of the ship, and iron bracelets that lock rebellions hands behind the offender’s back. When
necessity demands, punishment falls so quickto shame the
ly on the offending head as to put
keepers of
laxity suffered to exist among the With
amazns.
behind
civil peace in the world
buds his place
ing nromptitude every seaman
when the word of command goes forth—every
to iris full bent.
man works with alacrity aud
At sea any object awakening meditation or
reflection calls forth a flood of stories of the
sea.
Immediately the sight of the buoy awakened tales of floating wrecks, and among all
that were told, this story, told by one of the
officers, seemed the most touching:
Several years ago, when crossing the Atlantic in about this same latitude, we experienced
blew a sharp ga,e,
stormy weather. The wind
the air was bitter cold; the decks so icy that we
could move about only with great difficulty.
We were ruuning against a heavy head sea
that every now aud then dashed coldly end
in the
unpityingly over the deck. Suddenly,
distance wo all saw a sail. Closer scrutiny
in the
fluttering
reverse
ensign
showed the
The unbreeze, announcing a ship in distress.
merciful sea dashed continuously over her. We
were
men
that
to
see
could come near euouhh
lashed in her rigging; could eveu count them;
but with our utmost endeavors could not
reach them. Our boats could not live in such
In the heavy gale of wind we could not
a sea
two nights we
get alongside. Two days and
stood by, loath to leave the poor, wet, halffrozen victims lashed to the rigging aud awaitincreased,
ing death. The third day the gale to
control
the sea rode higher, aud powerless
the forces of nature, we were driven by the
the
of
dying
breaking wreck in the very sight
victims we had bravely sought for two days to

obey.

Sa,rhere

and
are certain hours as well as sights
stories at sea, that impress themselves iueffaccne calm
ably »pon the mind. E peciallj|may
moonlight evening he recalled. The winds
moonthe
intense
and waves softly slept. In
overlight the sails gleamed almost spectrally
head. The wondrously Intricate lacing of rope
and cord, as it stood delicately traced before
the silver of the moon, seemed the magic work
of supernatural hands. Now and then a faint
puff of air sent a dismal wail along .the sails
and shrouds which, with the ceaseless lapping
of the water seemed to spirit us away to a land
of dreams. Suddenly the voices of the sailors
while at their work broke into a weird cadence. The voice of the boatswaiD, sweeter
and louder than the rest now and then rang
out aloue, but was joined in the chorus by all
others. Wearisome work it would have been
did they not forgst some of the heavy strains
in the keen delight of hearing their voices in
harmouy and time. As the voices of the seamen rose higher aud clearer the words at first
Inaudible rang forth distinctly. "Sallie Brown
I am going for to marry," “I will spend my
auo
um»nu
money on oauy uruwu.
broken, the words awakened the slumbering
was irrea
smile
train of worldly thoughts,
pressible and all went below for the night.
So at sea happy hours glide into days, day*
into weeks. Every day brings some new object of interest. There are precious hours for
uninterrupted reading, that are reluctantly resigned as the end of the journey approaches.
“Yet “end things must'v.vas the thought when
we were told that one night more in the English channel would end the voyage.

Contemporary English Poetry.
The Atbsnaium prefaces an elaborate review of Mr. Rossetti’s last votume of “Barlads
and Sonnets” by the following remarks:
The appearance of this volume so soon after
Mr. Teunysou’s "Ballads and other Poems” is
suggestive of certain inevitable reflections. The
most striking characteristic of our time is perhaps the way in which poetry, bo h in Euglaud
and in France, holds her own. aud (in spite of
all discouragements) ilouishes by the side of science, that popular aud petted sister of tiers
whose undue share of public patronage in England has disturbed the pesco of Mr. Matthew
Arnold. While contemporary France boasts
of a poet of the colossal pretensions of Victor
Hugo, such names in our own country as Tennyson, Browning, Rossetti, Swinburne, Morris,
oau only be matched by going back to those
times which Mr. Arnold fondly recalled In his
speech at the Academy dinner this year—times
before science had become a passion, and when
there w is as much patronage for poetry as th. re
r<> ignore the
now is for painting aud music.
vi'aiity of contemporary poetry—is it is the
tile
merest affectstion; to
fashion to igure it—is
deny it is a contemptible feature of,, that, "cant
of criticism” against which Sterne railed, but
railed in vaiu. Wo will go further in this
matter, and assert that besides the groat names
just mentioned there are something like half a
dozen luminaries of lessei urngni ude, any one
of whom would put I lit' he shad*- the South(-v, h c mauler
eys. Moores aud R tgersrs. w
hie courage ami sell sowltct: >' ) twins ,-d
ralongside C! tlerldge and Wordsworth m n
ameut where slio shone Keats. Shelley and
B run.
And, if we must indeed belies,' with
Mr. Arnold (who. being a po t, ought to hu
)
that poetry is now the "drug” which the bookadmire
but
sellers declare it to be, we cannot
>-
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much of what is

so

little

required.

“With

passer,”

Joubert oue h
to have said, for clearly the better wo can do
the
more
we
have and the
without poets
poets
more abundant are their songs.
But is It really true that we can do without
them? We believe that a more searching inquiry into this matter would show that in this
country at least, where the passion for the oths
er fine arts is quite exotic, the popular passion
for poetry is the genuine passion, and though
it will at times yield to other influences—such
as those induced by sudden outbursts of scientific discovery, or by fashionable mimicries of
foreign taste, or by commercial and speculative
crazes, or by a tide of martial enthusiasm—is
really undying; and a sure sign of this is the
fact that poetic genius cannot be silenced by
the temporary coldness of the public ear, but
will express itself whether it finds listeners or
not.
This is what gives a special interest to
the fact that two such volumes as those of Mr.
Tennyson and Mr. Rossetti have appeared almost simultaneously at a period when poetry is
said to be an unmarketable commodity. For
variety of poetical gifts—for imagination, for
pathos, for humor, and for music—Mr. Tennyson's latest volume can only be characterized
as marvellous; and before we have ceased wondering at it, and long before we have been able
to do it full justice, we get this volume from
Mr. Rossetti, which, if not so absolutely various as Mr. Tennyson's, inasmuch as humor is
not attempted, is certainly as rich in poetic
beauties, and even more pheuomenal as a product of a time such as ours; for the supernatural elelnent of poetry (as fundamental an element as the humorous, and much rarer in
modern times) finds here an expression as genuine, as unadulterated with the self-conscious
knowingness of a scientific age, as if the poems
had beeu written in the time of Shakespeare or
eveu in the time of Roger Bacon. Here, perhaps, is Mr. Rossetti’s distinctive and most
prominent place in the literature of our time.
What other people try to do and fail to do—
give a poetic embodiment to the “eerie” mood
of feature as she lies dreaminv of man's destiny—Mr. Rossetti does with so much apparent
ease that he scarcely seems to try at all.
That
his sister, however, shouldeshow much of the
same peculiar gift was perhaps to be expected.
nous

pouvons

nous en

[New York News.]

Teaching the Young Idea.
“Attention, children!” said the principal, entering the class-room, followed by a stranger;
“this gentleman will ask you a few questions
in arithmetic. He is the Supreintendent of
Schools at Mule Gulch, Nevada, that great
Western State of which you have so often
heard.”
“Which his name are Dodd,” said the visit,
or, and, mounting the platform, be drew a
bowie-knife from his boot-leg and tapped for
attention on the desk. “We will now proceed
to do a sum in simple addition. A gentleman
who had a head on him from last night met
another gentleman in the Dew-drop Inn, who

put a bead on him. How many heads did that
gentleman have on him? ‘Three!’ Now you’re
talking. We will next proceed to substruction
Wall-eyed Bob bad five fingers on his left hand
(including his thumb) when he injudiciously
called Buckskin Joe a jumping mule. Buckskin Joe drawed his eleven-inch toothpick, and
the barkeeper subsequently swept up two fingers.
How many fingers had Wall-eyed bob
left?
“Three!”
Your’re right, and I’ve
S500 here in this little pocketbook that says

you are.”
“We generally do theso sums in apples and
other domestic fruit,” said the principal, tim-

idly.
“Quite -ight. quite right,” said the gentleman from the Far West, “but my plan in universally admitted to be more national—more
patriotic. It was criticised some at our last
convention at Gallows Forks, but a majority
favored it, and the gentleman who opposed it
walks with a crutch yet. Now then, kids,
bump yourselves for a problem in multiplication and edition. A gentleman held a full at
a social
game o( poker—three nines and two
How

many spots was on his cards7
your class is no
slouch of a class at ‘rithmetic. I will just give
the kids one more—an easy one. Five hoss
thieves had operated for five days before the
Vigilantes hang them, and had stolen twentyeight head of stock. How many hosses a day
did each hoss thief steal? “One and threetwenty-flfths of a hoss!” Eight, and if any
man says you ain’t, don’t take it from him,
if he’s as big as a grain elevator. Now, mister
man, trot oat yoar class in moral philossevens.

“Forty-one!” surely! mister,

ophy.”
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Offices, Washington, D. C.,
Nov. 14, 1 A .M.
)
For New England,
Partly cloudy weather, local rains, southerly
to westerly winds, rising barometer, and slight
fall in temperature.

[special bulletin.]
The storm which prevailed in the Lake region yesterday moved rapidly to the northeastward of New England, followed by clearing
and fair weather in all the districts east of the
Rocky Mountains. Light local rains are reported from the Lake region, and light snow
from Minnesota and upper Missouri valley.
The temperature has changed slightly ill districts east of the Mississippi, but the cold wave
has appeared in Minnesota and upper Missouri
valley, where the temperatnre has fallen from
10 to 20 degrees. Westerly winds continue on
the Atlantic coast, and southwest to northwest
winds in the Ohio valley, Lake region and
Northwest.
Indications are that fair weather will prevail
in the Middle and Southern States during
Monday and that the temperature will be mnch
lower in the Lake region, Ohio valley and the
Northwest daring Tuesday.
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garden of roses to listen, it is a grudging nightingale,'’ says the Eastern satirist, “who will
not sing; but he is a generous songster indeed
who will pipe to the sands of Sahara.” “Ce
qui fait que nous avons des poetes, c’est que

Schooner

Sunk.
PROBABLE COURSE OF THE DEFENCE

Washington, Nov. 13.—The trial of Guiteau will begin here to-morrow in the Criminal Court. A host of witnesses has been summoned on both sides. Arrangements have
Boston, Nov. 13.—Saturday evening the been perfected to seat all spectators allowed in
came
into
collision
schooner Amos Walker
the court room, and no lounging will be permitted either in the aisles or about the corriwith the brig Jeremiah, and both sunk. The
dors. John W. Guiteau, of Boston, and his
schooner was commanded by Captain Frank
Mrs. Scoville, visited their brother at
sister,
Poland of Friendship, Maine, and hailed from the jail here this afternoon. The interview
with
858
loaded
tons
of
from
coal
lasted nearly two hours. The prisoner betrayed
Thomaston,
no unusual emotion at the meeting, and after
Richmond, Virginia for Boston. She was ownexchanging salutations began the recital of the
ed by Thomas Dunn & Co. The brig was comold storv as to the course which prompted him
manded by Captain Shepard Blanchard, and
to commit the crime with which he is charged.
He expressed no regret whatever for his action
Delaware
of
from
loaded with 425 tons
coal
but reiterated bis
story about being
City for'Boston. She was owned by R. P. “inspired by God, previous
etc. Jdr. Scoville, GuiBeck & Co., New York- The accounts of the
stated
this
teau’s counsel,
evening that his
Captains differ with respect to the cause of the client insisted that it should be his prerogative
to make a statement in court to-morrow, and
accident. Poland says about 6.40 Saturday
that Guiteau has been engaged for the past ten
evening he made the brig on |his weather the days in preparing a document setting forth his
schooner running west, northwest from Minots
views, which he will probably present as soon
Lights. All he could see was the cabin light as the coart opens to-morrow unless prevented
by Judge Cox. Mr. Scoville said to-night that
of the brig. By her sails he thought she was
it was not the intention of the counsel for the
going the same way as the schooner. Shortly defence to introduce technical objections in seafter he saw what he thought was the brig’s
lecting a jury. They will endeavor to obtain a
of rendering a
torchlight, and heard some one sing out “keep jury composed of men capable
fair verdict after hearing the evidence and
off” Heput.the wheel hard up and felljoff about
who will not be carried away by public clamor
two points,but was too late and the brig struck
against their convictions.
The preparations for the Guiteau trial have
the schooner by the main chains. The brig
begun m the Criminal Court room. Rough
was running north at the time and struck head
board seats are being constructed in the space
The mate sung out to the brig to keep the
on.
outside the bar, where hitherto there has been
The
wheel hard down, but they did not.
only standing room. Guiteau asked the Depu; ty Marshal last night what preparations were
schooner was cut nearly in two to the water’s
making, and seemed to be especially anxious
edge and sunk immediately. The captain, to be brought to court in good style and to be
mate, and second m
angupon the brig,
conveyed safely. Capt. Williams, the Chief
Deputy, informed him that be would be taken
but three sailors whose first names are Dan,
Gilbert and Nickerson were drowned. Their
last names are not known. The night was
dark and cloudy. Captain Poland lost the savings of a lifetime. After these men jumped
on the brig it was found to be sinking.
A boat
lowered and the crews rowed thirty miles
to this city, reaching here at noon.
Captain Blanchard states at 7.30 p. m. he saw
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mate Frank M. Bra? was found to be missing,
wa saw the light of the brig twenty minutes
after we left her, when it disappeared. We
l03t everything on board.
LATEB.

The four

men

reported lost in

a

collision

down the harbor have been saved. They managed to get into a small boat belonging to the
schooner and after rowing some twelve miles

picked

up by the schooner Edward Barton. The brig did not sink as was supposed
bnt was fastened to by a fishing vessel and
towed to Provincetown.
were

A St. John Brig Wrecked.
New Yobk, Nov. 12.—Bark Fairmount reports Oct. 22d, lattitude 44 longitude 27, saw
the brig Stella of St. John, N. B-, dismasted.
The crew were being taken off by a Norwegian bark bound east.

WASHINGTON.
Postal Changes.
Washington, Oct. 16.—The following postal
changes were made last week:
Lucinda A. Dodge, Seal Cove, Hanoock
county, Me.; David Roweil, Jr., Solon, Somerset county, Me.; Samuel W. Wilson, West
Durham, Androscoggin county. Me.; Charles
H. Dixon, Monson, Holloboro county, N. H.;
Mrs. Abbie M. Brown, Seabrook, Rockingham county, N. H.; Charles A. Moulton,
Northfield Farms, Franklin county,
Mass.;
Dukes
Geo N. Peakes, Vineyard Haven,
county, Mass.; W. E. Lord, Westminster DeMass.
pot, Worcester county,
Mourning Decoration Bills.
A treasury department official states that
bills aggregating 8300,000 have been received
at the department for mourning decorations on
the public buildings throughout the' country in
In each case a
memory of the late President.
reply has been sent to the effect that the matter will have to be laid before Congress, since
there is no available appropriation out of
which such expenses can be paid.
Secretary Lincoln’s Report.
Tt, in understood that the

Sacratarv of War.

in his forthcoming annual report, will urge
the speedy completion of the new building for
The necessities of the
the war department.
government service require its early completion. The bureaus of the department aro now
widely scattered, and many of the buildings
now occupied are of doubtful security, and yet
contain records of immense value the destruction of which would work great injury to
He will also call attention
to the government.
to the necessity for further legislation to make
available the appropriation for the erection of
a new
building for the pension office, which
appropriation by the omission of a single word
in the act of last year was rendered unavailable during the present year.
Republicans Sure of the Speakership.
Many newspapers rushed too hastily to the
conclusion that, because Astor was defeated
for the House of Representatives in New
York, the Republicans would not be able to
The Republicans have 117
elect a speaker.
members, a clear majority of the House, without the 11th New York district.
They are,
therefore, sure of the speakership, and all the
talk about the Greenbackers holding the balThe error
ance of power is a waste of breath.
grew out of an incorrect list of tha members of
the new house, published in a political manual, but even if the Republicans lack one or two
of a majority, they are sure of the Readjuster
votes from Virginia, and they will have a
working majority on most questions of ten or

THE STAR ROUTES.

Accidental

Poisoning.

Dexter, Nov. 12.—Wm. Robinson, of Ripley, was accidentally poisoned Friday with two
others drinking run, mixed with aconite pnt np
for horse medicine.

Robinson died soon after.

Fire.
Boothbay, Nov. 12.—A small house at North
Boothbay, occupied by Wm. E. Mahoney, and
a stable partially filled with hay, were burned
this evening. Loss $700; fully insured.

FERRY BOAT LOST.

Several Persons Drowned on the Hudson River.
Taor, N. Y., Nov. 12.—This evening a skiff
ferry, with nineteen parsons, was swamped by
the swell of three propellers while crossing the
river from this city to Port Schuyler. The
following are known to be drowned and three
others are missing:—George Hoyt, a single
man, James Diamond, Thomas Manlon, Sr.,
Giles Leroy, and Henry Leroy, his son, Francis Reilly and John Keyes. Mrs. Leroy, who
is dying, has not been informed of her double
loss. Owing to the great excitement it is very
difficult to obtain accurate particulars. Parties are searching for the bodies.
Tboy, Nov. 13.—James Dimon and George
Hoyt, reported lost, have turned up, and it appears they were not in the boat. Michael McMahon is now reported missing and is undoubtedly lost. With the exception of the Leroys
all the persons drowned were employed at Burden’s iron works in this city. There is a possibility that three men who recently arrived
from Europe, whose names are unknown, and
who were reported to have been in the boat,
may be safe but they have not been heard yet.
One of the deceased leaves a wife and eleven
children, another a wife and seven children,
while Leroy’s wife is lying at the point of
death and has not yet been informed of the
disaster.

Four Men Killed.
East Saginaw, Mich., Nov. 13.—The beilers
in the extensive lumber and salt manufactory
of Hamilton, McLure & Co., six miles below
the city, exploded this morning wrecking property to the amount of §25,000 and killing four
Low water caused the explosion.
firemen
The brick boiler (house and brick chimneys
were levelled with the ground and the mill
and salt block badlv damaged. The debris
was scattered in every direction, pieces coming
down half a mile distent.
Collision on the Lakes.

Buffalo, Nov. 12.—The schooner Carlingford, loaded with wheat from Duluth for Buffalo, and the Hteam barge Brunswick, bound
up the lakes with coal from Buffalo, collided
off Port Co) born early this morning, both sinking. The crew of the Carlingford, consisting
of Cap'. Holmes and six men, escaped after a
puil of twenty miles in a rough sea. One sailor, named Edward Conroy, of 8t. Johns, N. F.,
ran back after
something while the vessel was
sinking and was drowned. Three of the crew
of the Brunswick were also lost. The Brunswick was valued at §100,000 and insured for
870,000. The Carlingford wasiusured for §20,000 and her cargo of wheat for §25,000.
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deolined to tell him in what manner. He
will be taken as he was before, in a
private carriage, so as not to attract the attention of the crowd. There, however, does not
appear to beany disposition towards violence.
Guiteau has not the fear of being shot that
he had at the time he wss arraigned, and he
The Government
has lately gained flesh.
medical experts who have been here to examine him as to his insanity have concluded their
examinations.

probably

Lack of Evidence for the Prosecution.
one little
fact in regard to the star route cases which
be
made
clear.
The
very
governought to
ment's case has apparently broken down. It
has broken down not because of the surreptitious adjournment of the grand jury or any
It has
neglect on the part of the prosecutors.
broken down because the government did not
really possess any direct evidence that Brady
or his clerks had been in the pay of the contractors. The possession of this evidence was
the sole prerequisite for bringing the cases before the grand jury last summer. The government did not have it; therefore the grand jury
was not called upon to take up the cases.
Possibly the government may have evidence
against Dorsey on which he lean be indicted,
but, so far as the others are concerned, they
are undoubtedly sure of immunity, as they always have been.

BLACKMAIL.
Curious Attempt to “Strike” Jay Gould.
New Yobk, Nov. 12.—Jay Gould about a
morth ago received an anonymous letter in
which the writer warns him to prepare for
death as he (the writer) had been commanded
by God Almighty in a dream to hill him. The
letter accuses Gould of being a rogue and of
having robbed thousands of people, circulating
false reports in printing papers. The writer
states that God promised him immunity from
punishment and he expresses his purpose of
killing Gould at the first opportunity. The
letter is signed “An Old Victim.” The communication was handed to the police who soon
opened a correspondence with the writer
through personals in the Herald. Other letters to Mr. Gould followed, threatening and
imploring him by turns to help him to win
back some hundreds of thousands whioh he
olaimed to have lost in stock speculation. He
sent Gould a key by which personals could be
published, using cipher words in the place of
names of
stocks and by which Gould could
give him information on which he could
speculate safely. Gould following this key
the correspondence with the blackmailer was
Meanwhile it was
continued until to-day.
discovered that all letters sent by the blackmailer passed through Station 3 at 34th street
and 8th avenue and a plan was formed on a
great scale to capture him. Fifty letter carries
in citizen’s dress were placed at the disposition
of Police Inspector Byrnes to-day. The carriers assemble at Station 3 at an early honr
this morning and were met by an equal number of detectives. Soon after at each one of
fifty letter boxes in the district where Station
3 is located, detectives and carriers were on
the watch Whenever a person dropped a letter
in the box a detective kept watebof the person until the carrier had gone to the box,
opened it, and read the address on the envelope. It was agreed that if a carrier found
a letter addressed to Gould he was to raise his
hat and the detective was to arrest the person
who had deposited the letter. At 3 p. m. a tall,
a
well dressed man of 60 years, dropped
into
the box
to Gould
letter addressed
was
arrested
He
Avenue.
and
7th
34th
street
at
at once and taken to the police headquarters
where he admitted his guilt, and gave his address as Col J. Howard Welles of No. 365
Fifth Avenue. .He would not give any further
information about himself, and it was ascertained afterwards that the address was not his
present place of residence, though he had at
one time boarded there. He was so much distressed by bis arrest that he was watched closely to-night for fear of suicide. It is said that
Gould will prosecute Wells.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Paper Company Falls.
Nov. 12.—The Massachusetts
Spbingfield,
TV_n--lino
Inilarl nritti 11 aViilitinn rtf
A

$300,000, because of attachments served by the
Springfield National Bank, Arnold & Hart of
New York, Kansas City Paper Company of
Missouri and the Bussell Paper Company of
Lawrence. The sole members of the Massachusetts Company is Philo Cline of Kansas
City and Denver who is expected here Monday, when the concern will go into insolvency.
The managers, G. M. Hunt, Jr., and W. A.
Carlisle, say the assets cannot be ascertained
as yet.
The company have several warehouses here and a branch office at Pitsfield.
It is claimed much of the outstanding paper.is
good. The employes have been discharged.
Fall River Print Cloth Market.
Fall River, Nov. 12.—The
print cloth
market shows a production of 160,000 pieces;

deliveries, 144,000; sales, 191,500; stock, 293,-

000. The market is firm at 3 9-16 for 56s, 4
cents less 1-2 per cent, for spots and 4 1-16 for
64s futures.
A Singular Affair.
Thomas Hacking reported that $240 had
been stolen from his bureau yesterday afternoon. The police investigated and searched
two girls who had been visiting at his home
In a few moments
during the afternoon.
Hacking’s wife fell dead, and shortly after the
money was found concealed under the bed. It
is supposed that Mrs. Hacking had stolen the
money and feared arrest.

A

■Washington, Nov. 11.—There is

SPORTING.
Yale Wins the Foot Race.
New Haven, Nov. 12.—The foot ball contest between Yale and Harvard to-day was
brilliantly played in a heavy rain. About
2000 people, of whom more than 300 were from
Boston, stood through it under their umbrellas. It was the most exciting contest ever
played between any colleges and resulted after
ara hard fought held in victory for x ale.
vard had one or two allowances of foul, but no
bad feeling was shown.
A Rifle Team Wanted.
New Yoke, Nov. 12.—The National Rifle
Association invite rifle associations and national guardsmen of the different States to co-operate in the formation of a team for the Wimbledon contests in England next July.
Walking Match.
Dobler of Chicago and Rowell have arranged
a 26-hour walking match at
Chicago for the
25th inst. for $1000 a side.
Snow Storm in the Southwest.
St. Loom, Nov. 12.—Reports from Kansas
City says the Santa Fe trams are delayed by a
For nearly thirty-six hours it has
snow storm.
been snowing haid in Western Kansas, ColoNew
Mexico. From Larkin west to
and
rado
Pueblo there are from six to eight inches of
snow, while from Lajunta west there are from
eighteen to twenty inches. The cuts are full
and a strong wind is drifting it badly. This is
the heaviest snow storm in New Mexico and
Colorado that the Santa Fe Railroad ever en-

countered.

STEAM EXPLOSION.
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waited for him to keep off, and lighted the
torch twice, but failed to see him go off until
In auswer to
too late to avoid a collision.
cries he put his helm up, and the schooner having done the same a collision occurred. When
the brig was tipped by the head with heavy
list to starboard, we left her at which time our

more.

day.

(jin vail

__

Pennsylvania Insurance Companies.
HABBlSBOEd, Pa., Nov. 12.—Deputy Attor-

ney General Gilbert and Insurance Commissioner Forster appeared in court this morning
and asked for writs of quo warranto for the
dissolution of a number of mutual insurance
companies that did not comply with their
The 25th inst. was fixed
charter applications.
for argument. This move by the State has
created confusion among diflerent companies
of this city of which there are about twenty.
The intend to oombine and present their case
through the best obtainable legal authority.
Serious Charge.
New Haven, Nov. 13.—Ex-Mayor William
R. Skelton, after a lengthy hearing in the lower court to-day, was bound over to the Superior court charged with advising an abolition
who worked in
on Mary Hartenstein, aged 20,
the Fish hook and needle factory, of which
Mr. Skelton was manager. A bond of $5,000
The trial will not be held bewas furnished.
fore January._
A

The Woodstock Fire.
Woodstock, N B., Nov. 12.$#The'iloss by
yesterday’sHre will foot up over $100,000. Great
difficulty is experienced in finding shelter for
the homeless. The iMayor has provided accommodations for a large number in the Town

Hall.
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THREE SAILORS LOSE THEIR. LIVES.
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and the Isthmus.

MEN

FORTY

OUTLINED.

MAINE.
A Maine Girl’s Troubles.
Fall Riveb, Mass,, Nov. 12.—Alice C. Jackson, 28 years old, came to this city from Maine
a year ago with a man named Nolan; the two
lived as man and wife. A few weeks ago Mrs.
Nolan No. 1 came here and her husband went
off with her. The Jackson girl has since given
birth prematurely to a child and become insane.
She was committed to Taunton yester-

Spain

His Trial Begins To-Day.

the poets all the more for their ctiurage, and
especially for their generosity in giving so

Continental Mills. 89%
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R. B.116%
Bangor City Bs, 1906, WL.123%
Belfast, Me., City 6s, 1898, K L.106%
Thomaston. Me., Town 6s, 1902, EL .100%

FOREIGN.

GUITEAU.

THE ELECTIONS.
PENNSYLVANIA.
Philadelphia, Nov. 12.—Official returns
from every county in the State give Bailey
(Rep.) for State Treasurer 7,002 plurality over
Noble (Dem.)
_

NEW YORK.

Albany, Nov. 12.—The Evening Journal’s
apparent majorities are as follows: For Carr,
11,265; for Davenport, 12,310; for Russell, 11,849; for Seymour, 6,839; for Finch, 7,271; for
Maxwell (Dem.) treasurer, 21,727.
The Search for the Jeannette.
New Yoke, Nov. 12.—The United States
steamer Alliance, which sailed from Fortress
Monroe on June 16th, for a cruise in the Arctic
regions in the vicinity of Spitsbergen, returned to this port and anchored in the North
River yesterday. Although she went in quest
of tidings of the Jeannette, she has returned
She has
without any positive information.
been within 590 geographical miles of the
North Pole, having been 540 miles north of
the latitude in which the Hansa, of the Gerlost;
man North Pole expedition of 1859, was
65 miles beyond the lattitude in which Tyson s
party left the Polaris in 1873, and 45 miles
north of the soot where in 1874 Weypreoht
Payer abandoned the Tegethoff of the Austrian expedition.
Blown from the Track.
Denver, Nov. 13.—Two passenger coaches
of a Colorado Contral train yesterday were
blown from their trackB two miles east of
The
Georgetown bv a severe wind storm.
mere were id
coaches were badly smashed,
whom were more or
passengers aboard all of
less injured, but,none dangerously.

Petty Thlevea Discharged.'
Chicago,Nov. 12—The prosecution of Wis-

consin Central railroad conductors for alleged
embezzlement came to an end to-day by all
The whole
cases being thrown out of court.
amount stolon by the conductors aggregated
The report circulated
a few hundred dollars.
that wholesale thieving among conductors on
been unearthed is
had
the St. Paul Kailway
denied by the management.

National Tariff Convention.
for the
Chicago, Nov. 12—Arrangements
natitional tariff convention to be held in ChiThe atcago Tuesday, have been perfected.
Strong delegations
tendance will be large.
and
South
Carolina,
have reported from North
Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, Kentucky
and Missouri, and all Northern States will be

represented.

300.
Nine thousand two hundred and twentyat New
three immigrants from Europe arrived
last week.
Dr. Wm. Fletcher, of the Dominion geological survey, was drowned in Margo river, Cape
Breton, Saturday.
of
Rev Z M. Humphrey, D. D., professor
ihurch history in Lane Theological Seminary,
Cincinnati, died last night.
Albert Von Wagner, formerly of New York,
Merritt the
has been offered by Consul General
of Vice Consul General at Loudon, but

position

declines it.
& MorLewis Morris & Co., formerly Dix
York, have
ris, importers of drugs, New firm
is one of
The
failed, liabilities $110,000.
the oldest in the trade.

1889.116%@116%

ACCI-

AN

New York Block and Money Market.

THE IRISH AGITATION.

Increasing Business of the Commission.
BRUTAL

ASSAULTS

ON

RENT-

PAYERS.

Dublin, Nov. 13.—An armed band dragged a
farmer named Garvin from his bed in Castle
Island, county Kerry, and questioned him.

Gavin

acknowledged having paid

his

rent

whereupon he was fired at five times and severely wounded.
A party of twenty miscreants attacked the
bouRe of a man named Curtin, at Mount Mary,
near Kill aval len.
They beat Cnrtin, dragged
his wife out of bed, and compelled Curtin to
swear to stop proceedings against a tenant under notice.
The land

commission sat last night until
midnight. The number of application before
it has now reached fully 45,000.
Rents are being paid in Sligo, Roscommon,
parts of Galway, Limerick, Queen’s county
and Kilkenny; but in Wexford, Clare, Kerry,
parts of Cork and other counties there is a general determination not to pay.
Cork, Nov. 12.—The Killeen tenants of the
Earl of Cork have repudiated and condemned
the recent outrages on the estate.
In order to put an end to the theft of postage
stamps by employes, through which many corporations and firms lose thousands of dollars
annually, the Philadelphia maritime exchange
has requested the postal department to adopt
the English system of perforating stamps with

bought iu quantities

initials when

of 500

or

more.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Dally Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND, NOV. 12.
Fleur is firmer without quotable change in prices.
Grain is unchanged here, but at Chicago Wheat
shows a decided improvement. Corn and Oats are
firm at full prices. Provisions are quiet but steady.
Poultry Is lower at 14316c for Turkeys, 12314c
for Chickens and ll@13c for Fowl. Turkish Pnines
Portland

are

selling

at

8V4@9c.

The following are today's quotations of Floor,
Grain, Provisions. *o.
Flour.

(By Telegraph.)
New York, Nov. 12.—Money closed offered

25@7

Wheats.8 50@9
Michigan Winter best.7 75@8
Oommon

H.

M. Corn,

80
66
24 00
25
Midi..
*7 00
Cotton Seed,car lot 34 00
00
bag lots 36 00
76

car

lota

Oats, «
Sacked Bran..

Corn,bag lota..

83

...

80

Michigan....7 00@7 25 Meal,
Oats,

67

St. Louis Win-

26 00
ter fair ...7 60@7 76 Bran,
Winter good.. 7 75 $8 00 Mids,
30 00
Winter best.. 8 25@8 60 Rye,
130
Produce.
Proriaioae.
Sweet potatees4 76@5 00 Mess Beef.. 11
Ex Mess.. 12
14@16
Turkeys..
Plate.14
Spring Chickens 12 14
Fowl.
Ex Plate..14 6
11@13
..

..

..

reserve.

Sterling Exchange -ws qnote bankers asking
rates, 60 days bills, at 4.81 per per £ (of $4.8666
par value), and on demand 4.86, against 4.80%
:a4.84% one week ago. Commercial bills 4.79%
4.79% gold.
The

following

26@27
Onions, p bbl. 3 00@3 26

PorkBacks..

are

to-day’s closing quotations

of

Ooverqmen tsecuritles:
United States 6s, ex ..101%
United States 6’s ext.
102%
United States new, 4%’s, reg.112%
United States new, 4%’s coup.113%
United States new, 4’s, reg.117 Vs
United States new, 4’s, coup.117%
Pacific 6’s of 96.130
The following are the closing quotations of stocks:
Chicago A Alton. .,..136%
136
Chioago A Alton preferred
C. B. Quincy.143
Erie. 46%
Erie preferred. 92
Illinois Central.134%
Lake Shore..121%
Michigan Central,.
94%
New Jersey Central
96%
Northwestern.128%
Northwestern preferred..143%
New York CeDtral.139%
.137
Rook Island
Milwaukee A St. Paul.110
St. Paul preferred.123%
Umon Pacific stock.121%
Western Union Tel. Co. 37%
California Mining (flocks.
(Bv Telegraph.)
Sab Francisco. Nov. 12 —The following are the
closing Quotations of Mining stocks Uxlay:
11%
Best A Belcher
Bodie. 6%
Con. Virginia...
2%
Could A.Carry. 6%
Hale A Noroross.
3%
Mexican. 9%
Ophir. 7%
Sierra Nevada.'.. 14%
Union Con. 13
Eureka

17>-v

Northern Belle.113%
8%
Savage.
Yellow Jacket.
5%
Domestic Markets,

(Bv TelegraDh.)
New York. Nov 12.—Cotton closed strong and
higher at 11 % c for middling uplands and 12c for
middling Orleans.
Flock—closed quiet but steady; No 2 at 3 30@
4 60;Superfine Western and State 4 60(2.5 26; common to good extra Western and State 6 16<a>5 8 ;
good to choice do at 6 90@8 60;< common to choice
whHit WVinot. WAatArn Attra

at. 7

SOi Panpv

to good extra Ohio 6 BO
10; common to choice extra St Louis at 6 00@
60; Patent Minnesota extra 7 85@ 8 50;choice to
doable extra at 8 B0@9 00; City Mills extra for the
Indies at 7 Of>@8 20; low grades extra 6 10@6 60,
Southern flour quiet common to fair extra at 6 96@
6 90; good to choice extra 7 00@8 20; sales for the
week have been 92,300 bbls.
Rye Flour i9 quiet and easier at 4 95@5 50 for
Superfine State.
Corn-Meal—steady and moderately active; Western yellow at 3 26@3 80; Brandywine 3 85@3 90.
Wheat—market closed steady and flrm;No 2 Red
Winter on spot 1 48%@1 44; November at 1 43%
@1 43%; sales at 1 46Yb@1 46% for December,
sales at 1 49% January; No 2 Chicago nominally
ilwaukee at 1 39;No 1 White
at 1 37@1 39; No 2
at 1 42(a>l 46 for December ;sales for the week have
been 9,966,000 bush.
Corn—closed firm; No 2 on spot 69@69%c; sal**
at 68% c for November: sales at 70c for December;
sales 72%c for January; sales for the week have
been 6,134,000 bush.
Oats—closed steady and firm; No 1 White at 63c;
No 2 do at 51 %c;No 3 White at 49Y2C; No 1 Mixed
at 48c; No 2 do 47%@47%e; sales for the week 1,632,000 bush.
Pork—market firmer hut quiet; mess on spot at
17 87%@18 00 asked January; sales for the week
1800 bbl* on spot.
Lard—closed shade weaker at the advance; prime
steam on the spot at 11 66@11 60;11 60@11 60 for
November; 11 62%@11 60 for December; sales at
11 76 for January; 11 82%@11 87 Ys February.
Tallow—dull at 7%c.
Butter—quiet and weak.
Cheese dull and easier.
do at 8

35@8 90;

common

f8

Chicago. Nov. 12.—Flour unchanged. Wheat is
active, firm and higher bat unsettled; No 2 Chicago
Hpring at 1 30%@1 30% for cash; 1 30% for November; 1 82@1 32Ys for December; 1 33@l 33Ys
January; No 3 Chicago Spring at 1 17; rejected at
92@94c. Corn is active, firm and higher at 60c for

cash and November; 60%@«0%c for December;
61%@61%c for January; 66%c May: rejected at
68c. Oats moderately active and higher at 43% c
cash; 43%c for November; 44%c for December;
46%c forjMay. Rye is firmer at 96%@97c. Barley firmer at 1 07. Pork is active, firm and higher at
In 60 cash; 16 30@16 40 for November, December
and all year; 17 a6@17 477 for January: 17 67%
for February. Lard is active and higher at 11 25
11 30 cash and November; 1* 35@11 37% for December; 11 60@11 62Ya January; 11 75@11 77%
Bulk Meats firmer; shoulders 6 26;
for February,
short ribs 8 95; short clear 9 25

Receipts—11,000

bbls flour,

17,000

bush wheax

169 000 bush com,J28,0O0 bush oats, 4,300 bush
rye. 39,000 bush barley.
Shipnieuts-8,000 bbls flour, 17,000 bush wheat,
106,600 bush corn, 20.000 bush oats, 7,000 bush
rye. 17.000 bnsb barley.
ST. Louis, Nov. 12.—Flour nominally unchanged.
Wheat opened lower, advanced and closed lower;
No 2 Red Fall at 1 38% cash: 1 4«»% December;
1 42% for JaDuary;l 46 February No 3 do 1 28%
No 4 do 1 18%. i3orn opened higher but declined to
64%c cash; 65%c for December 66%c January;
66%c for February. Oats better at 44c cash; 46Ys
for December; 46%ofor Jan. Pork quiet. Lard is

higher.
Receipts—9,000
rye,

12,000

bbls flour,

busu

wheat,

21,000 bash barley.

Shipmenta-7,000 bbls floor, 8,000 bush wheal
34,000 bush corn, 7,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush

Barley, 2,900 bush rye.
Detroit, Nov 12.—Wheat easier;No 1 White for
cash 1 34%; November 1 34%@1 34%; December
at 1 36yg; January at 1 38; February 1 4f>; March
1 41%; all year 1 34% :No 2 Red 1 37;No 2 White
at 1 37%.

Receipts 12,000 bush; shipments 3,000.
Havana Market.

(By Telegraph.)
Nov. 12.—Sugar firm,

but absence of
Havana.
business for want of stock, continued drouth causes
and
may somewhat impair brilgeneral complaint
liant prospects of the crop; stock in the warehouses
Matanzas
at Havana and
35,2 0 boxes, 21,150 bags
and 16,260 hhds: receipts for the week, no boxes,
6660
2200 bags and
hhds, all for United States.
Freights quiet and unchanged.
Tobacco buoyant; Remedios Fillers at $40@$45
gold cwt; Vuelta Abajo Fillers at $56@$66.
Spanish gold at 1.81. Exchange Arm; on United
States 60 days gold 8%@9 prem; short sight do at

9% @10%

prem._
fcarepean Markem.
Bv Telegraph.)

...

Eggs........

at 3

per cent, on call. The bank statement is less favorable, but shows a loss of only $132,100 in the net

Oraia.

Suporiine.6 75@6 25
Extra Spring. .6 6<K5>6 76
XX Spring....7
Patent Spring

Company.s30. 82c
Edgemoggin Mining Co.b 60....60c

ROME.

Bismarck and His Puppets.
Berlin, Nov. 12.—Bismarck received an audience from Emperor William this afternoon It
is [reported the discuBsien dwelt at greatllength
It has been decided
on the political situation.
that the Dmperor will open the Reichstag in
person. Bismarck’s entourage positively deny
he has the intention of forming a conservative
clerical coalition.
Reform in Russia.
St. Perersburq, Nov. 13.—An Imperial
order has been issued appointing a special
commission for the purpose of reorganizing the
Bystem of practical administration' The proposals contained in the order are regarded as
foreshadowing important changes in the direction of local government,especially facilitating
peasant representation in all the provincial
district councils.
Ravages of the Cholera at Mecca.
Alexandria, Nov. 12.—A telegram, dated
Djiddah, November 6, announces that cholera
at Mecca has increased. The mortality on the
3d, 4th and 5th was 55, 216 and 2X4, respectively. Caravans comprising five thousand pilgrims left Mecca on the 5th inst., and it is feared that the 460 Egyptian troops stationed at El
Wadj will be unwilling or unable to prevent
them from entering town. The Sanitary Commission will probably establish a strict quarantine against El Wadj.
Forty Men Killed.
Rome, Nov. 13.—An explosion of gas occurred yesterday in the suphnr mine at Gessololungo near Catanissetta. Forty persons were
killed and forty-one injured.
Spain and the Panama Canal.
Madrid, Nov. 12 —In the Senate, to-day, the
Marquis of Scoane offered an interpellation relative to the exclusive control of the Panama
canal claimed by the United States government, and the attitude of Spain in relation
thereto.
Attack on American Institutions.
London, Nov. 12.—The Pall Mall Gazette
devotes a leader to refating a recent article of
the St. James Gazette which deprecated disof sympathy between England and the
plays
United States and made a vigorous attack on
American institutions and ideals of life as
tending to produce a bad level of mediocrity.
The Pall Mall Gazette iu reply points to the
fact that the farmers rightly and necessarily
outnumber the scholars in a ;ne» country as a
It points to
sufficient answer to the charge.
historianaquch as Motley and Prescott, poets
as
such
and
Longfellow
others, to the
profoundest and most original essayists, besides humorists and novelists, who have obtained popularity here as well as in their own
country, all produced within a century in a
new county, with no capital, in the European
sense of the word, and where literary production is necessarily confined to a few places.

London, Nov. 12—A men can‘securities—United
States bonds, 4%8, 116ya; ext 6s 105.

..22 26®22 60
Clear.21 25®21 60
Mess.1» 60®20 00
CapeCod,9 00@1100 Hams.12®12V4
Koand Hogs.... 8g 9
Sugar.
Lars.
Granulated.10V&
Extra 0.. 9% Tnb, y Ib....l2ys®12]4

Liverpool,Nov. 12— 12.SOP. M.—Gotten market
hardening; Uplands at 6 7-16d; Orleans at 6 9-16d;
sales 12,'00 bales; speculation and export 2,000;
futures Arm.

12%gl3V4

Bath, Nov. 9, Wilbur C. Oliver and Miss Esther
Gibbs.
In Brunswick, Nov. 1, at the residence of Capt
Robt Skolfield, Edward E. Coburn and Miss Hattie
E. Mann.
In Topsham. Nov. 9, Walter M. Small and Miss
Carrie E. Lord, both of Freeport.

Omberries, P bbl
Maine
7 00®8 00

12(gl2y,

Fruit
Tierces, tty.
Musc’tl Raisins 310@3 40 Pall_
London Layers3 20^3 30
Beam..
Valencia*4
Pea.3 60®8 76
Turkish Prunes.8V4@9« Mediums.3 50®3 76
Yellow Eyes..2 60@2 62
Oranges.
Palermos pbx-6 60@6 00
Batter.
Messina,pbox.O 00@0 00 Creamery.28®30
Gilt EdgeVermont28®30
Valenoia pease..
..

10%@Tl

MARRIAGES.

DEATHS

60@5 00 Store.16@16
Cheeae.
Malaga.4 00@6 00
Nuts.
Maine.12V4@14V4
Palermo*.4

In Freeport, Nov. 10, Wilie L., only son of Capt.
Wm. P. and Margaret S. Rogers, aged 15 years and
Vermont.... 12 V4S814V4
6 months.
Wilmington. 1 60@2 00 rT T Factory.l2V4@14V4
In West Buxton, Nov. 7, John Hanna, aged 45
Virginia.... 1 76@2 00 Skims. 7V*@ 814
5 months.
years
Tennessee...1 45@1 76
Apple*.
In Norway, Nov. 2, S. P. Somes, aged G3 years 10
Perbbl.2 60®2 76 I
Oastana.Pib.
«@l0c
months.
Walnuts 44
Cooking.1 25@1 60
In Harpswell, Nov. 3, Almira P. Snow, aged 71
12
Filberts
Evaporated.14® 16
years.
Pecan
Dried Western....6V4®7
In
Bath, Nov. 9, Mary J., wife Of Isaac Smith.
do Eastern.644®
o
uoncora urapes
ou.
10 lb baskets Isabella Grapes 7c & lb.
nauru hr MmuaniPii.
10 lb
Catawba
10@llc
Irish Potatoes 2 50@2 75 F bbl.
FROM
FOR
Caldera.New York..Marseilles.. ..Nov 16
Fresh Beef IVIarket.
France..New York..Havre.Nov 1R
Corrected daily by Wheeler, Swift & Co., ComTexas.Quebec.Liverpool.... Nov 19
Moravian.Quebec.Liverpool....Nov 19
mission Merchants in Chicago Dressed Beef, FrankClaribel.New York. .Jamaica.Nov 16
Ifn
hoi*f>
British Empire ...New York..Hav&VCrux..Nov 17
sides...
6y2@8y2 Hinds.... 7 @10
Newport.New York..Havana.Nov 17
Nebo.New York Rio Janeiro..Nov 17
Rattles. 5
Fores.5Va@7
Backs. 6%@7^ Rounds...... 6 @7
Bermuda.New York..Porto Rico...Nov 23
Muriel.New York. .St Kitts.Nov 22
Ramps.8 @11 Loins.10 @18
iwav
HU1UJJ
Cit/Washington...New York. Havana -Nov 24
Nov 17
Westphalia.New York..Hamburg
19
City of Merlin.Now
Grain market.
Helvetia ..New York..Liverpool_Nov 19
PORTLAND, Nov. 12.
19
Circassia.New York..Glasgow.Nov
The following quotation? of Grain were reeeired
Victoria.New York. .London.Nov 19
Canada. New York Havre.Nov 23
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
24
Cityof Brussels....New York..Liverpool.. .Nov 26
157 Commercial street:
Ontario.Portland ...Liverpool—Nov
Cimbria.New York..Hamburg_Nov 24
Chioago-Wheat-.-Corn-, —Oats—
Time. Not.
Dec.
Not.
Dec.
Not.
Germanic..New York. .Liverpool....Nov 26
May.
9.32..
131
60% 65%
Furnessia.NewYork. .Glasgow.Nov 26
Peanuts—

12%i|l4c

(gl4c
12%(fl3c

@6

uuiuc

v

..

...

York..Liverpool-Nov

9.51..

132%
132%

61%
61%

66%
66%
66%
131% 60
60% 66%
132
60% 60% 65%
January Wheat, 1.03 pm 183; December
9.51 a m at 44%c; 12.31 p m at 44%c.
10.60..
11.30..
12.81..
1.03..

43%
43%
43%
Oats,

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conreyance—1000 bush Oommeal to G
W. True ft Co.
Dry Goods Wholesale market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
sorrected daily by Storer Bros, ft Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 152 Middle street:
ONBLEACHRD COTTONS.

Heavy sain. 7V4® 8*A Fine 7-4.14® 17
Med. 36 in. 6Vi® 7to Fine 8-4.18@22
Fine 9-4.22M26
Light 36 in. 5 § 6
Fine 10-4....27ya@32V%
Fine 40 in. 7V6@ 9
DuaiAVjacii/

Best 36 in.
Wed. 36 in.. 8
-light 36 In.. 6
Fine 42 in.. 10
Pine 6-4—11

(. Ji

wna,

Fine 6-4.16
@20
Fine 7-4.19
@11
@23
@ 7Ya Fine 8-4.21 @26
@14
Fine 9-4.26
@30
Fine 10-4 ,.27>A@32JA
@17
TICKINGS, BTC.

tickings,

Best.16
Medium.. .11
Light...... 8

@18

Drills.
Corset Jeans_
Satteens.
Cambrics.

8@

9
7«i 8

@14
8® 9V4
@10
6® 6V4
Denims.12%@16^i Silosias.10@20
Cotton Flannels. 7®16
Ducks-Brown 9 @12
"
Fancy 12%@16% Twine & Warps 18@28V4
9af*;n»

Raaf

Good. 8%@1' %
Stock Market.
The following quotations of stocks were received
Saturday by Woodbury A Moulton (members of the
Soston Stook Exchange), corner of Middle and Bxthange streets:
Opming. Closing.
Soston Land. 8%
Water Power. 7%
flint A Pere Marquette common
27 %
lartford A Erie 7s. 67%
k. T. AS. F.141%
Soston A Maine.161
). S. A Cley. 28%
Eastern..
47
flint A Pere Marquette preferred. 94%
.. K. A Ft. Smith.
71

Satalpa.

Jenvdr

A Rio Grande.
Northern Pacific preferred.
•*

%

86%
83>4

8%
7%
27%
67

141
161

28%
48
94%

71
y8
86%
86%
42%

'Common. 41%
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Boston, Nov. 12|.
lastern K. R.. 4%s— ..
Sullivan Mining Co.. 3%
1111

Manufacturing Co. ,*,..112

fork Manufacturing

Co....ii’siO

MINIATURE ALMANAC.... NOVEMBER 14.
High water, <r M)..
I Moon rises. 0.00

San rises.6.55
8un sots.4.34

MA.HHSTE

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

to E C Hersey A Co.
Sch Kolon, Dow, from Eastport via Port Clyde,
for New York, with pumice, leaking badly, having
been ashore at York Narrows. Has been placed In
the dry dock for repairs.
Sch Nauseag, Fitxgerald, Gouldsboro, with wood
to Morse A Fickett.
Sch Chalcedony, Bryant, Machias—spool wood to
J H Blake.

Sch Golden Eagle, Hinkley, Addison.
Sch Van, Stanley, Cranberry isles.

Sch Tiara.Chatto, Brooksville—wood to J H Blake
Sch Niagara, Dow, Wiscasset—heading to E S
Hamlen A Co.
Sch Bobt Woodrnfi, Lewis, Wiscasset—heading to
E S Hamlen A Co.
Sch Buena Vista, Thurrill, Wiscasset—beading to
E S Hamlen A Go.
Sch Exact. Kimball, North Boothbay—fish to W S
Dana A Co.
Sch Joliet, Huntington, Boothbay.
Sch Chas R Scars, Turner, Lubec for New York.
Sch Effort, Shea, Bangor for New York.
dleared.

Barque Lothair, (Br) Desmond, Cow Bay—John

Augusta, November l'J, 1881.1

jib.

An

turned to Boston 10th inst and reports when oft'
Boon island, lost foresail and 11b and was obliged to
put back under double reefed mainsail and dying

Sch Nellie Star. Colby, from Wilmington, NC, for
Boston, put into Vineyard-Haven 10th with loss of
jib and mate sick.

NOW BEADY.

bee.

Liverpool.

_

CEDAR KEYS—Ar 7tb, sch Jennie Beazley, Law-

rence.

Bangor.

BRUNSWICK—Ar 5th, sch F L
Belfast, to load for Boston.

Childs, Hart, fm

Cld 6th. barque Penang, Patten, Philadelphia.
SAVANNAH—Ar 11th, barque Hattie G Dixon,
Yates, New York.
CHARLESTON—Cld 10th, sch Cephas Starrctt,
Babbage, Baltimore.
RICHMOND—Old 10th. brig Kaluna, Ray, New
York: sch Thos N Stone, Pitcher. Boston.
NORFOLK—Ar 9th, sch Elizabeth M Cook, Aylward, Calais.
BALTIMORE—Cld 10th, sch Frank Harrington,
Kent, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar lOtb. barque Lizzie, Devereuz, Jamaica; sch Thos W Hyde, Hogdon, Kenne11th, sch Wallace J Boyd. Lake. Booth bay.
Cld lltb, schs O D Witherell, Garfield, Boston;
of
Augusta, Johnson, and A B Perry, Look,
City

Suitings!

CHESTER, PA—Ar lOtb, «ch Bowdoin, Randall,

New York.

Passed down 10th, Bhip Santa
NEWCASTLE
Clara, for San Francisco.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater lOtb. brig Havana,
for Mobile.
NEW YORK—Ar 11th, brig Chari tte, Briggs,
Barbadoes and Martinique; sch Eva L Leonard,
Macomber, Jacksonville.
Ar 12th, barque Bertha, Criokett, Manila.
Cld 11th, brig A G Jewett, Reed, Caibarlen; sch
Jennie A Stubbs, Stubbs, Cape Hayti.
Passed the ate 11th, scbs Capt John, from Elizabetbportfor Portland; Geo D Perry, Port Johnson
for Macblas; Alta-Vela, Amboy for Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 10th, sch Ulrica U Smith,
Richardson, Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Sid lltb, sch Margie, Gulliver,
New Vork.
SOMERSET—Sid 10th, sch F Nelson, Hart, for
New York.
WICK EORD—Sid 10th, sch Vasbti R Gates, Warnock, New Vork.
NEWPORT—Sid 11th, schs Ira D Sturgis, Hodgdon, New York; Lizzie J Clark Decrow, do; Stephen
J Watts, Watts. Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 10th, barque Geneva,
HaBkell. Brunswick for Boston; schs Neilie Star,
Colby, Wilmington for Boston; Minnie C Taylor,
Taylor, Amboy for do; Huntress, Brown, Weekawken for Eastport.
Sid 10th, scbs Mary A Power, Amos Walker, May
McFarland, and Lizzie L Haynes.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 10th, brig Sullivan, Perry,
Georgetown for Bath; sch Ruth SHodgdon, Stearns
—

_

New York for Boston.
BOSTON—Ar lltb, scbs Electric Light, Case. Baltimore; Northern Light, Brown, and Waltei Franklin, Mallook, Calais; Lyndon. Clark, and Gen Scott.
Rich, Calais; Eastern Ligbs, Kelley, and J C Wood,

Wilson. Millbridge; Eldora, Godfrey, do; Otranto
Hammond, Ellsworth; A J Whiting, Caper, from
Mt Desert: Express, Foster, Deer Isle; Sea Queen,
Bunker, Franklin; Frank, Boothby, and Glide,
Hutchins, Baneor; L M Strout. Green; M L Crockett, Dean; Iowa, Parker; Exchange, Buckmaster;
Abner Taylor, Dodge; Isabella Jewett, Randlett;
Connecticut, Irving; J K Baker. Chandler; L B Sarlew: M A Hever. Crockett, and Mexican. Eldodge. Bangor; E A Elliott, Sproul; Winterport;
Amaion, Bowden, do; A A Pitman, Perry, Bucksport; Boston Light, Wadsworth, and John James,
McIntyre, Camden; Herald, Frisbee, Wiscasset;
Capitol. Gamage, Boothbay; Peerless, Orne Southport; Peerfess, Dow. Portland.; Stella Lee, Brewer,
do; Marlel. Anderson, do; John & Frank, Lowe,

^Ar

13th, schs May McFarland, Montgomery, fm
Georgetown; Alligator, Martin, St Stephen.
Cld 13th, sehs Geo E Young. Marshall, St Simon’s
Island; Morris W Child. Toney. Wiscasset to load
for Savannah; Lilian, Kyan. Belfast.
SALEM—Ar 11th, schs Emma, Ward, Millbridge
for New York; Mary A Heyei, Cox, Bangor; Henry R, Wade, Waldolxjro.
NE WB URY PORT Sid 11th, sch Fannie Pike,
Kilpatrick, Calais; Forest Belle, Smith. BaDgor.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 11th. schs Hattie, Poole,
Belfast; Ada A Kennedy, Kennedy, Kennebec,
CALAIS—Ar 9tb, sch Frank \ Nelson, Thompson, Portland.
Ar 7th, schs More-Light, Vemll, Portland; Everglade, Shaw, Boston.
Sid 9tb, brigTarifa, Brown, Montevedio.
CAMDEN—Ar 6tb, sch Petrel. Deoro. Portland.
BATH—Ar 11th, steamer City of Richmond, from
Portland, to rebuild.
Sid 12th. sch Sarah & Ellen, York, south.
GARDINER—Ar 6th, sch War Steed, Gookin,
Portland.
Ar 8th, seh Teaser, Wallace. New York.
_

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Dunedin, NZ. Oct 9, barque Virginia, Thurlow,
from New York. dieg.
Sid fm Newcastle, NSW, Sept 27, barque Nicholas
_

Ar at Bahia Oct

Kohling

Is

Showing

now

Cloths

as fine a

in

I.rather A' Finding.
BOOTS andA.Shoe.,
F. COX A SON. Manufacturer.

this city for

and

OVERCOATINGS.
Particularly Superior Cloths

Scb Laura E Messer, Gregory. Kcnneboc, to load
Philadelphia—J Nickerson A Son.
Sch Odell, Winslow, Wiscasset, to load for New
York-J B bodge.
SUNDAY. Nov 13.
Arrived.
Sch Qnivet, Thayer, Boston Bay, with 60 bbls
mackerel.
Sch Sarah A Ellen, York, Gardiner for-.
Sch D u Geyer, McVain, Matinicus. ReDorte, on
Saturday night, lost 4,000 lbs fish off deck.'
FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Sid fm Liverpool 4th Inst, steamer Ontario, Williams, Portland.

A

and

Cooperage stock.
BARRELS
E. S. IIAMLEN. 140 Com’l St. A 240 Fore 8k

for

Maker,

and Blackuntitk*.
BOILER
QUINN A CO. Office, 36 Commercial St
BAILEY A

New and Desira-

Blank

liv first-class workman.

Mfr’s., Paint, Whitewash, Ac.,
TRUE BROTHERS, 190 Fore St.
Blil.*II
Makers. Fine Furnitnre.
DEANE BROS. A SANBORN, 183 Middle 8*.
CABINET

KOHLINC,
89

No.

Exchange

octl4eodsn2»n

Paper Hnnginas.
CARPETINGS
MARRETT, BAILEY A CO.. 190 A 192TI®Ue
A Sleigh Mfrs. A Dealers.
J MARTIN. PENNELL ACC., Elm A Cumberland
C1AKRIAGE
and

St.

and

Sleigh Mfrs. A Dealers
ZEN AS THOMPSON, Jb., 34 to 38 U nlon 8
CARRIAGE
AMERICAN LOAN & TRUST CO.
and Saddlery Hardware.

CARRIAGE
JAMES BAILEY A CO.. 264 Middle
Meals, Fish and Vegetables.
PORTLAND PACKING CO.. 221 Commtrclal
CANNED
Mannfacturer and Importer
CIGARS.
ERNESTO PONCE,
Exchange and Middle
Tobaccos, Canned Goods, A*
CIGARS,
O. W. S1M0NT0N A CO., 13 and 16 Union 8t
ING
and
Furnishing Good.
CLOT
J. T. LEWIS A CO., 147 Middle St
Manufacturers A Jobbers
ALLEN A CO.. 229 Middle and 6 Temple Ol
CLOTHING

55 Congress street, Boston,
OFFJBR

For Investment:
Massachusetts
Maine
New Hampshire
Boston
Fall River

5s
6s
6s
5s
5s
5s
6s

■

...

Providence

Keene,
Calais,

N. H.
Me.

Wholesnie, by
gear
RANDALL A MCALLISTER, 60 Commercial St
COAL,
Car

the

4s

or

Chicago

7s
St. Louis
6s
Toledo
6s
10s
Minneapolis
Union Pacific First Mort.
6s
Uuion Pacific Land Grant
7s
8s
Union Pacific Sinking Fund
Union Pacific Collateral Trust 6s
Kansas Pacific 1st Cons. Mort. 6s
Old Colony Railroad
7s
7s
Fitchburg Railroad
6s
New York & New England
New York & New England
7s
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 4s
Burlington, Missouri & Nebraska 4s
•

flOOPEBAGE
GEO.

gn

Seal

from Cardiff for San Francisco.
No date, lat 3 S, Ion 27 W of Paris, ship
Ross, from Liverpool for San Francisco.

Paints, Oils,
E. L. STANWOOD A CO., Market
DRCGS, Chemicals,
Ac.

Sacques

woolens.
7 to 141 Middle St
goods, woolens, a«.
A. LITTLE A CO., 236 A 238 Middle 81
Goods, Woolens and Fancy Goods.
TWITCHELL, CHAPMAN A 00., 169 Middle
Licet, Fancy Goods
goods and

Dry
DRY
JOHN F. RAND, 96 Croee 8t
EMBROIDEBIBS,
Dry and Pickled, Dealers in Sait.
DANA A CO, 124 Commercial Si
FISH,
11*11, Dry, Pickled and Smoked.
A CO. 6Commerclal Whaf
f1 GEO.TKEFETHEN
and Groceries.
FLOUR
WILLIAMS, PULSIFEK A CO., 69 Com’l 8t
Groceries and Provisions.
FLOCK,E. C. H ERSEY A CO.. 93 A 96 Com’l «*.
at Every
Description.
PORTLAND FURNITURE CO., 40 Exchango
FURNITURE
URN I TUBE Manfrs. Fine A Common
WALTER COREY A Co., 28 Free St
13

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT’S

PAINTS ! !
If you

are

Johns

32 Exchange Street.

—

OF

Liquid Asbestos Paints,
—

TO

—

W. W. WHIPPLE &

CO.,

91 Market Square, Portland,

aaton, Gutters a cornloea.
W. H. SCOTT. Mfrs., 29, 81 A 33 Union St
uad Frariciom.
pBOOERIEN, F*«
A 109 Commercial S
UT W. A0. K. Mjliikr
Flour and Prorlaiona.
COUSENS A TOMLINSON, 217 A 21» Ooa
Spice Grinders A CoSes Koastars
TWITCHELL, CHAMP LIN A CO., 176 Com1

bir

sndtf

oc4

nd Satin

Lined,

6s.

_

&ROCEBS.
aBOCERS,
BOOEBS.

at

Corns1

Cure Your
USING

BY

6s.

SCHLOTTERBEOK’S

6s.

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

acres.

eodtf

HOUSE

CO.,

18 NEW ST., NEW YORK.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Securities bought and sold strictly on commission,
and carried as long as required, on tavorablo termp

and on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on demand received. Four per cent, interest allowed on
daily balances. Members of the N. Y. Stock Exmarl6eodtf
change.

i pi chas. McLaughlin a
Lx
co,. central st.
pi BOCERH.
Lx SAWYER, FOSS A DEERING.l Centra Whit
and Prorlaiona.
i pIBUCEBIES
CON ANT A RAND, 163 Commercial SI
Lx
i piROrEKIES.
FIJiTCHEK A CO., 169 Commercial SI
Lx
Flonr and Provisions.
i nROCERIEM,
H. S. MKLCHEK A CO., 147 Commercial St
Lx
EKN.
Prorieions
and Floor.
i piROI
Lx w. P CHASE A CO, 167 Commercial St
P* BOCEUN aad Dealers in Flonr.
i Lx
SMITH, GAGE A CO., 92 Commercial SI
Uutlery and Farm Tools
SMITH, TIBBETTS A CO., 131 Middle St

aAKDWARE,

Brush for

applying

lor Oriental Powder Mills.

»

in each bottle.

V3TA CURS IS O UARANTEED.^JBl
For sole by all Druggists.
Price 95 cents.
Try it ami you will be convinced like thousands

who nave used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for SchloUerbeck’w Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no other.
sndtf
nov23

a

a

SATIll De LYON CIRCULARS,

a.

[ UMBER of All Kinds, “Maanfr’a,*
Ld EDWIN CLEMENT ACO., 272 Commercial SI
Eastern, Western4k Southern
S. H. A A. It. DOTEN. 266 to 264 Fore 8
Mf’r. of all kinds of Spruce
GILBERT SOULE, Agt., Com’! foot of Park.
r I'MBEK, Kiln-dried Hardwood EloorLKoEOW BROS., 34 Preble St
U log,

SIBERIAN 8CIKREE LINED,

LUMBER,
LUMBER.

AT
bb

mm

rn

tasiman, oros. ot oancrims.

BONDS.
Cook County, III. 7s.
St, Paul
Chicago, Milwaukee
R. R. 1st Mort. 7s.
Dayton A Michigan R. R. 1st
Mort. 5s.
No. Pacific R. R. Cen’l Mort. 6s.
Eastern Car Trust Co. 6s,
other desirable securities,
BY-

GRAND OPENING

BARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

A Beautiful Collection of Prang’s, Marcus Ward’s, De La Rue’s, and
other Imported Cards,
now on

Western Bonds
Information

furnished regarding

lers of

gales.

Short

& Harmon’s

Algo buyers and sel-

Under Falmouth Hotel.

samo.

JOHN F. ZEBEEY & CO.,
3 Kragtl g|„ (Onnl ftailding,) New York.
m,w&s3m
auglo

Call early, when we can show the best assortment, and avoid the crowd during the holidays.
uov5 Sn 4w

SEAL FLUSH GARMENTS.

13 PREBLE STREET.

Tailor’s Pressman

Employed.

Lining,

at

Quilted

Satin

r

Bros. & Bancroft’s.

NovG

entf

T.

Advertising

EVANS’
Agency and Printers’
C.

Warehouse,
Ceat

,

Pants and Te»l>t f Iranscd
E wiry Day.

or

Dyed

Barques, <float*, Sbasvla, Ac. flea lined or
Dyed. Kid Oloves Cleansed Every Day.
sneodtf
oc7

J1E.—

v

PAINTS,
llituginge, Books A Stationer)]
PAPER
LOR1NO, SHORT A HARMON, 208 Middle St

\
j

[TAPER HANGINGS nud C arpeting*.
MARKET!, BaILEA A i.O., 130 A 132 Middle
JIHITUGKAPUIC Materials.
J. D. DENIER A CO., 480 Congress st
JITKLES, Vinegar, Cider, Ketchup Ac
L E. D. PETTENUlLEAOo,Mfrs.,a A 10 Market
IIORH, EARD, llnms, Sausages, It
Thompson, foVylek a Co., bo Portland se

PACKERS.
TRUE * EEIUHTON, 13 A 15 Silver at
TRODCCE. Wholesale und Commission.
THOMPSON A HALL, 163 Coinmeidal St.
GOODS.—Hall Rubber Co.
I
Portland Branch, cor. Middle A Union str.
J
JALf. Importers A-Dealers.
> EMERY A FUR 1SH, Head of Union Wharf,
3HIP BROKERS, Stores A Chandlery.
J. S. WINSLOW A (XT., 3 A 4 Central Whf
9
lORk

L

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Foster’s Dye House,

Water
SON.
it AM1INHTN and Bailer Makers.
PORTLAND COMPANY, East Ena, rore St
U
li ILLINEKY and Millinery Goode.
U. BIBBER, MORRILL A 11cMANN, 32 Croei It
LIILLINERY and Niruw Goode, Mfrs.
ML G.D. HILLMAN A CO., 38 and 100 Cruse St.
Bellned Petroleum, l.jgonia nod
<
M ater While Wile. PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL CO., 134 Fore St.
, TYRTKR'. Planter* and Shippers.
TIMMONS A HAWES, 113 Commercial St
J
Oils, Varnishes A Supplies.
JOHN W. PERKINS A CO., 74 A 76 Com’l

U

exhibition at

Loring,

Municipal Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,
regarding litigation and

i f ACHINIaTS, Nicani, Ge>, A
Piping. DANIEL WINSLOW A

CHRISTMAS CARDS, i

eodtf

bi'1‘13

Tlich. Pine A Hard Wood.
A BACON, 320 Com! St.

LIMBEK. W1DBEK

J

-OF-

—

SWAN &

S*

Agents
aardvare.
N. M. PERKINS A CO., No. 2 Free St. BIT
Mill Supplies. Agts. Williams
KING A DEXTER, 269 Middle 8
aiBDWABE.
Belting.
Caps, Fan, Robes and Blares.
BYRON G RE ENOUGH A CO., 234 Middle St
a AT*,
Steel, Henry Hardware Ace.
A. E. STEVENS A CO.. 146 A 160 Commerslal
IRON.
Carriage Hardware Ate.
COKEY A CO.. 126 A 127 Commercial SI
[RON,E. (Heel,
Ship linrea and Ship Ha.IdLUMBER,
ing. W. H. SLMoNToN, 314 Commero1 1 St
Southern Pine Timber, Plank and
J. W. DECKING, 210Commercial.
Boarus.
LUMBER.
Black Wain t
LUMBER,allkinda.
ciany. S. W. LAKKABEE SON, 194 Com
Cement. Cal. 4k Land Plaatei and
Huir. C. A. B. MORSE A CO., 6 Com’l Whf
LIME,
Spruce, Pine and Short.
CO.. 332 Couunercia. T
LUMBER,
RC.'AERY, B1KN1E

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.

mb.

-FOB SALE

llii Aniznu

Flour and Prorlaiona.

CO.,

&

1

Agents for the sale of Genuine Asbestos
Roof Paints, Steam-Pipe and Boiler
Coverings, Steam Packing, Mill
Board Coatings, etc.

6s.
6s.
7s.

—

HENRY CLEWS

sample card

SILK DOLMANS,

by

BANKING

about to paint send for
of colors of

7

H. M. PAYSON &

w.

Dry
WOODMAN, TRUE A CO. 1

DOLMANS

Fur

For sale

it

Medicines, Pniats and Oils.
W. W. WHIPPLE A CO, 21 Muket Square.
DRUGS,
Medicines
Paints and Oils
C. A. PARSONS A CO, 117 and 119Middle 8
DRUGS,
Goods, Woolens,and Fancy Goods,,
D ERRING, WILLI KEN A CO., 166 Middle St
DRV
Woolens and Fancy Goods
STOKER BROS. A CO. 64 A 66 Middle St
DRY Goods,

AXD

FINANCIAL.

Secured by Land Grant of seven million

Exporters.

CROCKERY,
Glass and Plated Ware.
2 HAYES A DOUGLASS, 242 Middle St.
(tBOCKERY,
PIPE, Garden Border, Emery
DRAIN
Wheels, Ac.
J. W. S10CKWELL.
Blinds and Fixtures
LEGROW BROS.. 24 Preble 8t
DOORS, Windows,
Painters A Mfre. Supplle
W. F. PHILLIPS A CO., 134 to 188 Middle 8
DRUGGISTS,
Chemicals A Drag’ts Sundries.
J. W. PERKINS A CO.. 74 A 76 Commercial St
DRUGS,

Vigilant,

PORTLAND
St. LOUIS
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
LEEDS & FARMINGTON R.R.
PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG
R. R. “GOLD”
SOUTHERN PACIFIC R.R.
“GOLD”.

STOCK

S. HUNT A CO.. Ill Commercials*

China aad Glass Ware.
0. E. JOSE A CO., 140 A 142 Middle St

POTTER, President.

ASA P.

octl7 eodlm

Carload.

Cargo, Carload or Ton.
COAL, S.by ROUNDS
A SON, 36 Commercial St
Dealer in Special Coals.
COAL,HENRY L. PAINE. 267 Commercial 8
Lehigh, White Ash and Cumberland.
A RING, 162 Commercial 8t
COAL. WARREN
Wholesnie by Carload
Ton.
COAL. CHARLES H O’BRION, 236 Com’l
8t
Roasters and Spice Grinders.
H. H. NKVENS A CO., 184 A 186 Fore St
CIOFFEE
J
Spices, Cream Tartar, dhe
COFFEES,
ROLLINS A RUMEKY, 184 A 186 Com. St.
Plain a Fancy Mfr
L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress St.
Confectionary,

AT

NPOKEN.
Sept 13, lat 3 N. Ion 29 W, ship St Lucie, Rivers,
from New York for Picbilinque.
Sept 22, lat 16 N, Ion 27 W, barque Priscilla,
French, from St John, NB, for Australia.
Sept 28, lat 13 N, Ion 26 W, ship Queenstown,
Collins, from Antwerp for Guaymas.
Sapt 26. lat 10 N, Ion 26, ship Reaper, Bosworth,

^

oor.

5, barque Carrie Heckle, Wood-

At Tampico Oct 26, sch YoSemite, Bridges, for
New York.
Ar at Martinique 17th, brig Addle Hale, Sheppard, Portland.
Sid fm lnagua Oct 27, brig Nellie Husted, Robertson, (from Wilmington) for Port au Prince, (crew
recovered )
Cld at Windsor. NS, 1st inst, barque Frank Lambritb. West. Boston.
Cld at Kempt, NS, 5th inst. sch Helen Montague,
Green. Alexandria ; Bonetta, Pratt, Portland or
Boston.
Ar at St John, NB, 11th, sch JuliaS, McIntyre,
Portland; Cbampion. Claspy, Camden; New England, Cameron, Rockland.

Exchange’s*

Books and Stationery,
BOOKS,
DRESSER, McLELLAN A CO., 47 Kmhajige
Town Goods and S. S, Supplies
BOOKS,
HOYT, FOGG A DONHAM, 193 Middle »t.
Paint. Whitewash, Are.
BRUSH 1FB9.,
D. WHITE A SONS, 127 Middle 8*

The.se Hoods will be cut artistically,
and will be made up in a superior manner

NOYES, 68,70 A 72

Stationery Ar Koom Papers.
BOOKS,
LOK1NG, SHORT A HARMON, 208 Middle ■

ble Shades.

Main.
for

Leather A Finding*.
BOOTS B. F.Shoe.,
WHITNEY A CO., 222 Middle St.

Fine Black Dress Suits.
in

Leather A

Shore,
Finding*.
BOOTS
C. J. WALKER A CO., 163 and 165 Middle St
and Shoe., Mattfre. nnd Jabber*.
BOOTS
CHASE, KNIGHT A CO.. 62 and 64 Uutoa St
Shoe., Leather and Finding*.
BOOTS,
B. B. FARNSWORTH A CO.. 183 Middle Ft
A Shoe., Mfr*. I.ndic.’ dr Mime.
BOOTS
Fine Shoe*.
SHAW. GODING A CO.

SUITINGS,
PANTAUOON1NGS,

Overcoatings

drc.

Fertilizer. and

Meal, Lime.
C. W. BELKNAP A SON, 142 Commercial St
BONE
Shoe. nnd Mocea.in*.
BOOTS,
LORD. HASKELL A CO., 135 Mlddla St

line of

as was ever seen

bury, Philadelphia.

o«t7

ret.

2, ship Elcano, Brown, for

Passed Anjier Sept 21, ship John W Marr, Morse,
Cebu for New York; 22d, Wm McGi very, Dunbar,
Singapore for Liverpool; Annie Reed, Crowell, Batavia for English Channel.
Cld at Gibraltar Oct 24th, brig Mary T Kimball,
Sanborn, Cadiz.
Cld at Liverpool Oct 27, ship Matilda, Merriman,

Valparaiso.

-STEEL

ment..

Thayer, Crosby, Hong Kong.
Sid fm Brisbane Sept 2, barque Julia, Lord, for
•Tahiti.
Sid fm Calcutta Oct
New York.

PORTLAND, ME.

AND I RON PLOWS.
A
JOHN J. FRYE, Mt’r., Ill
Implement., Meed.
KENDALL A WHITNEY, Market Square
JUST RECEIVED
AORfCELTERAL
I FRAL ituil Dairy ImpleGEO. BLANCHARD A BRO. 46 Union
Directly from the Importers. AGRICU.
Material., Picture Frame.,
Art Hood.. CYRUS F. DAVIS, 093 Cong. St
4RTK*Ts’
M’fr’». Bnl Oak Tanned.
J. K. FOY A (X>., 135 Middle St.
BEI.TINH
Donir.tie and Chicago Drrmed.
JOHN L. BEST A CO., 289 Comerclal St.
BEEF.

Ar

Boston.

OF

This circular is presented by the undersigned, Wholesale Dealers and ManuThe Merchant
facturers of Portland.
and Manufacturer will here And convenclassified aud indexed, general
iently
merchandise and supplies of every description, which are offered to the
Trade by firms whose facilities, experience atiu enterprise have given this City
an honored position among the Wholeale Markets of the country,

Elegant Assortment Ot
FALL AND WINTER

DOlHEIHTC POUTS.

SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 10th inst, ship Landser,
Knowles. Queenstown.
GALVESTON—Ar 10th, ship Andrew Jackson.
Bartlett, Antwerp; sch Agnes I Grace, Fountain,
Baltimore.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 11th, ship Virginia, Larr*-

CIRCULAR

WHOUESALE

Department,

Executive

4U-

■

FOR 1881.

State of Maine.
A session of the Executive Council will be held at
the Council Chamber, in Augusta, on TUESDAY,
the twenty-ninth day of November inat., at 4 o’clock
P. M.
By the Governor:
JOSEPH O. SMITH,
novI4snlw
Secretary of State.

and

Steamship
to Henry Fox.
Steamer Falmouth, Hall, St John, NB, via Eastport for Boston.
Barque 0 F Dixon, Keene, Gloucester, to J Nickerson A Son. To go on the dry dook to copper.
Sch J M Riley, Ooffln, Boston, to load fer Ouba.
Sch Avon. (Br) Melanson, Port Gilbert. NS. with
bark and boards to F Yeaton A Co.
Sch Knnser, (Br) Melvin, Moncton, NB—R R ties

TRADE

IflEITlOBANDA
Ship Clarissa B Carver, Dow, from Iloilo for New
York, bofore reported at Batavia leaky, has repaired and reloaded, and was ready to proceed Nov II.
Ship Loret.te Fish, Hodgman, from Antwerp for
Mansanilla, which put into Rio Janeiro leakv, had
discharged part of cargo Oct 30, and the leak was
stopped. Would not be required to go on the dock.
Ship Vent us, ashore in the Straits of Sunda, was
sold by auction at Batavia for 3,060f.
Brig Sullivan. Perry, from Georgetown for Bath,
struck on the flats off Edgartown ICth, but came off
without damage.
Sch Traverse, Lane, from Boston for Portland, re-

SATURDAY, Not. 12.
Arrived.
Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Ship Carondelet, Stetson, which recently arrived
at San Francisco from Yokohama, made the passage
in 22 days, the quickest ever made.

In

Lemons.
22®25
Choice
Messina.0 00@0 00 Good. ,.18®20

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

Mary Frances McVicker, wife of Edwin
Booth, died at i o'clock yesterday afternoon.
The Prairie Creek mine, the largest soft coal
mine in America, is flooded. The loss is $100,

IN

BY

Maine State 6s.
Deer Isle Mining

Lyttleton. NZ. previous to 10th inst, barque
Charlotte A Littlefield, Oolcord, New York,
At Batavia Nov 11, ship Clarissa B Carver, Dow,
from Iloilo for New York, ready for sea.
Ar at

BOSTON.
tea WASHINGTON St.,
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type, and all klndi ot
Printers' Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices Send tor estimates.

-I

iCBBER

j

JIIIP BROKERS, Cordage, Chandlery and
s 9 Stores. RYAN A KELSEY. 161 Commercial St
Anchors, Blocks,
171-0 Com! st
’HOW CASES of every Description.
5
CHARLES H. BLoKE, 78 Croee St
’TEAR HEATING and Plumbing.
9 W. U. PENNELL A Co., 17 and 13 Union St.
IL'GAH A Molasses Importers.
GEO. S. H UN! A Oo., Agts Eagle Reflnery
9
HACKEE BlocksGnlvnuized Ron! Trim
L
ining*. T.LAUGHL1N A SON,Center St.
n HEAS, Coffers, Spices and Grocers’ Sundries.
L G. W. SIMON TON A CO.. Mfrs., 13 A 16 Union

Chains,
i 9JHIPSMITHS,
Pumps, Ac. O.M.StuuwoodACo.

I

J

fj

PIN WARE, Mfg’s.

jL

nud Deulem.

LEIGHTON, 202 Fore SL
v,
and Dealers.,
Rags Ac., Mfrs.162
fj PKCNKS,
O. B. BRO AD A CO.,
L
Exchange*!
a
1700 D. Dealers in Sawed Weed and
r T Kindlings. MOK-E A FHJasiT, is plum.
TENNEY A

\

THE PRESS.
MONDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 14.
~~

THE PRESS
May b« obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
ArmFease’nden, Marquis, Brunei ft Co., Andrews,
strung, Oox, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland,
Robert Costello, Boston ft Maine Depot, and
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of the

city.

Jellorson’s Bookstore.
Bridgton. Daniel Dickons.
Brunswick, B. Q. Dennison._
Oumerrland Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Damarlscotta, E. W. DunbarFreeport W. A. Mitchell.
Fryoburg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley ft Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.

This

Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor of this church, delivered the first of a course of lectures last
evening. The lecture was upon "Evangelical
Religion,” and was based upon the words of
Christ:—"If ye abide in my word, then are ye
truly my disciples” (John viii, 31.) The first

of the Dorcas Circle
was observed at the Chestnut Street Methodist
Church yesterday. Mr. George N. Kimball,
The fiftieth

on

as a divine product we,
in its mighty disclosures, might
rest content.
But no! Christianity itself is
divided into sects, who oppose each other. Al-

ENTERTAINMENTS.
New Portland Theatre—Mr. and Mrs. Knight.
Second Pariah church—Third lecture.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
8tate of Maine.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Emery & Woodman
M
Special notice—A. T. Laughlw
Wanted—Mrs Gay

in nearly
demonstrated

errors

every formulary of faith, and
that truth is not tied up in any one creed, still
there are those who protest that they alone are
“evangelical” and who lay exclusive claim to
this exalted title.
This word “evangelical”
means simply “relating to the gospel; agreeable to or coutained in the gospel.” The definition is simple. An evangelical church is one
whose teachings and whose life are in agreement with gospel teachings. To be evangelical
in this sense is indeed honorable. To be not
only hearers but doers also of the word is a
consideration greatly to be wished. But no
one, save God, lias the power of declaring who
in this solemn souse is evangelical. The application of this title to auy one body of Christians-is an assumption of power and of judg-
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of all Christian sects are based upon
be gospel teaching. We
ail,
therefore,with equal authority write
ght
over our particular
title:—"This is the only
true and evangelical church.” But this very
boast would lu itself be uuevaugelical; and
earth has no court that could adjudicate our
claims.
Christian charity forbids any of us
from laying exclusive claim to a title which,
while it makes known our own confidence in
the absolute trustworthiness of the truth of
our creed, implies our equal oertainty as to the
errors of others. The term sets forth tho hopes
rather than the present realizations of a religious people.
So long as human weakness
taints our actions, and human follies spread a
film over our eyes, let us be humble aud refrain from making boasts.
The idea has prevailed that the New Church
is not evangelical; that it has many pleasing
theories about death aud the future life, but
that its system is founded on fancy rather than
the Scriptures. Verily the enemy is cunning
when with its own hand it pours out into the
waters of our faitn these drops of slow poison!
Every essential doctrine of our church, said
the speaker, is based on the sacred Scriptures.
And although I will not boast that they are
shown forth more clearly in our lives than in
the lives of others, yet I will say in the presence of our most bitter accusers that no system
of religion on this earth places a higher estimate upon the Bible "than does the New
Church since we believe ii to be the word of
God, holy in every part.
In conclusion, the speaker assured his hearers that in
being invited to examine the religious system of the llew Church, they were
asked to consider a system which is founded
upon what is honestly conceived to be the
teachings of Scripture as well as of reason.
The New Church will importune no man to
stay himself upon her; but she will hail with
genuine pleasure the thoughtful enquiries of
those who are fair-minded, intelligent, earnest
seekers after truth.
trines
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Dr. O Fitzgerald,
the man who makes so many wonderfal cures
Will visit Portland, Falmouth Hotel. Wednesday, the lGtli, for one day only, and will examine all who may call on him free of charge.

Y.,

N.

writes:—"I
have been for over a year subject to serious
disorder of the kidneys, and often nnable to
attend to business; I procured your Buhdock
Blood Bitter# and was relieved before half
a bottle was used.
I intend to continue, as 1
feel confident that they will entirely cure me.”
Price £1.00; trial size 10 cents.

nol4dlw

Answer This.
person living who ever saw a case

of ague, biliousness, nervousness, or neuralgia,
or any disease of the stomach, liver, or kidneys that Hop Bitters will not cure?

Why throw away so much money trying
worthless medicines, when for 35 cents a remedy can be procured that will cure Coughs,

Lungs and Croup?

Adamson Balsam will do it.

Give it a trial.
Trial bottle 10

nol4MWS&w

cents.

Harper's Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
is a welcome visitor to the parlor
•ircle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, Lancaster
Hall, and D, Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner
of Oak street.

publication

the late war they took an active part in working for the soldiers. An accurate account of
all their labors was kept but it shared the fate
of the other records. We are told by one who
kept these records that they made 1200 large
garments and as many small ones, such as
stockings, caps, slippers, pillows, &c.
In the next November after the fire, 1866,
the society was reorganized and a new constitution was written by otrr pastor Rev. Dr. Cbas.
F. Allen. From that lime our charities have
principally, but not exclusively, been devoted
We
to our owu church and Sunday school.
The Dorcas
now number fifty-five members.
Circle, whose tiltieth anniversary we celebrate
to-day is a distiuct organization from the
Ladies’ Circle which has been so active the
past five years in raising money to pay the debt
For the past year we have
on the parsonage.
all worked together and shall continue thus to
do uutil the pledge of $1,000. towards the
debt of the church is redeemed and then wa
will all rejoice together and make plans for the
future. After the above report was written we
received from one of our former secretaries the
ninth annual report of the society which is so
interesting that we have decided to hear it read
occasion. Those youug ladies little
on this
thought what great good would be acaomplished by their small beginning, and the erd is not

Compa^MpiNAv

valuable tourmAH^mund at Mt. Mica.
The semi-annual convention of the reformclubs of Maine will be held at Auburn on the
first Wednesday and Thursday of December.
A Saccarappa barber received a letter from

Georgia lawyer Thursday morning informing him that be had fallen heir to a fortune of
WO,000.
a

The Forest

Pulp Company

are doing an imtheir mills in Yarmouth,
business
with the prospect of increasing it another
year. A large brick mill, and other smaller
buildings have been erected the past season,
new machinery added, and a general line of
mense

S'

at

improvements

are

going

on.

The stockholders of the Eureka Ventilation
Company of this city have elected the following directors to fill vacancies: Hon. F. O.
Prince, Hon. Chas. J. Noyes and J. Pickering
Putnaus, Esq., all of Boston.
Foreign exports last week foot up£23,910.53,
Included is 28,670 feet of long lumber,
The Maine Steamship Company will on and
after the p resent week land at their old wharf
in New York, it having been rebuilt. Iron
■beds are soon to be built upon it. The com■
paay pay an annual rental of £12,000.
lus
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have purchased the large brick building on
Commercial street, at the foot of Brackett
street, known as the “potato factory.” It is
understood that the building is to be entirely
remodelled, and is to be used for offices for the
officials of the road.
Messrs. Green and Jordan are building a
brick stable for Mrs. McDonald of New York
on the corner
of Pine and Vaughan streets.

She proposos

the coming spring a fine
the same lot. Messrs. Fimsett

to erect

residence on
and Stevens, architects, are now at wor® on
the plans.
A splendid picture of the late Gen. Geo. F.
Shepley, handsomely framed, has been presented by his widow to Bosworlh Post, G. A.
R. The picture will have a conspicuous place
in the hall of the Post, of which the deceased
was a member.
The whole number of deaths in the city
last week was 12.
A new division of the Ancient Order of
Hibernians has been instituted In this city to
be known as Division No. 2. A meeting of the
society will be held to-morrow evening, when
officers will be elected.
Miss Jennie M. Dirwanger has presented to

the Sisters of Charity fair a very beautiful
wreath of wax flowers, made in the form of a
horseshoe, and arranged in an elegant gilt
frame.
The first snowstorm of last year occurred
November 15tb,three days later than this year.
The Grand Officers will go to Richmond in
two weeks to institute a new lodge of tb0
Knights of Pythias.
It is reported that the Ligonia iron works,

recently purchased at

auction by Mr. H. N.
Jose, will in the future be controlled by Boston

parties.

The lessees of Congress Hall ha7ing refused
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tug endeavors to procure a suitable building for
that purpose.
They expect to have it ready
by Thanksgiving Day.
The children of the Free St. Baptist Sabbath School gave a harvest concert at the
veetry of the church last evening, consisting of
songs and recitations.
The Catholic fair in aid of St, Joseph
Hospital and Convent opens at Kavauagh
It will continue through
Hall this evening.
twelve evenings.
Rev. C. A. Dickinson will deliver the third
lecture in the young people’s conrse at the

Second Parish vestry Wednesday evening
It will
"Ancient and Modern Architecture.”
be illostrated by the aid of the stereopticon.
on

The Historical Society.
At the meeting of the Maine Historical
Society to be held at their room, No. 8, third
floor. City Building, next Wednesday afternoon, papers as follows will be read:
Report by the Librarian and Cabinet Keepe.-,
H. W. Bryant, Esq.
Memoir of Gen. Henry Knox
by Hon.
Joseph Williamson of Belfast.
Report of the Field Day proceedings of 1881
by the Rev. H. S. Burrage.
Report of the Field Days 1879-80 with discussion of Weymouth’s land fall by RofusK.
Sewall, Esq., of Wiscasset.
In the evening:
Memoir of the late Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the
United States by the President of the Society,
Hon. James W. Bradbury of Augusta.
Memoir of Lafayette with personal recollections of his visit toMaiue in 1825 by Hon. Win.
Goold of Windham.

Ladies and gentlemen

are

at the hoars of 2 and 7.30 p.

invited to

attend

m.

Greely Institute.
The first lecture in tne Lyceum course at the
Greely Institute was given on Thursday evening last by Pr. f. W. P. Morgan of Chicago on
"Paris, the City of wonders.” The lecture
was exceedingly interesting and was listened
*o by a large audience.

IDICAI^S.
Rev. Mr. Dalton delivered his second lecture
Ideals” Saturday afternoon at
on “National
St. Stephen’s church. He said:
In a remote corner of the Atlantic ocean,
cut off from the great European continent,
looms out of the fog by which it is enveloped,
an island of no
extraordinary dimensions or
aspect. Descent after descent wag made upon
it by Celts, Angles, Saxons, Danes and Normans, who warred upon the natives and each
other, till elements of order and peaceful progress were slowly but surely evolved. Agriculture laid the foundations of England’s greatness, which was largely enhanced bv manufactures and commerce, in which England
nowsurpisses all nations ancient or modern.
The wealth from these sources is incalculable
—wealth which in the main, the English make
111,,.

nf

yet.
Mrr Kimball then read a copy of the report
of the society made in 1811, contrasting the condition of the society at that time with the present, and showing its large increase in numbers
and influence. Mr. M. G. Palmer, mentioned
the idea of raising a stun of money to increase
the fund and over $97. was immediately
raised for that purpose.
Rev. Dr. McKeown preached a sermon appropriate to the occasion, taking for his text,
‘■Help those women which labored with me in

tlje

With If. t.hev have develoned the

only of their own country, but of
They own and sell more ships
many others.
In neutral
than all the rest of the world.
markets they have but few rivalB, and as a
busiest
are
the
At
home, they
rule, no equals.
population on the globe. The island is dotted
over with
landscapes improved by art and
adorned by the happiest homes in Europe.
Their ancient universities are the pride of the
people, and schools of the highest culture for
fortune’s favorites. English art is inferior, but
in literature she is equalled by no modern
nation, and surpassed only by the Greeks, if by
any, which is doubtful. In pure science, too,
England maintains an equality with the best,
The
ana in applied science is without a peer.
English church is a venerable institution, dear
even to dissenters, or would be if separated
The old abfrom the State, as it ought to be.
beys and churches are sources of real satisfaction to all classes there, aud the chief objects
of interest to Americans visiting England.
But more than all else, England is famous as
the cradle of liberty as understood in modern
times. We owe our own institutions to her,
and many other colonies planted by England
will grow into great and free nations. These
colonies with their outposts encicle the globe.
Ireland is the weak point in English administration to-day, as it is the darkest shadow on
Gladstone has just secured
her past history.
But he and his
to Ireland a measure of right.
successors must go farther and secure to the
sister isle local self-government, perfect freeThe Irish
dom in religion and education.
have as good a right to manage their local interests in their own-way as the English and
And this right they
Scotch have in theirs.
will eventually secure if firm and prudent. To
sum up, the English have grown very rich by
manufactures and commerce, in which they
surpass all the States of the European continent. Their surplus wealth is equal to that
of Prance, Italy and Germany united. The
enormous profits of their trade with all nations, they spend freely in cultivating their
land to the last degree, building and adorning
parks and houses with works of art aud magnificance drawn from the four quarters of the
globe. They hunt, fish and ride at home, and
then scatter all over the world in search of adto
ventures, and
explore the remotest
countries for new ventures of their own. They
prefer country to city homes, and live much in
the open air, women as well as men taking
The sea, however, is the
long walks daily.
theatre of their greatest success and most
But long before wo have
brilliant triumphs.
celebrated our second centennial, the sceptre
from
will have passed
England to America
aud Britannia will have ceased “to rnle the
New York will then be the centre of
world
the world’s commerce aud money exchanges,
aud has been for several
as London „now is,
generations. |This is not only the anticipation of Americans, but is frankly admitted by
Gladmany candid Englishmen, including
stone, undoubtedly the greatest living statesAs to the rest, suffice it to say that in
man.
the future ages, Americans will go on a pilgrimage to England, as Mobammedaus go to
Mecca and Jews to Jerusalem.

city and entered the employ of Mr. Rackleff

clerk. He served there a number of years,
after which he went into business for himself

Commercial wharf, carrying on a grocery
[Tade. In 1844 ho admitted as a partner Winthrop S. Jordan, who had been a clerk for him
three years, and they continued the business
until 1864, when Mr. Cobh retired. During
these twenty years the firm removed from
Commercial wharf to what was known as the
on
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cent in speech, modest even to a fault, but
liberal and warm-hearted; given to the support
of all objects which enlisted his sympathy or
Those
were approved of by his judgment.
brought int > business relations with him placed
great 'rust in his sagacity; and men in his emhim for advice or enploy ere wont to go
couragement or other form of help, putting
implicit faith in his counsel, and hope, never
misplaced, in his kindliness. He was one of
the most active and liberal supporters of the
to

First Baptist church of this city, and a Christian whose practice always kept pace with his
professions. He leaves to his children a name
they should he proud to bear and an example
they fli.oul be eager to foil ow.
Y. M. C. A. Week of Prayer.
of prayer for young
This is the week
Men’s Christian
Assomen
and Young
The Y.
ciations throughout the wor[d.
three services
M. C. A. held
yesterday,
Rev. James
—at 9 a. m., 4.30 and 7 p. m.
McWhiunie conducted the afternoon service
and Dea. Horace W. Shaylor the evening serThe work of the International commitvice.
tee was presented during a part of the even-

ing service and a collection was taken up for
the same. Services will le held every evening of the present week, except Tuesday
evening, on which evening the association
brethren will attend their various churches.
The topic for Monday evening is “An impossible service,’’—Math. vi:24; Joshua xxiv:14-

15.__
Gospel Mission Notes.
On Saturday evening Bev. Mr. Homer A.
King concluded his labors with the Mission
and delivered a very instructive discourse to

is indeed a very proper tine, irom tno
tact that it is the first steamer of her class and
character ever built in Maine, and will ever be
Extra pains have been
a distinguishing name.
taken in her construction by Messrs. Goss,
Sawyer & Packard, the builders, also by Mr.

A Silent Sermon.
Eev. William Bailey of Hartford preached
to the deaf mutes at the First Parish church
yesterday morning. Tiie sign language was
use 1 and his si rraon was interpreted by Judge

H"

death.
Mr. Cobb was a man whom to know was to
respect—a merchant of the old school, chary of
jiving his word, and scrupulous in keeping it;
honest and charitable in his dealings with his
Eellows; just to his creditors and generous to
his debtors. He was reserved in mannei, reti-

and it

train to the west.
By a new arrangement
complete connection is made, so that there is
eastern mails, and a letter by
no delay with
this mail will go din ct to the west by what is
known as the fast through mail train. This is
accomplished by having au engine in waiting
at Ipswich. The train reaches there at 4.15,
the mail ear is detached and taken by the
waiting engine, and arrives in Boston some
25 minutes in advance of the regular train,
thus giving ample time to couneet with the
western mail train.

li n rn

after the fire, when ho again sold out and retired finally from active business pursuits, and
moved to Cape Elizabeth, to the old homestead, where he resided until the day of his

Several names were proposed, such as Eastport, Passamaquoddy, Campobello, St. Croix
and others, but the first was deemed the best,

New Mail Arrangements.
The train which leaves this city for Boston
over the Eastern road at 1 p. m. carries the
through mail from Portland and the east. Its
time of arriving in Boston is 5.30, but there is
not time to connect with the through mail

vrr

and afterwards to the head of Custom House
wharf, where Mr. Jordan now is. In the early
part of 1806 Mr. Cobb again entered business
in the same old place on Commercial wharf
and continued there for several months, until

will be issued by the Maine Central Railroad
[or stockholders of the company and others interested in the launch and wishing to witness it, for S1.00 the round trip, and a large
party from the city will go down on that day,
leaving here on the 7 o’clock train. The new
boat will be named “The State of Maine.”

As soon as possible after the launch the State
of Maine will bo towed to this city and the
Portland Company will put in her machinery.
The company are now working day and night
to get the boiler ready in time for the launch.

as

a

The New Steamer.
The new steamer bnildiug at Bath for the
International line will be launched next Saturday at 11 o’clock a. m. Excursion tickets

Haggett, who has had charge of the joiner
work, to make everything about the boat first
class. It is said she will be one of the finest
A description
steamers running into Boston.
of her has previously appeared in our columns.

gospeL”_

Lemuel Cobb.
Mr. Lemuel Cobb, whose death was announced Saturday, was one of Portland’s oldHe was born in Cape Elizaest merchants.
beth and lived on his father’s farm until about
eighteen years of age, when he came to this

resources not

those present.
Yesterday afternoon Bev. S. F. Pearson conducted the services and administered the
Lord’s Supper, before which a large number of
converts were received into the church. At
the evening service the Mission was full and
Mr. Pearson took for his text Isaiah liii, 3: 4,
from which he delivered a very earnest appeal
all
to
accept the Lord Jesus as their

to
*
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Colosal

vertised and a good performance is promised.
Lovers of fun and all who wish to laugh
hearty Bhould be present.
NOTES.

tiiey neipea sixty-eigui persuus, wiuiiyui wuum
In the time of
were Sunday school scholars.

NATIONAL

Brief Jottings.
The fall term of the Stato College will close
at Orono on Friday.
The present term has
been a profitable one and the students have
made creditable progress in their respective
studies.
The long vacation will soon commence and a large number of the students
will devote their time to the teaching of district schools.
It is understood that Dr. A. C. Hamlin,
President of the Mt. Mica Tin and Mica Company, has perfected a contract with Messrs
for all the
Tiffany &

the following

afternoon of Oct. 26th, 1831, a few
four of
young ladies, members of this church,
whom are now living, viz: Miss Ellen Hall,
Miss
Holmes,
Robinson.
Lucy
now Mrs. Ellen
Miss Emma Brooks, now Mrs. Emma Bradford
and Martha Evans, now Mrs. Martha Brooks
of Deeriug, met in the little school house three
doors below the church, for the purpose of organizing a society for the relief of the poor,
and helping to clothe the poor children that
they might come to the Sunday school. Miss
Lucy Holmes proposed that the Society adopt
the name of the Dorcas Circle of Chestnut
street Church, which was agreed to and that
name they have ever retained.
Their society though so very small in its beginning soon found favor in the eyes of the church
and congregation, and its membership increased from year to year and became a power for
good, both to the church and Sunday school,
and also to many outside of these institutions.
Mach of what we have to say of the doings
of the society for the past fifty years has been
gathered from some of the old members, for
in the great fire of 1866 when one hundred and
twenty of the families of our church and forty
business firms were burned out, our Dorcas
Circle was among the sufferers; the treasurer’s
chest with all its fixings and the records of the
society were burned; but thauks are due to the
treasurer at that time, Miss Addie Babb, for
her thoughtfulness in saving what money there
was in the treasury and also a railroad bond of
the value ot one hundred dollars, which was
presented to the society by one of our citizens
whose name we cannot no w recall. He was not
a member of our society or congregation, but
came in to listen to one of our anniversary sermons and was so much pleased with the society
that the next day he sent us this gift; so he has
continued a perpetual contributor to the society, for at a favorable time the bond was 0old
for its original value and the money placed in
the savings bank, together with one hundred
dollars which was guen us by the late Hon.
Chas. Holden, who was always a helping friend
to the society from very soon after its organization. The interest of this little fuud is a
real help to the society and we hope that some
others of our good friends may be prompted to
go and do likewise. You will readily perceive
that it is impossible to give a perfect history of
the society on account of the absence of the records, but their labors have been abundant.
They have no> only helped the poor but they
have helped the church. They have given to
the trustees $2,000. to assist in paying the interest on the church debt and they have speut
several hundred dollars for furnishing suitable
conveniences and comforts for our ministers
and their families, and we learn from an old
member, (a former secretary) that one year

who believe

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
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though time has revealed
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Roberts’

Heed and the Speakership.
The Boston coi respondent of the Springfield Republican writes as follows to that

Humpty Dumpty Company will appear at New
Portland Theatre, Many new features are ad-

anniversary

report:

gained Christianity

CITY AND VICINITY.

sore

HUMPTY DUMPTY.

into races, and
become the religion of the world.
It would seem, then, as if after having

Vina it) a veil, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
WatorrlUo, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibbs & BundleWoodford's Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, O. E, Coombs.

Colds,

Fiftieth Anniversary of the Society.

boundaries which divide

Thomaston, S. Delano.

a

NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH.

Whereas all ancient religions have only beeu
local in their aim and influence, Christianity
has the power and the desire to overstep the

Gorham.«!. Irish.
Kallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Le wife ton, Chandler ft Estes.
Lisbon, 0. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Palls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. MlUott.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. O. Andrews.
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saooarappa, at the Post Office.
Sago, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.

Is there

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

of the lecture was devoted to a consideration of the origin of religion. Christianity is not tho first and only genuine religion that the world has ever had. It is, rather,
the crown and consummation of all other religions, gathering within its lap all the bright
jewels of truth which time has not dimmed
and which the hand of man has spared-

Augusta, F. Pioroo.
Bangor, J. H, Babb ft Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddeford,
-•

B.

DORCAS CIRCLE.

portion

Auburn, Willard Small ft Co.

NEW

PULPIT AND PLATFORM.

Saviour.
This evening

there

will

be

a

praise

and

testimony meeting at 7 o’clock and Bev. S. F.
Pearson will preach at 8 o’clock. All are invited.

The Thomas Orchestra has been engaged to
give a grand concert in City Hall sometime
in February.
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Knight in Baron
Rudolph at Portland Theatre Friday and
Saturday of this week.
be
Spiller’s "Rooms for Kent” Company will
at Portland Theatre the latter ball of Thanksweek, November 24th, 25th and 26th.

giving

Cutting Affray.
There was a serious cutting affray on Centre
street Saturday night.
Bartley Conley, who
lives at the corner of Fore and Centre streets,
claims that he was accosted by some person
who called him into an alley and jumped upon
him and cut him in a terrible manner. One
cut extended around under the chin, layiDg
open the flesh so that the windpipe was easily
seen.
Another was made across the ear, cheek
and back of the head, making three separate
gashes. A third was at the base of the brain,
.and three inches long. This
crescent

shaped

cut was made upwards, and if it had been on
the same line with the other would have killed
him instantly. The first cut mentioned was
within one and a half inches of the jugular
vein, and would have been the means of his
death but for that half inch. Another cut was
made through liis coat, vest and both shirts but
did not scratch the skin. He was also struck
by a stick of wood as a large ridge was visible
Dr. Palmer dressed the wound,
on his face.
six stitches in the one on the back of

taking

the neck and twelve in the face.
The police afterwards arrested John Milon,
living in Dunphy block, on suspicion of doing
the cutting. In his pocket was found a large
knife, the blade of which was daubed with
blood. The prisoner stoutly denies his gnilt,
but is identified by Mr. Conley and another
person who was a witress, as the man who did
the deed. Both the man injured and the prisouer were under tue

soon

town.

Rev. A. A. Smith, a former pastor of. t he
First Free Baptist church in this city,is soon to
start a denominational newspaper in Minneapolis, Minn., under direction of the Free Baptists in that State. Miss Alice M. Rich, daughtwill be
er of Mr. Geo. W. Rich of this city,

editorily connected with the paper.
Mr. Joseph H. Files, formerly of the Advertiser, but more recently of the Boston Evening Star, has resigned his position on. the latter paper, and will retnrn to the Advertiser as
associate editor. Mr. Files’s place has been
tilled, during his absence, by Mr. Geo. J. Varney. Mr. Files is an able journalist and a
We are glad to hear of
courteous gentleman.

his return to Portland.
On Tuesday evening Salim Heskmeh, an
Arab Sheik from the land of Moab, but whose
home is now on Mount Zion, (Jerusalem) arrived at China on a visit to Friend Eli Jones.
He is accompanied by his cousin Joseph, from
Ramallab, (the Rama of the days of Samuel),
Theyjdress in full Arab costume. Their brother Jacob Hishmeh is a member of the Friends'
church at Mt. Lebanon (Syria) and fills a responsible position in the Friends’ school there.
The history of Salim is an eventful one. He
acted as guide for three years to Stanley, the
African explorer, and was the discoverer of
Dr. David L vingstone, and a witness of the
meeting between the two great explorers at
Ujiji, in Central Africa. They are (both highly intelligent, and Sheik Salim is master of several languages. He has come here especially
Eli Jones, that he may tell his various
friends in Palestine that he has been at the
home of one whose efforts for the land of the
Book have been so blessed of God.
Mayor-elect Blake of San Francisco, is now
in Saco, the guest of Hon. Joseph Hobson.
A gentleman now operating in Arizona
mines, says the Tuscon (Ari) Journal, was, 30
years ago, building railroads in Maine through
to see

part of the country where public accommodations were limited, and accepted the hospitality of a family where there was a boy of
pleasing manners and promising talent, to
whom be gave an accordion. The other day
the gentleman from Arizona was in Boston,
a

and observed the little boy, now grown to manhood, leading the procession of the “Ancient
and Honorable Artillery Company of Boston,”
the oldest military organization in the United
States. The gentleman from Arizona called
the next day to pay his respects to his former

protege' and received a letter with the official
greeting. “Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
Executive Mansion,” addressed to the Arizona
gentleman’s daughter, requesting her acceptance of the accordion presented 30 years
agoThe letter was signed, "John D. Long, Govof Massachusetts.”
Ex-Governor Perham and wife are in Washington on a brief visit, staying with their son.

ernor

Israel Bailey Bradley, M D.
Dr. Bradley died on Friday last at Fryeburg,
where he was born June 22, 1805.
His academic education was obtained in his
own town, and at Gardiner Lyceum under the
care of Benjamin Hale, D, D.
Early in life,
he received his first medical instruction from
the distinguished Scotch author and lecturer,
Alexander Kamsey, M. D.—for a long time an
inmate of his father’s houBe—afterward it was
continued at Boston, and completed at Philadelphia, where he received his medical degree.
His practice for many ybars was mainly confined to consultations with physicians in bis

and adjoining towns,until finally interrupted by the pressure ofjother business. In his professional life he was noted for profouud familiarity with authorities, for persistent fidelity to
own

his patients, and for such personal sacrifice
and endurance at the sick bed, af few persons
cau exhibit.
In his later years when broken down by the
loss of an onlyison.and prostrated by paralysis,
he was hardly able to give that care to his property—largoly in timber lands—which it required, and no one more than himself regretted his

consequent inability to devote money liberally
to his friends, and to benevolent objects.
For several years ho was a member of the
Board of Overseers of Bowdoin College: and
for more than half his life, and until his death
trustee of

Fryeburg Academy.

Always a respector of religion, he was especially a steadfast supnorter of the Congregational church, and a defender of its faith: and

joined its communion had his
prolonged. During the last protract-

he would have

life been
ed and wearisome illness, he received from his
wife and daughter, the same care and devotion whi ch in his relation to them and others)
had so conspicuously illustrated his whole
life.

The Boston Excursion.
The excursion trains on both the Eastei n
and Boston and Maine railroads were well
filledtSaturday morning. The Bpecial attraction at the fair was the consolidated concert by
Chandler's Band of this city, Blaisdell’s Band
of Concord, N. H., Colt’s Band of Hartford,

meeting to-night.

Cadet

Reeves’ Band of Providence, and the
was

|iue

ionowiug

rendered under the

direction

programme

of

D.

W.

Beeves of Providence:
March—Col. Goddard's.Reeves
Concert Waltz—Morgenblatter.Strauss
.Beyer
Medley
Solo—Old Folks at Home...
Mr Walter Emerson.
Hub Punch March.How
Overture—Pirates of Penzance.Sullivan
War Memories—A Day in Camp in 1862... Reeves
Selection from Lohengrin.Wagner
Finale—Auld Lang Syne
Solo by Mr. Walter Emerson.
Tha larger part of the excursionists returned
home on the special tram Saturday night, bnt

several, together with Chandler's Band,
on the Pullman this morning.

block of brick houses on Parris
street, paying for them $4000, also the two lota
of laud on the same street for $2210 and $2250
respectively. Hon. W. W. Thomas bought

Edward Parsons, who will be the pilots of the
made the first trip
steamers this winter,
n the new boat last night, and started to meet
the Ontario of the Dominion Line which is ex-

the third lot lor $1260.

Artotype of Garfield.
Tim

ortfifTirm

New Pilot Boat.
The

pected

here the first of the week.

tho

Kinrnlarlf

nnpt.rait, rtf

Garfield Is in some respects the most satisfactory picture we have of him and is deemed by
his intimates the best. It is this portrait that
Mrs. Garfield has selected to send to England
in response to Queen Victoria’s request. Mr.
William Weeks, 52 Free street, supplies orders
for the artotype to those in this city w ho desire them.
MAINE

MAN

oothers. The Materia Medioa does not furbetter remedies for the di- eases of the pulmoTheir virnary organs tbun Wild Cherry and Tar.
tues have long been known and appreciated, and
you cannot fa l of relief if y<Tu give Dr, Graves*
Balsam a trial when afflicted. Sample bottle 10

cts.; large bottle, only 60 cts.
For Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Constipation, or Liver Complaint, use Improved Family Catharic Pills,
For
made by Dr. Graves; price, 26 cts. per box.
nalo at wholesale by J. W. Perkins At Co., Portland

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

C. H. Church, grocer, Caribon, is reported
onertug c-o cents on 91. ins liabilities are about $4500, aud the assets $800 in

ST.

EXCHANGE

Edward Woodman.
eod2w*

Geo. F. Emery,

novl4

reported:
Augusta—Getchell

are

& Brickett, grocers, sold
to E. M. Boynton & Co.
Bangor— John S. Patten & Co., music, dis
now George S. Silsby.
Bowdoiuham—Crocker & Carr,clothing manufacturers, dis; now W. S. Carr.
Fairfield—Cyrus A. Williams, confectioner,
sold to Amos Leonard.
G ray—J ames Small, general (tore, sold to
John T. Merrill.
Pittsfield—Spearin & Ireland, market, sold to
Brown & Plummer.
Portland—B. F. Whitney & Co., boots and
shoes, dis; now Whitney Gaiter Shoe Co.
L. G. Worth & Co., millinery, dis; nowMrs.
A. A. Smart.
Saco.—W. D. Morton, restaurant, sold to
Wm. Hill.
Ferry Village—J. F. Woodbury, grocer, sold
to Therninans & Thompson.

STATE NEWS.

The Times say that the duties on the steel
rails for the road from New Brunswick line to
Caribou, were $31,780. It took 1,247 tons of
rails for the road, 16 miles long.
The starch facThe Hoalton Times sayB:
tories in this county have shut down for the
of
and
the
starch
season,
produced is
quantity
not nearly half that of last year. For example:
Mansur & Sons, of Houltou, made this year 37
tons of starch from 11,000 bushels of potatoes;
last year 169 tons from 36,000 bushels. The
yield of starch this year was seven pounds per
bushel as against nine pounds last year. B it
the difference in quantity is made up somewhat
by the advance in the price of starch, so the
loss to the manufacturers is ,not so great as it
otherwise would be.
HANCOCK
xuo ^Liuoucau

oajio.

COUNTY.
aud suaiv

ui

now

mine has beeu timbered and ore is
It is proposed to ship a
oat.
A lull crew of
lor treatment soon.

being taken

quantity

is being employed.
The Ellsworth American says: The richest
ore yet found in this county appears to have
been struck recently in the Deer Isle mine.
An assav made at the New England Smelting
Works of a sample of this ore showed it contained gold, silver and copper in the proportion of #557.44 per ton.

meu

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Home Journal says: “E. E, Gray of
Gardiner, was thrown down by a fractious colt,
one day last week, and received bruises about
the back and neck that disabled him”.
Steamer “Star of the East” takes up to Boston on every trip from the Kennebec from 500
to 800 barrels of apples.
On boat day dozens
of country teams drivejinto Augusta laden with
products of the orchard.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

An unoccupied house owned by William
Jewett, was burned Wednesday at Westport.
The

building

was

WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

The Sentinel says that there are fifteen sardine
factories now running in jEastport, employing
from eight hundred to one thousand bands.
Five or six of the factories also run can making shops in connection with the factories. Last
week was probably the busiest one that the
sardine factories at Ellsworth have ever had.
ihe world Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup
way, and every place it reaches
consumptive people are more seldom met. It
All

is

over

making its

is truly a
25 cents.

to

humanity,

and costs only

a man does lives long after him, so the
really good me ticlue will last for *es,
although Dr. Graves’ FaJsarn of Wild Cberry

The

good

virtues of
and

blessing

in three widths, 22, 36 and oS
inches, in the newest and most at
tractive colors, including illuminated bronzes, at

HORATIO STAPLES’

_____________

F. O. BAILEE A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
ialrarMin

18 Exchange

F. O. BAILKY,

M.

0. W. At

LMV

of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a.
oetSMlf
m.
Consignments solicited.
sale

INSURANCE

St., Cor. Cross,

Knitters Attention!

ATLANTIC

Knitting Yarn is a
three-threaded, all wool yarn,
f
noted for eveness and strength
thread and clearness of coloring.
Sold in all shades by

mutual Insurance Co.
OF NEW YORK,

THE

JLOST
Nov. 11, 1881, Black Cloth Circular Cape, either on Brackett or
Commercial Sts, between Vaughn
and the foot of Brackett or Boston
A Maine depot. Tlie finder will be
suitably rewarded. Return to J.
W. IMungi r, 106 Fore St.
nov!4-dlw

The Porter

STAPLES,

HORATIO

For Rent.

Middle

convenient, pleasant and desirable upper

or

This Company will take risks at their ofRce, Now
York, ob Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
policies to merchants, making risks binding a*

the 1st of Deoember

a

desirable tenehot and cold

very

ro m,

water, at No. 422 Cumberland

eod3t*

novl4

Year Ending Dec. 31, 1880:

Total Amount of Premiims for the Year

work.
ACWIV.

GAY,

35

v

upuz

"'■*

vu«.6v

V

References required. Inquire of MRS.
uovl4-d3t*
Spring St.

EDUCATIONAL
IKK, H. S. O’KEILL,
Eugli«h and Italian Singing
Physiology of the Voice,

to inform bis numerous friends and the public
that he will be prepared to receive pupils for
I VAT E WESSONS,
P
on the 5th of September at his new and elegant
roomii, No. 146 Tremont street, over Arthur
Schmidt’s Music store.

interested in the Black
Question, would do well to examine our famous “Cachemire Persan” Silks. We are having orders
for them from great distances so
their reputation.
extensive is
Samples sent free by mail.
who

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
Given to

private pupils by the subscriber.

J. W. COLCOKD,
143 Pearl Street.

Horatio

Staples.

More Men in Maine
wearing

are

absolute perfect shirt, in quality of material, excellence of workmanship and perfection of fit.
Price 75 cts. each.

theT

mTBWESTEM
Mutual

LIFE LNSURANCE COJIPASY.

i

BROKEN LOTS

Freneh.

ang29dlf

SEWARD,

Teacher of Elocution,
Y. M. C. A. Rooms, Congress aud Elm Sts.
d2w*

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Assets. Jan. 1st, 1881,
Surplus (New York Standard
Amount paid to Policy
Holders since Its Organization over

a

Convent of

nov4

J. D. JONES, Pretident,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.
(eb9dlrateodllm*w8w«
Feb. 9, 1881.

Undershirts

1881.

56 FREE STREET.

W. F.

Thirty Days

(CHARTERED 1S37).

AND

to

Paid in

an

Men’s

rTIHE School affords every facility for acquiring
JL solid and finished education.

Mercy,

Staples

the Horatio

“Bonanza” Shirts than any other
three makes of shirts.
They are

TERM

Special Attention will be given
For further particulars apply at

40 PER CEIUT.

After Proof.

HOKATIO STAPLES

Academy

September 5th,

Dividends to Policy Holders on
{Premiums Terminating In DSO

Losses

Will Re-open for tbe

FALL

$12,608,356.71
Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 1,1881.

dtf

;an24

St. Elizabeth’s

ASSETS,

a ,'e

begs

The term opens on the 12 th of September, but pupils may enter at any time.
Mlrs. O’NEILL will also be prepared to receive
pupils in private instruction at the above rooms on
and after Sept. 5th.
sepl5d3m

2 7.

$ 5,7 2 8 , t> ti *
Silk

WANTED.
WHO

water-borne.

soon as

To Fet.

ONment of 8 rooms, with hathStreet.

ONLY.

RISKS
open

Street,

MARINE

AGAINST

INSURE

PORTLAND.

lower tenement in the western section of the
city. Apply to GEO. F. JUNK1NS, 180 Middle St.
dtf
novl4

very much under price. Also Ladies’ and Misses’ Undervests and
Drawers in great variety and low

prices.

$18,846,212
4,062,234
25,000,000

Seven of the Many Reasons Why Yon
Should Have a Policy in this Company.
1. It gives you insurance at actual cost.
2. It gives you insurance cheaper thau any other
company.
3. It holds a greater amount of assets In proportion to its liabilities than any other large company.
[See New York Insurance Report.]
The Northwestern has $123.50 for every $100 of
liabilities.
The Connecticut Mutual has $11 o for every $100
of liabilities.
The Mutual Li'e of New York has $114.80 for
every $100 of liabilities.
Tbe Northwestern Mutual has about $ of surplus
to the Mutual Life’s and C >nneeiicut Mutual’s $ I.
4. It maintal s the established rates for insurance, thus reserving full security against e ntingencies.
6. It has paid to its policy holders, and has assets
it has
ere ib»a
on hand, $£ 9*»I 86N 49
org'uiz*received for premium* *in« c
tioai, a showing never maoe by any other comi any
at the same *ge. (note the power of compound interest in the Wes:.)
6. lr i# paving daily nearlv $2000 for death losses.
7 It ha» for t- n years given to tbe public printed
detailed statements of its dividends, and it is the
only company that does it.
_

Horatio

IT STANDS AT THE HEAD.

Staples,

Mile St.. Cor. Cross,

THE LIGHT-RUNNING

<*

“

”

DOMESTIC

PORTLAND.

noyB

Fifteen years of unprecedented success
has demonstrated that it is the acknowledged Standard of Excellence by all its

competitors.

The first to depart from the old styles
of small arms, hard running aud noisy
machines of the past, its introduction
wa- one of the most important changes
in the history of ewing machines. The
llrst Large-Armed, Light-Running, and
almost Jloiseic-s Machine, its extensive
imitation m.irks it ns the

d7t

restyour EYES
c

Acknowledged Standard of Excellence.

Fine
On
Holbrook’s
Boots in every style,
sold only by
*

And its construction has demonstrated
that it embodies most of all that is practical aud beautiful in the art of sewing
Miiehiue building, and in ease of operation and range of work stands without
unequal. Examine it.

Don’t you forget those Common
Sense Boots. E. T. MERRILL,
is making a specialty of
them.

“DOMESTIC” SEWING MACHINE
BROADWAY,

IVYVV

CO,

YORK.

FrankP.Moss,Agt.,
Portland, Me.

Also, wholesale and retail dealer in
needles for all machines, Oils ana Attachments.

Stitoliing
of all kinds neatly aud promptly executed. Orders oy mail will receive prompt
atteniion. Send for our new illustrated
Catalogue of “Domestic” Machines, or
call at the

MERRILL.

12

NO.

ELM

oclO

STREET.

dim

Those Donga Boots!!.
eas$

The most
Hitting and Durable Stock in the
Market. Great attention given to Difficult Feet.

E.T. MERRILL

Goods!
Low
Prices in Children’s
Children’s Spring Heel Extension Edge
of
a
Stock.
in
Boots,
variety

Startlingly

Misses

Solid Leather

School Boots, $1.00

AND

nov5

To Persons Desiring Insurance.
ROLLINS & ADAMS
aredoingns well for ihelr custom-

in matter of insurance as
any other Agency In Portland.
<mh6 dt*_

ers

Jtd JrL lVLUilM

large and elegant assortment of
Christmas and New Year’s Cards,
A

a full line of L. l'raug
& Co.’s and a great variety of imported

comprising

CHAMBERLIN & HOISTED,
Cor.
uovlJ

Congress

and Elm Sts.
eodtf

Announcement and Birthday Cards.
Call early and avoid
the crowd.

FRANK B~ CLARK,
Two Hundred

Bookseller and Stationer,

POUNDS, AND OVER,
offer a special JOB
LOT of medium weight,
clouded shirts and drawers,
in sizes 46, 48 and 50, at
we

hotU

Carriage Manufacturers,
PORTLAND, IRAINE.
all descriptions of onr
manufacture. The lowest prices
Id the State, taking quality and
style into consideration.

Carriages of
own

ran, in & co.
dtf

NElTinHir AND ELGIN
W atclies,

Piiiilies,
Cloakings, Shawls,
Skirts, Table Linens, Blankets, Flannels

Quilts,

Cas-

Hosiery,
siuieies,
Moves, Buttons.
Fringes,
Trimmings, Laces, Yams, Small Wares,
&c- Be.t assortment. Best goods.
Lowest, prices. Ladies’ & Wents’
Merino Underwear at 50c,
worth J5c.

J. M.
511

00 Y 7

DYlR

MM, 531COSGRESS ST
dlm

OLD FASHIONED ANDIRONS.
hare a few iet» of old fashioned Andirons
in perfect condition, which we will sell at
reasonable prices. Also Grandfather's Clocks, all
in running order, can be seen at
L. E. LUNT St Co’s,
210 Fore St., Fortland, Me.

WE

B. 0.

JORDAN,

Alfred, Maine.

1,000 Oak and Spruce Piles.
500.01)0 tl. (ink, for Car Timber,
Sli!p Plank and Timber.
500.000 I'l. Hemlock.
100,000 it. 7-H dry pine box
boards.
dtf

octl

Jolin

O.

Proctor

REMOVED HIS OFFICE TO
Mil EXIHANliE STREET,

mo.

Congress Street.
m.w.f-tf

OC28

INTO CESTKSNIAL BLOCK.

d3w

SDR^UREFOKJBBUNKE>?iESS
sal boro’, Me

ang20isdtim /

to

Repairing of

all kinds

jne4_

APPLES.
NodheadS’

Nonesuch,
Baldwins, &c.
-FOB SALE BY-

W. HI. HIAXIHI & CO.,
Wholesale Dealers in Fruit and Produce,

103 & 105 Commercial Street

nov8___

Kennebec Brand Canned Corn
FOK SALE BY

W. M. MAXIM & CO.,

dim

HAS

& CO.,

Special Attention

in COIN SILVER CASES,
only $8.50, warranted.

oct24

Plain aud Brocade Silks, Satins. Sarahs
and Velvets, Merveilleux, Rhadames,

dtf

T. J. AKELEY & CO.,

$1.00 each.

_

DRESS GOODS.

515 Congress St.

21 and 23 Preble Street

oct21

FRENCH

Also,

Birth

Thanksgiving,

WEIGHING

oct21

in Ladies’ and Children’s Underwear.

QUARTERS
FOR-

CHRISTMAS CARDS

We

great barga;ns

McLELLAN,
Gorham, Local Agts, eodly

LEWIS

Cards.

CLOAKINGS
Cloakings

ACiT., AUBURN.

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,
PORTLAND,

dtf

Portland.

have a very flue line of
for Ladies and Children, at the lowest prices.

STATE

HEAD

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTEO
We have just, received ail elegant
lot of Satin Merveilleux in every
desirable color, and we shall offer
them at the very low price of
$1.?5 per yard; these goods are not
sold less than $2.00 anywhere in

T. T. Merry

THEN

“DOMESTIC” ROOMS

a

aud Tar may be new to you, its healing proper, ies
have loug been known and a p-eci ted, ud when
we recommend you to give Dr, GraveB’ Balsam of
Wild Cherry and Tar a rial for the certain cure of
Sore Shroat, Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough

novlldtd

PORTLAND.

uninsured.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Mr. Thomas M. Martin, of Atkinson, met
with a most distressing accident on Monday
evening which resulted in his death a few
hours subsequent. It seems that he was returning home with a load of boards, and the
horse taking fright commenced running aud
threw the driver on to the ground, when the
heavy load passed over his body in the vicinity
of the hips. The unfortunate man survived
only till miduigh. He was between 40 and 50
years of age, aud leaves a family.
Messrs. S. P. Brown & Co.’s woolen mill in
Dover is completed and nearly all the new machinery has been received and set ap. An addition of three sets has been made, making it
a nine-set mill, and a still further enlargeIt is
ment is to be made another season.
will start up
mill
understood
that
the
again in a very few days.

ACCTI0.NEER8.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

Preble Council, No. 124,
A. L. of H., will be li lden at the Council root),
No 100 Exchange St,., this (vtONDAY) evening, at
7.30 o’clock; at which time a Collector is to be elected and other impottant business transacted.
Every member is earnestly Invited to be present.
ALEX. T. LAUGH LIN, Sec.
dlt
novl2

iud

gemoggin

“ouJJ

Sebago

regular meeting of

No. 12 Elm St.,

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Dress

We shall sell on THURSDAY, Nov. 17th. at 3
o'clock p. in. the property southerly corner Centre
Street and Cobb’s Court, consisting of 2 story
and brick oasement arranged for store, * finis* ea
water, Ac. Will be sold without rerooms,
For Farther information call upon
serve.

Special Notice.

accounts.

Business Changes.
The following business changes for the week

Flannels

Middle

ianeu ana

The Long Cove Granite Co., recently attached, has reported liabilities of $20,000. The
assets are about $7,000 besides the quarry valAn effort will be made to reued at $20,000.
organize, it is said.
At a meeting in Boston of the creditors of
E. Cornish & Co., tailors and clothing dealers,
of Lewiston, the liabilities were roughly estimated at about $17,000 of which $14,000 is for
merchandise and $3,000 for borrowed money.
The assets consist of a good stock of goods aud
$300 in accounts. The debtors were not represented but the statements were made by creditors. Thefollowing investigating committee
were appointed; Mr. Leland of Leland, Bice
& Co., Mr. Cole of Barrage, Cole & Co., and
Beal & Hackett.
a representative of Miner,
An additional meeting was held Thursday at
which the investigating committee reported
that they had examined affairs aud the firm
for the benefit of the
was willing to assign
creditors. The firm made an offer of 30 cents on
$1 which was accepted.

GILBERT’S

Regular

Office in Centennial Block,

93

AUCTION.

BY

POPTI.AND, MAINE.

Teacher of
and

Business Troubles.

Woodman,

&

Finery

Information Desired in Regard to the
Wnereabouts of James M. Smith.

A Socorro, New Mexico, dispatch to the SanFe New Mexican, dated October 31st, is as
follows:
“Every effort to ascertain the whereabouts
of J. M. Smitb, a Black Bange miner, who
has valuable property there and who went east
in August last and was at Portland, Maine, on
September 2nd, and who left for New York
city, to step at the Columbia House, on or
about the 10th of September, has failed. No
tidings of him can be obtained and it is feared
Informathat he has been foully dealt with.
tion of his whereabouts or his demise will be
gladly received by the postmaster at Grafton,
Socorro County, New Mexico. He was about
thirty-seven years of age; wore a dark brown
moustache; is about five feet four inches high
and heavy set.
He had about $8000 with
him.
The James M. Smith referred to in the above
dispatch came to Maine after an absence of
many years in the mining districts'of the great
southwest to visit for a brief time the scenes of
his youth. Mr. Smith was in Bangor on the
20th day of August last and the editors of the
Maine Alining Journal remember a pleasant
call which he made at their office on that day.
Mr. Smith left that day to visit his old home
in Orland, Hancock county, and that is the
latest they have beard directly from him.
From the startling dispatch recorded above,
it appears that there is much cause for alarm.
If any one has any information which will
throw light on the whereabouts of the missing
individual it should be given to the pnblic.

Desirable Real E-tate, Corner of Centre Street and Cobb’s Court,

nish

MISSING.

ta

AUCTION 8ALES.

MISCELLANEOUS

relief

A

came

yacht Maggie has been purchased by
Eastern parties and will hereafter be used in
this harbor in the winter as a pilot boat for the
foreign steamers, and in the snmmer as a pleas*
ure yaclit, as formerly, Capts. David Poor and

off the

fading.

Selection—Mascot.Audran

Real Estate Sale
The real estate belonging to the estste of the
late Nathan L. Woodfiury was sold at auction
Saturday by F. O. Bailey & Co. The bidding
was active and the prices at which the property was sold showed a decided improvement in
the real estate market. John M. Adams, E;sq.,
uid

are

A

Adams.
L. L. Shaw of the Royal River Manufacturing Company of Yarmouth, was made the recipient of an elegant gold headed cane recently,
the gift of seveveral prominent citizens of that

a

Now that the elections are over interest
tarns again toward national politics. In a
quiet way the speakership of the national
House of Representatives is being canvassed.
Where the New England men will stand is
coming to be an interesting question. It is
reasoned that if the New Englanders are solid,
or
nearly so, for Congressman Reed of Maine
they can overcome the strength behind Hiscock of New York, the only other Eastern candidate, and run Reed in. It is expected that the
West cannot combine on one candidate; audit
is now believed that if the East should present
but one candidate the choice would most likely fall to him. Just how tho New Englanders
The Massachustand is not yet quite clear.
setts delegation is believed to be nearly, though
not quite, solid for Reed,—that is, the Republicans in the delegation, for Morse will be expected to support the Democratic candidate.
Of the old members, Rice of the Worcester district is alone understood to lean toward the New
York rather than the Maine candidate. The
members from the other New England States
are thought to be in favor of standing solid for
Reed. Reed is pretty well liked by those who
know him here. He is a progressive Republican,—so far as one can be in Maine and keep
in accord with the sentiment there where politics of the intense sort is one of its chiefest industries; and he has a way of looking at things
political in a direct and f-ank fashion. There
is in him a good deal of the stuff out of which
statesmen are made, of a broader pattern than
some of the Maine productions we have beHiscock is not regarded
come accustomed to.
he might have
as
here
as
strong
been
had
differently
gone
things
in
New
these
mouths
recent
York,
and, moreover, had he not coquetted with
when
that
critical
period
Uonkling during
Coukling absorbed so much attention. He
goes,—
too,—so the argument
represents,
a State that has much
already; the Presidency, tbe Secretaryship of the Treasury, and so
forth and so on, with, probably, more to
come.
There are those, also, who argue that
a New
Eugland candidate ought to be supported with zeal as New England is getting
few chqpces nowadays and her opportunities

heal.

J3auu ui jdusluu.

it will be remembered, was lately thrown into
prison, in Ireland, by the British government,
on account of his utterances regarding the land
troubles there. The land league will at its
meeting to-night choose delegates to attend
the national convention in Chicago, Nov. 30th.
Every member is requested to be present at the

me.

uquur.

Personal.
Hattie N. Adams of this city was pianist at
the Waterville Convention and not Leonora

_

The Irish Land League.
W. H. Looney, Esq., received a dispatch
from New York Saturday night to the effect
that Father Sheehy and T. M. Healy, M. P.,
will speak upon the Irish land question, in
City Hall, on the 23th inst. Father Sheehy,

lnnuence oi

Conley is now able to be about, the wounds
proving to be only flesh wounds, which will
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The Old Fair Story.

that he had

fair-faced boy and maiden

Passed through the yellow wheat;
Arid their hands were clasped together,
And the flowers grew at their feet.
The old fair story,
Set ronnd in glory,
Wherever life is founa:
For oh! it’s love, it’s lore, they say,
That makes the world go round.*

joys,

(London Society.]

der, therefere I cannot evolve a new gown
out of my inner consciousness.”
“Let me give you a gown, two gowns,”

pleaded Jack Sinclair,blushing a little under
the girl’s steady gaze, yet looking very handsome and soldierly in the brilliaut June sunshine.

returned

Miss St.
you sufficient money

pay your debts.”
“No,” he admitted unwillingly.
“Then how can you afford to buy me
gowns? and how can you imagine for one
moment that I should take them, if you
to

could?”
“If you loved me”—he began.

“My good Jack,” said the girl again,
gravely lifting her azure eyes leisurely to

his, “it seems to me that you are a great
deal too well assured of the state of my feelings. Some people, you know, have a habit
of counting their chickens before they are
hatched.”

you do love me!” he cried.

_-I_*
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“certainly not enough to let you buy me
—clothes!” with a sudden shamed flush at
the bare idea of it.
Jack Sinclair sighed impatiently. He had
no such pride himself; but then, to he sure,
no cavalry officers ever have, except they are
rank men. He. that very morning shaved
himself
in
Broughton’s room because
Broughton had
just had his razors
he
had
ground;
passed on to the next
room to sponge the remains of the lather off
his face, because Broughton was using his
sponge and basin for a like purpose; he had
borrowed a collar-stud on his way bask to
his own quarters, because his laundress had
sent his shirt home minus a button at the
throat; and before he had finished dressing
he had lent his last clean cotton tie to Dickson, who had got two days’ leave; he had
surrendered his hair brushes to Squiuts who
had walked in for no apparent reason—perhaps because some one was using his—and
had helped Ponto out of a difficulty by the
loan of a shell jacket. Thus Jack Sinclair,
accustomed to regard* his belongings and
those of his brother officers as public property, could not understand why the suggestion that he should buy his /iancee a gown—
which, goodness knows, she stood sorely in
need of—need bring that shame flush to her
proud face.
“Then how will you do?” he asked at
length, rather ruefully.
“Stay at home,” she laughed; then sang
in a rich, mellow voice,
Stay, stav a' borne my heart and rest,
Home-keeping hearts are happiest!
“O, I dare say!" Jack put in, very ruefully indeed. But the girl laughed and sang
on,
For those that wander, they know not
Are full of trouble and full of care;
To stay at home is beet.

where,

“But, Dolly,

my darling,” he interrupted,
couldn’t Mrs. St. George lend you a dress?”
“Mrs. St. George,” answered Dorothy,
regarding him gravely, yet with laughter in
her brilliant eyes, “is possessed of one presentable gown beside the one you see her in
every day.”
“I’m sure she would lend it to you,” cried
Jack.
“It is a moire antique,” said Dorothy, as
if there need be nothing more said upon the

subject.
“Well,

that?"

time

time

what of
last
the

I

I

remember

was
one, a

at

home, my mother was wearing
bright
green one, it was, with white-pot-buttous—
she said they were porcelain, but I knew
better.”
"Ah!” remarked Dorothy, without much

interest.
“Then you’!! come to the sports to-morrow, darling?”
“The moire,” returned Dorothy, “is of
the most startling rose-color you ever saw.
Why, Jack, all the women would be laughing at us!”

“Let them,” he rejoined fiercely; “who
cares?”
“I do. for one. No, Jack; someday when
we are rich, I will go to the sports; and I’ll
give a cup. and you shall run for it.”
“I don’t see why you can’t come in the

you’ve got on,”

gown

he

looks awfully jolly;” but, all

grumbled;

“it

the same, he
very well aware that the garment in
was
question
very, very shabby. It wrs so
was

An*;MiTT

r.f
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Jack thought, as he watched her that lovely
June day, that he had never seen a more
peafect picture thin she made as she sat
upon the river’s bank, the willows and the
turf making a background against which
her radiant loveliness shone out more like a
gem in a dark setting than anything else he
could think of. She had taken off her hat,
and the sunshine streamed down upon her
golden head, giving the heavy braids the
appearance of a diadem. Jack wished passionately that he could have given her a
caown of rubies and diamonds, and yet he
knew that no gold would ever become her
as did those imperial coils of lustrous hair,
no sapphires would ever equal the beauty pf
her azure eyes.
And yet she was so very, very shabby;
her brown-stuff gown was positively threadbare—“bright as a sixpence,’’ she said.
One little foot was visible beneath the frill
of her gown, and an inch or two of a slender
ankle; they, the foot and the ankle, were all
right; Jack had admired them dozens of
times; but the boot which covered the foot—
O.it made me absolutely shiver! Seven-andsixpence a pair, with square toes that seemed to be of an inquiring turn! Ugh! Jack
looked from them to his own patient-leather
and canvas boots at thirty-five shillings a
pair, and thought of the dozen or two of
others which stood all in a neat row in the
lowest compartment of his cupboard, and
he had the grace to feel ashamed of himself.
If Dorothy St, George could case her little
slender feet in such boots as those and keep
out of debt, why need he, a great hulking
brute, with feet like potatoes, have a bootmaker’s bill as long as his arm?
He looked, too, at her little hahds
folded idly before her, such pretty hands,
with pink-tinted filbert nails; then his eyes
fell upon a certain mark along the forefinger
of the one which lay uppermost, and bending down he kissed it, as if he would fain
kiss that iisfiguring seam away. O why
should she have to work so hard, while his
sisters, not half so fair, dawdled their time
away, and gave dresses to their maid such
as Dorothy could never afford to buy? O,
why should it be? AJfiush mounted to the
young man’s brow, and his eyes sank before
the glory of hers; the question was easy to
He had “sown the wind" in a long
answer.
course of reckless extravagance, in the raising his lather’s just auger; now he was
“reaping the whirlwind” in banishment
from home, and in the pain of knowing of
that between I 'orothy St. George aud him
lay a long array of debts which he had no
money to pay.
And there are people who say our sins do
not find us out in this world!

“O, my darling,” he cried, with a sudden
burst of passion, “how I will make up to
you for all this some day!”
“Some day,” she repeated wistfully “if,
by the time you come into your kingdom,
you have not repented, Jack?”
“Repented! Why?”

“You will be rich I still poor,”
“Supposing I remained always poor and
von became very rich, would you desert me,

Doly?”

"1 can not say, I am sure,” she laughed.
“I have always been so awfully poor, you see
that if I were suddenly lifted up in the world
I might tiptilt my nose, even at yon.”
you don’t mean that,” he Baid coolly.
“There’s many a true word spoken in
jest,” she gravely quoted.
“Then,thank God, there is no chancs of
it!" he cried vehemently.
“No, indeed,” with a smile half bitter,
half sad. “Do you know, Jack, that I don’t
know who I am? I never shall know it.”
“Yes, yes; you told me Don’t talk about

“Ah,

it.”
“But I must talk about it; you ought to
know,” she auswered. “To begin at the
beginning, I must tell you my mother’s
name
as Meredith.
At sixteen she was
left to ihe cars of her uncle, a clergyman
in North Wales. Her father also had been
a clergyman. She had not been many weeks
at Llaugwylt before she met my father, who
was staying In the neighborhood for tha
■

strange story!” Jack said
thoughtfully; “and O, by .,'ove, what a
beastly temper he must have had!”
“Ah, that’s where mine comes from,” rejoined Dorothy calmly. “Who’s that,
Jack?” as a boat passed them, a graceful
“What

“Most awfully shabby,” said Dorothy St.
George calmly, “but then, since I have not
another, what can I do? I am not a spi-

4

never

proud.”

X.

“O, Dolly,

wae

know who you are.” From that
day to this she has never seen him. For
anything we know to the contrary he may
have been a chimney-sweeper. Mother went
back to Llangwylt, and I was born there;
and when her uncle died, six years ago, we
came here to starve upon £70 a year,” she
broke off bitterly.
Did she never try to find him out?”
“Uncle Meredith did; but mother was too

shall

'Lady-Killer-in-Chief.

“My good Jack,”
George quietly, “haye

under a fabe
He assured ht r

quite young, being only seven-and-twenty
at the time of his marriage, to have had a
most passionate and unforgiving temper, as
my mother found to her cost—and mine;for
one day she angered him so much that he
left her. I fancy she had been in a passion
herself, and had cried out that she no
longer lovfed him. Whatever it was, he
“You shall
never forgot it or forgave it.
never see me again,” he told her. “and you

—Cassell's Magazine.

The

married

certain.
He told her also that his reason for deceiving her was because his uncle, who had large
unentailed estates, had arranged a marriage
for him; and if he heard anything of my
mother would probably cut him off with but
a very small
property. My mother never
troubled herself about it; she loved him, and
she had perfect faith in him; and so a few
months passed over. He seems, although

For oh! it’s love, it’s love, they say,
That makes the world go round.

An old man and a wrinkled wife
Amid the fair spring weather;
“We’ve shared oar sorrows aud our
God grant we die together.”
The old fair story,
Set round in glory,
Wherever life is found;
For oh! it’s love it’s love, they say,
That makes the world go round.

been

name—George St. Geerge.
that the It gality of the marriage

A mother kissed her baby,
Hocking it to rest,
And gentiy clasped within her arms,
It nestled in her breast.
TLe old fair story
Set round in glory
Wherever life is found;

A

trout-fishing. He fell In love with her and
her; my great-uncle married them
imself. After the mrriage they wentabroad;
and one day it came out quite by chauce
married

outrigger,

a

with

a

man

in white

flannels,

who came as near to the bank as he could
venture, evidently to stare at her. and who,
after a salutation to Jacif, sculled away and
was out of sight in no time.
“That my darling, is the handsomest
“We
man in the service,” Jack answered.
”
call him the Lady-killer-ia-Chief.
u.

The “Lady-KlIler-in-Chief,” had changed
his flannels for his ordinary clothes—light
gray trousers and a coat of gray velveteen.
He certainly, as he sauntered down the

High street at Bianunarapton, merited me
homage which was paid to his personal appearance when his brother-officers spoke of

the handsomest mau in the service.
him
The only fault in his face was its extreme
coldness; cold classic features; cold blonde
hair, irreproachably parted down the middle
aud brushed straight away behind his ears
without a hair being out of place; cold hazel
eyes, large and beautiful in themselves; and
u feeble
a cold smile, like the flickering of
winter sun over snow-topped mountains.
An utterly cold manner, too—which to
as

women

most

seemed irresistible—and perhaps the
that had ever made

cutting caustic wit

itself felt in the mess-room of the BlankBarracks. Swaggering leisurely
hamton
down the High street he met Dickson, who,
as a matter of course, stepped.
“Where have you been?”
The river’s awful“I’ve beeu for a pull.

ly jolly to-day, and, by-the-by, Dickson”
—plunging at once into the sunject uppermoat in his thoughts—“can you tell me who
that girl is Sinclair goes about with—tall
girl with golden hair?”

“I don’t know her name. I believe Sinclair’s going to marry her.”
“Going to marry her! Ah, it is settled?”
“I really don’t know. She’s a very hand-

girl,” remarked Dickson, carelessly.
“Uncommonly,” Montagu replied, with
what, for him, was great warmth “And so

some

Sinclair’s serious?”
“O, quite so!” addingjwith a laugh, “Has
she ‘taken’ you rather? House; she’s awfully in love with Sinclair.”
“Pooh I’ll cut him out in a week,” cried
Montague confidently.
“I don’t believe she’llook at you.”
“Won’t she? Well, yon’ll see;” and then
the two men parted and went their respec-

neither of them in the least
that the subject of their conversation
was just within the door of the shop behind
them, and had heard their whole conversation, with proud scorn filling her violet eyes,
and utter contempt on her imperious mouth.
Byran Montagu did not fiind the task he
had set himself altogether easy to accomplish, for he could not succeed in making
In the first place he did not know
a start.
who she was. nor where she lived;and since
he never met her anywhere he could not
obtain an introduction, However, at last
he happened to meet her with Sinclair in a
shop, and asked boldly asked to be introtive

w»vh.

aware

duced.

“Hang you!” cried Jack passionately.
“By no means,” returned Montagu calmly, going on with his dinner as if that was
“You
the chief object of his existence.
shouldn't allow yourself to fly into such
transports of rage, my dear chap; it’s not
good form, to begin with; it’s bad for the

digestion—bad every way.

George

She smiled

so

‘screw’ in her life.”
At which Bryan Montagu, who was really
a
a very pretty oar, though, perhaps, with

slight tendency to “screw,” was, for once,
taken aback; and registered an inward vow
that before many days weie over he would
pay Miss St. George out with interest for
that unflattering remark. And pay her out,
how? As he had made many another girl

suffer before—broken-hearted for the cold
hazel eyes which for her had been wont to
have no coldness in their clear depths; for
the straight-featured classic face which had
made itself her heaven; for the sound of the
smooth persuasive voice which would fall

upon her ears nevermore, or, if perchance it
did so, fraught only with slighting indifferThat
ence more hard to bear than silence.
was the plan Mr. Bryan
Montagu marked
out as Miss St. George’s puaishment.
Accordingly, the following aftrnoon, instead of betaking himself to the club or his
more favorite river, he turued into the direction of the village in which Mrs. St.
George’s house was; and, as luck would
have it, just as he passed the Cotterstone’s
house he saw Miss St. George emerge from
the gate of her cottage and turn down the
gate leading to the river. He followed instantly, and reached her just as she was
about to pass through the little gate which
opened into the River Fields.
Mr. Montagu lifted his hat with.his most
fascinating smile. Miss St. George blushed
becomingly, and drooped her splendid eyes.
Mr. Montague thought he had never before
beheld so lovely a face. Miss St. George
thought—well, she looked as if she found
herself in Arcadia.
“Yon are going for a walk?” he asked.
“Well no.
T .am ffoinff to sit bv the fidm
of the river and read,” she replied.
“May I come with you and talk instead?”
he said imploringly.
“O yes if yon like,” she replied camly,
thinking what a luckey thing it was that
Jauck was safely out of the road, being on
duty that day.
Any one who could have heard their conversation that afternoon must have laughed,
even if it had been Jack Sinclair himself;
they were so awfully polite to begin with.
Each seemed to be trying how fascinating he
Each seemed so desperatly
or she could be.
make the other pleased. They
anxious to
on fire, which is, as
like
a
house
got along
every one knows a tolerably rapid rate. In
fact, they got on so well that Mr. Montagu
had already advanced as far as personal compliments, ere Miss St. George found out she
really must he going home, with an emphasis on the “must,” bv which she evidently
intended to convey to him the fact that only
stern necessity compelled her to move at all.
But they got still further before they reached the gate of Mrs. St. George’s cottage; for
after a little circumlocution, she promised
to meet him at the same time and place the
following afternoon. All the same, she
raised but very little [objection before she
consented, and Mr. Montagu felt he had
a cherry so
never come across
ripe and
ready to fall into his mouth.
“Hollo, Sinclair I” he called out to Jack,
whom he met in the square. “Down in the
mouth eh? Ah, it’s an awful nuisance not
being able to get out of the square, isn’t it?
Particularly when there’s a nice young woAnd
man half a mile off waiting for you.

she did look so nice this afternoon.”
The hot anger leaped into Jack Sinclair’s
gray eyes, but his heart grew cold as lead
within him, for he had never felt very sure
of Dorothy; and if Montagu made up his
mind to go in for her, he knew well enough
that he would spare no pains to accomplish
the desirable attainment of putting his
(Jack’s, that is) nose out of joint.
“How do you know?” he growled.
“Because she has been with me for the
last three hours,” Montagu returned cooly.
“I don’t believe it!” poor Jack thundered;
but all the same he felt from the other’s
manner that it was true.
“Just as you like, of course, my dear
chap,” said Montague carelessly; “but go
along the path leading through the River
Fields to-morrow between 3 and 4 and you
will see for yourself.”
Sinclair turned away without

answering,

had left him
for Montagu’s quiet
without hope. Of course the following
afternoon he went, and saw for himself that
his comrade bad spoken truly. There just
visible about the river’s bank, was Dorothy’s hatless golden head, and in suspicious
nearness to It Montagu’s sleek blonde caput:
manner

You’re

a

deuced

good fellow, Sinclair; but you go into every
thing with such terrible earnestness. It
spoils you, my dear fellow; aud it will be
getting you into trouble one of these days,

take my word for it.”
But during the week which followed,
Jack’s rage had time enough to cool. As
far as Dorothy was concerned, he had resigned in favor of Bryan Montagu who had
contrived to get the entree to the house, and
who pretty nearly lived there. Twice, Dorothy had written to know why he kept away
aud to ask him to come; and both times he
had sent a formal reply declining the invitation. He scarcely went outside the barracks,
and when he did so went between 0 and 7—
a time when he knew Dorothy was very un-

likely to be out.
At last, however,

he was one

day compell-

ed to go into town early in the afternoon;

High street he
Dorothy and Mentagu coming on the same
side of the street. They were close upon
him before he perceivad them, but he did
not hesitate a moment. He turned sharply
to the right, and crossed over to the other
side without so much as a look, and without
any recognition whatever. Dorothy turned
very white, but she kept a brave front to the
world aud laughed it off as usual. Montagu tackled Jack upon the subject that evand about half way down the

ening.

“Now, I tell you what it is, Sinclair,” he
said, leaning back in his chair, and surveying Jack with much amusement in his eyes,
“your behaviour is what I call uncommonly
shabby. Blow hot, blow cold, you know.”
“Mind your own business,” returned
Jack, sulkily.
“Ab, conscience touching you up a bit,
eh? Well, it’s what you must expect, while
T7mi*tro dnna Infaln
Oh Sillno

you’ve a great deal to answer for!
brought desolation Into a once happy
home, grief to a once happy heart. Of
that you
course, it’s right and proper
clair,

You’ve

should pay attention to the fair sex; their
youth and beauty demand it; the honor of
our regiment requires it; but you sho uld
not concentrate your attentions, my dear
chap, yon should not concentrate; they
should be more general and less marked.”
But Jack was sulky as a bear with a sore
head, and would have no argument on the
subject, so Montagu was obliged to have it
all to himself. Not that that had any effect
on his tongue; he never let Jack rest a moment.
“Ah, you may well look so blue,” he
would cry, “with such a conscience as you
must have—enough to give you blue devils
for the rest of your life! Think of the young
affections you have blighted; think of the irreparable injury your heartless conduct has
wrought; think of tbe gay heart now made
desolate, the light heart which will be light
Look at him gentlemen,” appealno more.
ing, after the manner of a counsel in a court
of justice, to the grinning officers round
about—“look at the depraved individual
who stands before you, the male flirt. Ah,
well, well, Sinclair,' of all my sins, and they
are many, I do not carry on my conscience the shameful weight of young, fresh
affections trifled with, won, and thrown

aside.”
Poor Jack!

Dorothy often enough
now.
Dorothy always alsne, with no Bryan
Montagu in attendance, but with, O, such a
he met

bl inched face, such a world of woe in the
eyes, that if Jack had wished for revenge there it was. But Jack wished for
nothing of the kind. The sight of his false
love’s white face only made him miserable,
so utterly miserable that he could have fallen downjupon his knees in the very street,
and prayed her to try and look happier; he
could have choked the very life out of Montagu as he sat sneering and jibing at the
mess-table, only that would not give him
back to Dorothy, or take away that piteous
And then Montagne
woe from her face.
took his long leave and Dorothy grew whiter and whiter, until at length he missed
her altogether, and feared she must be ill.
Once or twice he felt half inclined to igazure

n/v»n

was very gracious to him.
enchantingly that Jack
straightway went off into a towering rage
and scolded her all the way home, at which
she laughed more heartily than he had ever
heard her laugh in his life. To add to his
wrath Montagu informed him during the
dinner that evening that Miss St. George
was really very decent looking; “and I believe I passed you on the river one day last
week,” he ended.
“Yes, and you turned and stared at her as
if she’d been some little milliner girl,” Jack
returned sulkily.
“The penalty of beauty, my dear chap,”
laughed Montagu lightly. “Now I assure
you that I’m so accustomed to be ogled that
I should feel quite uncomfortable with people who didn’t admire me.”
“Miss St. George didn’t admire you, at
all events,” retorted Jack with a short
laugh; “for she said she never saw such a

Miss St.

and while he stood there watching and half
hidden by the hedge, her merry langh rang
out upon the still summer air in a peal which
re-ecboed in Jack’s heart like the deathknell of all his dearest hopes. O, he was
reaping the whirlwind, and no mistake
about it!
“Now did you do as I advised?” Montagu
asked at mess that night, in a tone of sneering triumph. “Are you convinced?”
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membranee that she was fretting for Montagu kept him back; she wanted Montagu,
aad Jack Sinclar would be of no use; and
so when his time came for long leave he
went away, sore of heart, as was ever Dorothy St. George with hers breaking for the
love of the man who bore the name of the

Lady-Killer-in-Chief.
ill.

The Cuirassiers had left Blankhampton
for Colchester on the way for India, and
Dorothy St. George had seen nothing more

of her two lovers since the day that Jack
Sinclair went away on long leave. True,
Bryan Montagu had called twice; but Dorothy had not seen him, being indisposedotherwise lying on the bed in the exhaustion
which usually comes after violent weeping.
Mr. Montague had staid half an hour each

time, talking serenely with Mrs. St. George,
and left with graceful regrets that Miss St.
George was not well enough to see him; and
that had been all, that was the end. And
yet she could not forget the past; she was
not allowed to go out of the house, for a terrible cough had taken hold of her; she could
not rest anywhere; she thought herself that
she was going mad. As the year drew to a
close, and the day fixed for the embarkation
of the regiment drew near, she persuaded
her mother to take a daily paper that she

the latest, and indeed last, intelligence of them. She was not hard to persuade, for a great dread had come over her
lest f her child, who was all she had in the
world, should be taken from her; and so for
a time the paper was left at the house daily.
The ''news about the Cuirssiers was but
scanty, and Dorothy used to fling the paper
down and sigh piteously each day, hoping
that the next would tell more. And at last
the sight of their own name caught her eye,
and she for the first time looked at the paper
with an interest unconnected with the Royal Regiment ot Cuirassiers.
“If this should meet the eye of Florence
Meredith, who in September, 18—, was married in the parish church of Llangwvlt,
North Wales, by the Rev. David Meredith
to George St. George, gentleman, she is requested to communicate immediately with
Messrs. Owen, Lucas & Co., Gray’s innroad, London, when she will hear of something to her advantage.”
Dorothy read it aloud to her mother.
“What does it mean?” she cried, thinking
it might have something to do with—with—
“It is to say yonr father is dead,” Mrs.

might

see

St. George, replied,

an

ashen hue overspread-

her face.
“And you will write?”
“At once,” she said, in a trembling voice.
“If he has relented, things may be very dif-

ing

ferent for us.”
Two days passed by and no reply came.
Dorothy was wildly curious, fretfully impatient, and when on the second morning
the postman past the house, intensely dis-

appointed.

“I believe it is

a

hoax,”

But it was not so.

she cried.

Toward noon an imresounded through the

knock
perative
house, and the woman who had gone every
dav to help since Dorathv’s illness, ushered
into the tmy sitting-room a small, grave
gentleman, clad in black, and with an irreproachable white neckcloth.
“Mrs. St. George?” he said, with a grave
bow.

“Yes,” she answered, rather faintly. “Are
you—”
“My name is Lucas. May I ask if this is
your daughter?”
“That is Miss St. George,” she answered
haughtily; the words “your daughtar” rather angered ber.
“Pardon me,” said the little old gentleman politely, “this lady,” taking Dorothy’s
hand and leading her a step forward, “is the
Countess of Beaurivage. You are now the
Countess Dowager;” at which theatrically
told piece of news Dorothy bursts out laughing, and her mother sat down and quietly
fainted away.

Not only had great honor
upon them
The lately deceased
hut also great wealth
earl had manaeed, shortly before his death,
to pick a violent quarrel with the heir presumptive, and to annoy him had left a will
giving an exact account of his marriage and
came

what had taken place since, and leaving every farthing he possessed to his daughter;
his wife he lefi unnoticed, but then, as Dorothy said, it didn’t much mat er. And so
the sailing of the Crocodile passed apparently out of mind.

The romantic story of the E»rl of Beaurivage’s marriage and the succession of the
beautiful young girl to the title was naturally enough wafted into all the papers. Those
containing it were handed on board the Crocodile at Malta, and read almost simultane-

ously by the two men who had kjown Dorothy St.George most intimately in her days
f poverty.
“Think what you’ve missed, Sinclair,”
“Who v*uid have
drawled Montagu.
thought of little St. George turning out a
own
her
countess in
right? By Jove! It almost equals a novel 1”
“I suppose you’ll find it worth while to go
back and marry her, now?” said Jack, bitterlv

“Pooh! Not I! I amused myself with
her; but as for marrying—” He did not fiuish the sentence, for Jack flew at him like a
tiger, and flung him headforemost down the
companion ladder; whence Mr. Bryan Mon-

extensively bruised,

picked up
and very careful to give Jack as wide a berth
as was compatible with the capabilities of

tagu

was

the ship.
“Curse you!’1 Jack shouted after him. “I
would have you at any
don’t believe sh
price!’’ And yet it puzzled him to guess why
Djrothv had acted as she did.
One "week the regiment remained, after
landing, at a place called Deolalee; and
when they went forward to Unapore they
marched without Mr. Bryan Montagu, who
returned to England by the next steamer.
Ho had seen enough of India during these
seven days, he said; but Jack Sinclair always felt, with a thrill of satisfaction, that
he had something to do with his return. He
had not forgotten the time not far ffistant,
when Bryan Montague had talked of the delights of India with what was nothing short
of

rapture.
IV.

Three years passed away before Jack Sin
clair returned to his native shores. He did
so then because he had come into his inheritance, for his father had gone into that

where such things as earthly
riches and troubles have no place. But he
died, blessiug Jack to the last; and Jack had
been sent for, reaching his home, alas 1 too

higher region

late.
And so he was ao

longer Jack Sinclair,

the

dragoon, troubled with numerous debts and
other difficulties, but Sinclair of Cleve, the
a good estate, the head of a good
owner of
country family. It was perfectly astonishing how nice every one seemed to find him.
The self-same people who had looked very
mucdaskance at “that dreadfully wild fellow, Jack Sinclair.’’ found out that, after

all young men will be young men, and that
wild oats are best sown. Some ladies even
went so far as to affirm that the wildest
young men make the best husbands. Those
were ladles with marriagble daughters.
But they angled and baited their traps for
him in vain. Jack would have none of them.
His mother remained the undisturbed mistress of Cleve, and his sisters declared he
must have left his heart in India.
Jack said “Exactly so;” and then they
wondered why he hadn’t married her. Effie
suggested that perhaps she was married already; but the more -strong minded Laura
scouted that idea altogether. She was sure
jaCK would not uesucn

a 1001
as mat.
«o;
upon it. Jack did not feel altogether
satisfied about her! Perhaps her family was
not to his liking. That the lady might be
unwilling never entered their heads. Was
not Jack—Sinclair—of Cleve, with £7,000 a

depend

year?
However,

their conjectures brought them
the truth, since Jack turned a
to their hints, and invariably
answered them with the same word, “Exno nearer
ear
deaf

actly.”

“You ought to marry,”

Laura told him

day.
“Exactly,” said Jack, easily.
“Then why don’t you?” she asked. “Pm
sure you’re in love.”
“Exactly.”
To say the least of it, the answer was discouraging.
However, in love or out of it, Jack did not
chang his couditiou. He went about in the
character of an eligible bachelor, and seemed to find the position a very pleasant one;
at least, he certainly made no attempt to al-'
one

He had returned from India in the
ter it.
summer; and during the autumn and winter seemed as if he was trying to make up
for the society he had missed during his
sojourn in the East. The family at Cleve
saw but little of him until Christmas, when
he remained at home a whole fortnight. At
the end of that time he went northward to
pay a long promised visit at the house of a
man who was in the cuirassiers when he
first joined the regiment. He had a long
and cold journey, arriving about an hour before dinner. Maj. Holroyd went out to the
door to meet him, with a thousand apologies for not having met him at the station,
three miles away.
“The fact was, my bailiff came in just as
I was starting; and as his business was urgent-roof of a cottage tumbled in, worse
luck!—why, I was obliged to go round and
make some arrangements for the family nnUll 1L Call Ut5 iillCUUCU LU,

uc

CApiaiueu.

“It really did not matter,” Jack answered.
“How is Mrs. Holroyd? O, there you arel”
as he followed his host into the inner ball,
“How are you? And how’s our old fuiend

Ethel?”
“Grown

a

monster,”

Mrs.

Holroyd

“You’ll see her presently, no
doubt. You’ll have a cap of toa, Capt.
Sinclar? I remember yonr old weakness
for it. I think you must know everyone
here, excepting, perhaps, Lady Beauri-

vage.”

a young lady who was
greeting him effusively with a great start
Yes, there she was 1 The one love of his
life. No longer pale, no longer with that
look of hunted pain in her great azure eyes;
but calm, smiling, self-possessed; and sitting near to her was Bryan Montagu. Jack
determined, as he held out his hand with a
grave bow, that his visit at Lark’s Nest
would be cut short on the following day by
a plea of “urgent private affairs.”
“Then you do know her?” Mrs. Holroyd

Jack turned from

cried seeing the friendly yet half-distant
salutation.
“I used to know Capt. Sinclair,” answered Lady Beaurivage distinctly,” “vexy well
indeed; but for some reason or other, he cut
me.”
“Dead as a door-nail,” Montagu affirmed.
“I cannot believe that," cried Mrs. Hol-

royd emphatically,
“It is quite true,” answered Lady Beaurivage calmly; “ask him if it is not so.”
“I won’t ask you, Capt. Sinclair, because
I have too much faith in you to believe it,”
said the hostess.

“Unfortunately

it is

returned gravely.

perfectly true,”

Jack

“Why?” some one asked thoughtlessly.
“Why?” he repeated. “O, you must get
Lady Beaurivage to tell you that!” at which
the young Countess blushed so vividly crimHolson that every one laughed; and Mrs.
royd, to spare her further confusion, made
a move and carried her off to dress.
“Of course there’s no truth in all

that

about your cutting her?” Major
when he and Jack were left
the hall.
“O yes, it’s true enough,” Jack answered
bitterly. “If I’d known she was staying here
I shouldn’t have come, and as it is I think
I had better leave you to-morrow.”
“But what on earth has she done?”
“It was just this way. Lady Beaurivage
was engaged to me, and jilted me—for Montagu. That’s the whole story, Holroyd, and
the less I see of her for the fixture the better. * *
“Then why dosen’t she marry Montagu?”
“Sure I dont know,” Jack returned fornonsense

Holroyd asked,
in posession of

lornly.
“Because,”

Major Holroyd continued,
“he has been running after her for three
yerrs, to my certain knowledge. He worships the very ground she walks on, and she

To be
seems as if she detested him.
one never ean tell what a woman is

always

sure,
up to,” he ended; “but at all events, Jack,
I don’t see that they need drive yon away
from us; you’ve done nothing to be asham-

ed of.”

“No, exactly,” answered Jack.
“Then you’ll stay?”
“Yes I’ll stay,” holding out his hand and
grasping his friend’s hand, a display of feeling of which he repented instantly, and
marched off up stairs, wishing he hadn't
a

fool of himself. All

the same,

Major Holroyd, standing staring reflectively
into the fire, did not consider he had made a

fool of himself at all.

“Queer concern that,” he muttered. “I’ll
keep an eye upon them.”
So he did; but he learned remarkably
little. The intercourse between Lady Beaurivage and Mr.|Montagu was exactly as it
had been aforetime—abject worship on his
part, persistent snubbing on hers. Jack
Sinclair kept aloof from both of them, and
spent most of his time with small Ethel, a
child of ten, who had been a great pet of
his in the old days, before he fell in love
with Dorothy St. George, otherwise Lady
Beaurivage—and time slipped on.
He came iu one afternoon after a long
day’s hunting, tired and wet, having missed
all the others and returned alone. Just as
he reached the hall he saw Lady Beaurlvage, with three of the children clinging
about her, coming down the stairs; and as
he never met her,if by any chance he could

possibly avoid her, he slipped into the library, thinking they would be going on into
the drawing room. A moment later, however the door of the libray opened and the
four, not seeing the red-coated figure in one
of the deep window seats, entered and went

to the other end of the room, where was the
fireplace. His first impulse was to get up
and go away, but he conld not do that without speaking to Dorothy, and if he did so
Ethel would instantly entreat him to stay;
therefore, he remained where he was, almost hidden by the curtain, and listened pa-

tiently while Dorothy related

a

long fairy

tale.

“And theu they

were

married and lived

happily ever after,“ said the soft voice tenderly, bringing the story t o an abrupt termination.
“Well, and what then?” Dick asked eagerly;” what then Dolly?”
she an“O, nothing more than that,”
“
swered with a soft laugh,
what more
would you have?’
“People are always happy when they get
married,”
put in Ethel wisely.
“
Who told you that?” Dorothy laughed.
“Capt. Sinclair said so, because this morning 1 told him Jinks was going ts be married, and he said happy ‘Jinks!’ Would you
like to be married, Dolly?”
“It would quite depend,” Dorothy said,

guardedly.

“If it

vu

you know.
“la he?”

Cant. Sinclair? He’» very nice,

“I like Capt. Sinclair best of any one I
know,” returned Ethel critically: “and he’s
got the prettiest dressing-case I ever saw.
And he’s going to buy me a watch and

chain when he goes back to town—a real

know;

Dick, you may have the
old one mother’s keeping for me. I say,
Dolly, if it was Capt. Sinclair?”
“Capt. Sinclair would not have me,” said
Lady Beaurivage, with what sounded to
Jack like a sigh.
“I’ll ask him, if you like,” Ethel cried,
obligingly.
“No, thank yon,” with a genuine laugh.
“Tell ns another story, Dolly, do,” put in
Jim imploringly.
one, you

so

“Do you know that the bell has rung for
the nursery tea,” Lady Beaurivage asked,
“and that you were promised some honey?”
“I forgot. Come, Ethel, Dick, let us go;”
and away the three youngsters scampered,
the

leaving
pants.

“Aud

library

to the other

two

occu-

they got married and lived happily ever after,” said one of them moving
forward in the firelight.
Lady Beaurivage started violently and
so

up from her seat.

jumped

RAILROADS.

Dolly.”

there,” she exclaimed confusedly, wondering anxiously if
“I did not know you were

Ethel had said about
himself.
“My little friend Ethel,” he said coolly,
“asked if you would like to marry Montagu,
and you said, ‘O, no, not at alii’ If it is not
too impertinent, may I ask why you did not
give the same reply when she asked you
another question?”
Lady Beaurivage remained silent, and
Jack continued:
“Would not the same reply have done?
And how is it you have not married Monta-

Eastern

uuv

UUUluij^t

bvivniu

11

10

tuwv

pun

ouv

with her dignity altogether.
A. heart of adamant must have melted before those azure eyes shining through a mist
of tears; and Jack’s heart was net of an adamantine quality, so far as Dorothy was concerned; and somehow his arms found tbeir
way round her, and the golden head was pillowed on his breast.
“What did you do it for?” he asked after
a while, without much regard for grammar.
And then she told him of the conversation she overheard, and how she had determined to pay the Lady-Killer out in his own
coin, never considering that Jack would ob“And I thought afterward,”
mered, “that perhaps you only

she stamwanted an

to get out of it.”
“O my darling,” Jack cried roproachfui-

excuse

iy-

And

pily

so

ever

they

were

afterward.

married and lived hap-

Wit and Wisdom.
Two children are playing together in a garden. The little sister says to her little brother,
“Which would yon rather be, a little flower,
or a little bird?” The young man, after a
minnte’s reflection, “A little bird—because it

eats!”—Paris Paper.

New Bloomfield, Miss., Jan. 2,1880.
I wish to say to you that I have been suffering
for the last five years with a severe itching all
over. I have heard of Hop Bitters and have
tried it. I hare used up four bottles, and it
has done me more good than all the doctors
and medicines that they could use on or with
me. I am old and poor but feel to bless you
for such a relief by your medicine and from
torment of the doctors. I have had fifteen
doctors at me. One gave me seven ounces of
solution of arsenic; another took four quarts of
blood from me. All they could tell was that it
was skin sickness.
Now, after these fou bottles of your medicine, my skin is well, clean
Henry Knoche.
and smooth as ever.

“If It was Mr. Montagu?”
“O no, not at all!” very emphatically.

They ware conversing

the other dav about a

friend, when Butterby said, “Poor
fellow, he’s got the mumps." “Sorry to hear
it,” replied Quilty; “can’t he get anything for
them?” “Well, no,” answered Butterby with
out a blush, “there's no market for them now!”
common

—Boston Courier.
Women that have been given up by their
dearest friends as beyond help, have been permanently cured by the use of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It is a positive
for all female complaints. Send to Mrs.
Lydia B. Pinkham, 233 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets.
cure

"That Brown is so proud that you can’t
touch him with a ten foot pole,” said Mrs.
Fogg. “Of course not,” replied Fogg, “that is
not a legal ten, dear?” Fogg thought this was
a capital thing to say, but when he had to go
to work and explain to Mrs. F.—“ten, dear,
tender”—he wished in his heart of hearts that
he bad never said it.—Boston Transcript.
Facts.
A letter from P. O. Sbarpless, druggist, Marion, Ohio, in writing of Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil, says:—“One man was cured of sore throat
of eight years’ standing with one bottle.” We
have a number of cases of rheumatism that

a a. m. Daily (Night Pullman) tor Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Porttmonih,
Newboryport, Saiem, Lynn and boston, arriving
at 6.30 a. m.
A special
Sleeping Oar will be
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at P.00
p. m. and is attached to thiB train for Boston,
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11

At

a. m.

for

Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern

and West-

points.

ern

Trains leave Boston.

7.30

and arrive in Portland at 12 05 p.
m. at 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. at 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
a. m.

Pullman

Parlor Care.

On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 a. in. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. ana trains leaving Portland, 8.45 a.
m. and 1.00 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a. in).
Through tickets to all points West and
Mouth may be had of J, M. Fr-nch, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office

40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets (or Meat*
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.

and

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and '' cxet Agent
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
itf
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dramatic editor of the New York Telegram. If
he isn’t, how did this remark about the Hariisons get into the dramatic columns of that paper? “The mirth moving effects and comical
conglomerations concocted in the brain of the
operators of this camera comedy are the quintessence of laugter-provoking monstrosities,
quaintnem and|outragings of all possiblities.—
Boston Poet.

Borrowing a hint from the Senate. Venerable sinner—“If we’re really going to have an
experience meetin’ an’ confess our sins, I
move we clear the galleries, close the doors,
and go into executive session.”—Puck.

Kennebunk for Portland at 7.25.
Parlor Car on train leaving Portland Portland at
1.00 p. m. Returning on train leaving Boston at
12.30 p. m.
Parlor Car Meat* secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
gy-The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Mound Line Mteamers for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
train connects with all Bail Lines for New
York and the Month and West.
SUNDAY TRAINM Leave Portland for
Boston and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
Boston
leaves

Trains

Boston ft Maine road connect with all
runing between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland ft Ogdensbnrg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
8ocV.il may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston ft Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt.
8. H. 8TEVEN8, Gen. Agent. Portland.
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Kuril ford Falls & Brickfield

Leave

Canton for Portland
and
Lewiston. 4.20 and 9.30 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 7.30
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston
at 7.20 a. m. and 1.57 p. m.
tickets
to
return
Saturday
Monday at reduced

Bemis, Rangeley Lakes,
Stage
Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld, Peru, Livermore, West
connections

Sumner and

Portland,

_

If it coaid be possible that skimmed milk is
best for food, cows would give it that way.—
New Orleans Picayune.

with

of 1876 I was taken with
bleeding of thb lungs followed by a severe
I
lost
congh.
my appetite and iieah, and was
confined to my bed. In 1877 I was admitted to
the Hospital. The doctors said I had a bole in
my long as "big as a half dollar. At one time a
report went aroand that I was dead. I gave
up hope, bat a friend told me of DR. WILFOR
THE
LIAM HALL’S BALSAM
LUNGS. I got a bottle, when to my surprise,
I commenced to feel better, and to-day I feel
better than for three years past.
"I write this hoping every one afflicted with
Diseased Lnngs will take DR. WILLIAM
HALL’8 BALSAM, and be convinced that
CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED. I oan
positively say it has done more good than all
the other medicines I have taken since my
fail

sickness.”

On and after Monday, Oct. 17th, Paiwenger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for §t. John, Halifax and the Province*,
and all stations on E. A N. A. Railway,
12.40, and fll.15 p m.; St. Andrews, Mt. Mtephen, Fredericton, Aroostook < ountv,
Moonehead Lake, and all stations on R. A
Piscataquis R. R.. 111.15 p. m., (or 12.40 p.
m., noon, and remain lb Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Bnckaport, Dexter, Belfast and
Skowhegan, 12.30p.m., 12.40 p. m.,fll.15p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.30 p. m., 12.40
p. m., 11.16 p. m. and 6.15 p. m. Saturdays only,

Rangeley Lake, Monmonth, Winthrop,
Read field. West Waterville and North
Anson, 12.30 p. m.,
Farmington via
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,
Prom

Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.00 p. m.; Wt.
John, 8.16 a. m., 8.00 p. m.; Honlton, 9.00
а. m.;
St. Stephen, 9.45 a. in.; tiucksport,
б. 00 a. m.. 6. p. m.; Bangor, 7.05 a. m., t7.45
Dexter.7.10
a. m.,4.15 p. m.; Belfast,
p. in.;
6.25 a. m., 2.45 p. m.. §kow hegau, 8 10 a. m.,
2.30 p. m.; Waterville, 9.12-i.m. 1.65, flO.OO
p. m.; and 5.10 a. m (Mondays only) Augusta,
6.00 a. m 9.68 a. m., 2.42 p. m., 110.65 p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.16 a. m., 3.03 p. m.,
11.04 p. m Bath, 6.55 a. m., 11.06 a. m., 4.00
p. m., Brunswick, 7.25 a. m., 11.35 a. m.,
4.30 p. m., f 12.36 a. m., (night.)
Rockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.26 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m.,
11.15 a. m., 4.15 p. m. Phillips, 6.30 a. m.
Farmington, 8.10 a. m.: Winthrop 10.15
a. m. being due in Portland
as
follows: The
morning trains from Augusta and Bath,
The day trains
8.36 a. m. Lewiston. 8.40.
from Bangor, and all intermediat stations and
connecting roads at 12.45 and 12.50 *p.
m.
The afternoon
trains from
Watervillo,
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewis'.on at 5.40
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.50
a. m.

run

to

morning.

Dexter,

Belfast

or

Bucksport, Sunday

Limited Tickets first nnd secend class far
John and Halifax on sale at reduced
Portland,

Oct.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
17th, 1881.
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Portland and Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

NIT\V EIVIJLAND AGENCY,

219

Washington Street, Boston.

m.

m.

Through hill* of lading given by

outh and with Boston &
ghia.
the West.

Albany

and
the
R. R. for

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points Sontb and West, at
Depot offices and at Kollnu & Adams’, No. 22 Exchange Street.
* Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
T. Snpt.
GEO. P. WE’
ju24dtf

Grand Trunk

Railway of Canada.

changeITf

ON

time.

after MONDAY. OCT.
1881, train, will ran a. follows;
and

17th,

DEPARTURE*:
Par Auburn

and

Eewi.ton,

7.10

a.

ra.,

m.

a. m., 1. 30 and 5.15
Gorham, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
Montreal Quebec, and Chicago,

Gorham, 7.30

p,

in.

1. 30

ington.

or other Information apply to
E. SAMPSON, '.vent, Central Wharf.
no2 <t.1

ALLAN

novlldlw*

TOR RENT.
part House western section of city.
quire at 40 Exchange or 11 Cushman St.

LOWER
noYlO

In-

dtf

To Let.

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30. 3,15 and 6.00 p. in.
From Gorham, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12.30
p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal and
neber,
12.30 p. m.

ARRANGEMENT

FALL

Commencing October 45th*
mv...

pmiu'mv

Xfij

MumCHARLES DEERING.
ter. will leave Railroad Wharf,
'iiititi .'lYV.fTrar Portland,
every
Tueaday
of
evening at 11.15 o’clock, or on ar rival
Express Train from Boston, for Rockland, Canline, Deei lale, Nedgwiclc, No. West Harbor, B>*r Harbor and VI ill bridge. Will leave
wharf every Friday evening at 11.15
same
o’clock, for RocUland. Castine, Deer Isle,
Nedgwick oN. West Harbor, Bar Harbor,
Millbridge Jones port, and iVtachiaspori.
Returning, leaves Machiasport every VIonday *1 orniug, at 4.30 o’clock, and Millbridge every VIouday and Thursday at 8 00 a. m.,
touching as above, arriving in Portland about midnight, connecting with Pullman night train for
Boston and the West.
Connects every trip at Rockland with Sanford
S. S. Co. steamers for Belfast, Bangor and River
Landings; also with steamer for Green’s Landing,
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor with
steamer for Lamolne and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Blue Hill.

618 %

Congress st„
Photographer’s
THErecently
occupied by J. M. Peok, and
0. W.
and also other

now ocrooms.

oc20-dtf

Oct. 20, 1881.

Weekly services
QUEENSTOWN

from GLASGOW, GALWAY.
LONDONDERRY
AND
LIVERPOOL, DIRECT! TO BOSTON AND QUEBEC. Fortnightly steamers from Liverpool and
Queenstown to Baltimore.
Kind treatment to steerage passengers made a
specialty and guarantee !.

to K. A. WALFor passage and Information
DRON. Agent at Portland, 40 Exchange St., or
N.
LEVE & ALDEN, 207 B’way,
Y,; 201 Wellington St., Boston; 107 South 6th St,, Phila.
oct4d3m

FOR

CALIFORNIA,

THEJSLANDS.
Tourists’ Steamboat Line.
STEAMER MINNEHAHA

Hearn,
Apply to ELBRIDGE GERRY.
Portland, Oct., 14th, 1881.

oct!4dtf

J. H. BATES,
8. M. Psttangill A 04.
Agent,
Newspaper Advertlsln

Nandwich

Zealand

Islands,

New
Australia.

and

splendid steamers sail from New
York
10th, 28th and 80th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
as

below.

C. L. BARTLETT A CO.,
115 Hfate Ntreet, coi Broad 8t., Bostonor to vV. D. LITTLE & CO.,
81 Exchange St.. Portland.
joSSdtf

Ticket Office.

Steerage Tickots by the
White

Ntar

and

Anchor dues of

European Steamers
sailing weekly from Boston and New York. For
further particulars call on or address
T. P.

MCGOWAN, Bookseller,

Maine

Steamship

woii'TTWMiy

Line

dt

NTREET,

#'**N«RENN

n

Company,j

tu new

xvra«

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
Po-tland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
KM., and leave Pier 37, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M
These steamers are fitted up with fine accoznmoda
tions for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months theBS
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage,
State Room, 96; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX. General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 37, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 27
Excuange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasdecfidtf
sengers will be taken by this line.

Including

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

NIe., Calais, Re., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

Eastport,

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.
THREE

PER

TRIPS
ON AND

I-

WEEK.
NON.

AFTER

^SS=SESSaki

Leave Railroad Wharf,
State
street,
every
Monday.
at 6 p. m., for Eastport and
and
Wednesday,
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston,
of

Friday

Andrews,

St.

Grand

Stage
received up to 4 p. m. and any In{^“Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
Routes.

8tate Rooms

and further

at
apply
HER-

information
T. C.

Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.,
SEY. President, and Manager.

seplGdtf

BOSH
Steamers !

9.16

10.66
2.20 P. M.
3.35

6.10
6.30

6.00
6.40

cent*,

dtf

BUSINESS CARDS.

STEPHEN

dffico/c,

and

Job

BERRY,

(gald ffiurUe’Lf

No. 37 Plum Street.

JOST St MORTON,

FRESCO PAINTERS,
1‘4 Market Square. Portland.

guaranteed.
dly

Price* reasonable and satisfaction

Je«

"business

directory.

Accountant and Notary Public.
GEO. C. CODHAN, Office No. 184 Middle
Wired, Portland.

A. QUINCY, Room 11, Prlntero
Excbnngf Wo. Ilf Rxrhitagf Wired.

WM.

J. I.

Pattern and Model Maker.
B1BOUB, 34 ( row St., Portland

DIRECTORY.

HOTEL
Embag^ns1^ le^bU

Hotels at whicb the DAILY
fonsd.

mibjpplways be
ALFRED.

ALFRED HOUSE—R. H. Godlng, Proprietor.
AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. A A Young, Proprietors.
AUGUSTA.
AUGUSTA HOUSE, State St.—Charles Millikan,

Proprietor.

BATH.

SHANNON'S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BOLSTER’S MILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.

■*•

BOSTON.

PARKER HOUSE, 8cbool St.—H. D. Parker A Oo
Proprietors.
CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St.-Stumcke A Good-

win, Proprietors.

;

on
AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Etc
Proprietors.
BRUNSWICK.
P. A K. DINING ROOMS- W. R. Field, Proprieto
CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis. Proprietor.
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
CLARK’S DINING HALL, Grand Trunk Railway
Depot—M. W. Clark, Proprietor.

DEXTEB.
rnatvvu

a

avi£iir-n> u

wui

rill, Proprietor.
EAST BROWNFIELD.
UBERTY HOUSE—W. H. Stickney, Proprietor.
KISTPOBT.
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE—T. H. Bucknam,
Proprietor.
HI RANI.
Mt. CUTLER HOUSE—Hiram Baston, Proprietor
PORTLAND.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Cor. of Midair and India St.
C. H. Wilkins, Proprietor.
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Qresn Sts.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union
Sts.—O. M. Shaw A Son, Proprietors.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St—J. G. Perry
Proprietor.
PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St—J. Lindsey A Sen
Proprietors.
U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts
—McDonald A Newbegin, Proprietors.
ROCK PORT*
CARLTON HOUSE—J. A. Nutter, Pr
BAYHOND VILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor.
SACCARAPPA
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE,—W. S. Pratt, Proprleto
NKSWHEGAN.

HOUSE—Robert W. Haines, Proprietor
TURNER HOUSE,—W. G. Heselton, Propnete
PHILLIPS.
ELMWOOD HOUSE—T. L. Page, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
AMERICAN HOUSE—A. 1. Saunders, Prop.
ELM

\

HOCLTON.
SNELL HOUSE *D. O. Floyd, Proprietor.
LEWISTON.
DeWITT HOUSE—Qulnby A Mnrcb, Proprietor
NORRIDGEWOCK.
DANFORTH HOUSE—D. Danfortb. Proprietor.
NORTH ANSON.
HOUSE, Brown A Hilton, Proprietor*
SOMERS
T7T7!’

FARE $1.00.
The ^avorite Steamers Forest City and Jont
Brooke will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
jtST Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG'8, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the varion*
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates
Freight taken as usual.
«
J. ». COYLE, Jr., <4.
A*cia&.
nr.rh

Admiration

OF IBB

WORLD.

Mrs. S. A.Allen's
WORLD'S

HairRestorer

.Iff

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia &

New

England
STEAMSHIP

FROM
connection with

LINES

BOSTON

COLONY BAIL.
ROAD.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
Time* l.*w
«eml-Weekly Line, Quick
Bates, Frequent Departure*.
and
received
forwarded
Freight
daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Mtcazneas. Hailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia
direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clvde Steam Lines to Charlenion, H. C.j, Washington, D. C'., fieorgciowa, D. C., Alexandria, Va.,
and all Rai
and Water Lines.
Rates
named
Bills
of
and
Through
Ladiug irer
from any point in New England to Philadelphi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
In

196

OLD

Washington Street, Boston,

Mass.

IS PERFECTION1
GRAY, WHITE
or FADED HAIR to its youthful
COLOR, GLOSS and BEAUTY. It
renews its life, strength and growth.
Dandruff quickly removed. A matchless Hair Dressing. Its perfume rich
and rare. Sold by all Druggists.
For RESTORING

Established over 40 years.
Enormous and increasing sales
Throughout Europe and America.

Zylo Balsamum

and is delightfully fragrant.
Price Seventy-five Cents in largo
glass stoppered Bottles. Sold by all Druggists.

gloss,

4-old

—ajny-

Leares each Port Erery Wednesday and
Saturday.

Wharfage.
From

IiongWharf/Boston,
Pice

Fror:i

Philadelphia,

at

Awarded

rurynT ipnuwnTnl’fh'e only $1.28 sent by mall:
A.WUVY luIoliLlillustrated sample, ti cants; send
Address, Peabody Medical Institute or Ur. W.
H< PARKER, No. 4 Bullinch st., Boston.
auglSdeodly
now

3 p.

Street Wharf
10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rant of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
ty con verting Unes,forwarded free of commission.
l>K»nge Eight Dollar.. Ronnd Trip SIS,
Meals and Room Included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
C. B. SDlPSON, Antal,
lO Leng Wharf .Bs.lt.
deSlt
m.

tltdnl

the Author. A new and groat
Medical Work, warranted the
beet and cheapest. Indispensable to every man, entitled “tb*
Science of Life or, Self-Preservation;’’ bound In fineet French
muslin, embossed, full gilt. 300
pp. contains beautiful steel en126
gravings,
prescriptions,

Boston

Mo

(MAM'S)

A lovely tonic and Bair Dressing. It
removes Dandruff, allays all itching,
stops falling Bair and promotes a
healthy growth with a rich, beautiful

Clyde dc Co., General Managers,
No. 19 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia.
feb6

Win. P.

-AND-

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SP10EB .Superintendent,
octm«

7.10 A. M.

sel 4

Me.

Cabin and

7.00 A. M.
9.30
11.06
2.30 P. M.

Ticket* for Round Tiip'15

S. S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
Nov. 10.
S.,8. Colon. ..Nov. 30 | S.S. Crescent City,. .Nov. 29
For freight or passage ■ ates and the fullest infor
mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,

Canard, Allan, Inman,

Evergreen Landings.

8.46
10.30
2.00 P. M..
3.15
4.30
6.10

new »b
on the

European

Peaks.

and

6.16 A. M.

Boob Binders.

Direct Stenmchlp Line.

Northwest, Weil and Southwest.

Diamond, Trefethen’s

JAPAN, CHINA,

74 EXCHANGE STREET

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

^

FOR

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO

PHILADELPHIA

To Canada, Detroit, Chicnyo, Millwankee
Cincinnati, St. Loui«,Omvha, Saginaw, S«. F«u», Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all points In the

LINE

ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS.

Coining West,
connects at Rockland (Monday and Thursday' with
Sanford S. S. Co. from Bangor and River Landings
lor Portland.
gg|r~Passengers and shippers of freight will notice
that the steamer does not go to Jonesport or Machiasport on her Tuesday trip.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CXJSHING, General Mandger.

PASSENGER OFFICES

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Boston.

LEAVES

STEAMBOAT CO.

m.

ARRIVALS.

TO LET.

to

Portland.

m.

R.

named

Baltimore Including
Norfolk
2d Class, •».
Berth and Meals, 1st Class, 81*
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash-

passage

BALDWIN,
Agent G. R. R. of N. J.

Portland, Bangor & Mackias

and 11.15 a.
and 6.10 p.

For Clinton.
Ayer June.,
Fitchburg,
Nashua. Lowell, Windham, and JEppiag at 7.30 a. m. and fl.33 p. us.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.33 p. m.
For Boclaester, Sprimgvale, Alfred, Waierboro and Naco Hirer.7.30 a. m.. 1.33
m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. in. Returning
lave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m« 11.05
a. m., and 3.55 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., fl.10 p. m. and 6.10 p. m.
For Gnrham. Naccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook
and
Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.30 a. m., fl.33, 0.30 and (mixed)
*0.30 p. m.
The 1.33 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer Jane, with Hoosac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
via Springfield, also with N. Y. & N. 12. R.

the above

and

H. P.
Gen. Pass.

iob2Bdtt

ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Handay, Oct. IT
I SSI, Passenger Trains will leave
Portland at 7.30 a. m., aud
I.SM p. m., arriving at Worcester
and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave

at 2.16 p, m.
TTnion Dftnot. Worcester at 7.30 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p.

aad

TELEPHONE 453.

j SSJSSB. *4^

New Tort and Philadelphia

and

tf

of the Lake

ISLAND STEAMERS

Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhensie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,

not

For

voAK.em.

steam

t Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skowheg&B Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does

only.

Lady

steamer

Mass.

ROUTE.

BROOK

BOUND

or

foot

p.

ww

to buy ticket, (at any railroad
boat office In New England) rta

t Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, Detween Boston and Maine Central R. K.

TO LET.

Late of

sure

Rich-

mond, and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.40 p.
m., 5.15 p. m., fll.15 p. m.: Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.40 p. m., 5.16 p m. Rockland, and Knox
A Lincoln R. R., 7.00 a. m., 12.40 p.
m.:
Auburn and Lewiston, 12.30 p. m.,
6,05 p. m. Lewiston via Brua*wick 7.00
a. m., fll.15 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillips,

For
For

cupied by

Be

MAINE CENTRAL TaMOAIL

Angnsta, Hallowell, Oardiner,

by

Alexandria

rates given. Freight forwarded to Peter*bnrg, Richmond and all Points South and Sonth
C. P Gaither.
west via Va. and Ueorgia Air Line.
Agent,240 Washington street, Boston Mas*. To all
and
Carolina
and
Sonth
of
North
beyond via
points
Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air Line to
Raleigh, Charlotte, Spartanabnrg, Greenville,
Point*
and Georgia
Waldo A.
the Carolina*
Peareo, Agent, No. 220 Washington Street, Boston,

through

apply

Double Track, Stone Baiias

Express Trains,

OTIS HAYFORD. Supt.
ocl8dtf

12.36 and 6.16 p.

Rooms

BERKS STS.

AND THIRD AND

17,1881.

Baltimore, Washington,

William J. Coughlin, of Somerville, Mass,

FIVE

STATION INNEWYOeK^,Rk^rr,k

Turner.

Oct.

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILLER.
Pna Bwuen direct enr, WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY at3 P. M.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and

R, (‘‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadel-

Rescued from Death.

No. 219 HIGH ST.

Philadelphia*

WINTER

Here we Have a IUby. It is composed of a
Bald Head and a Pair of Langs. One of the
Lungs takes a Rest while the Other runs the
Shop. One of them is always on Deok all of
the Time. The Baby is a Bigger man than his
Mother. He likes to Walk aroand with his
Father in the Night. Little Girls, you will
Never Know what It is tp Be a Father. —Denver Tribune.

rooms at

&

fcost Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia Sc Reading: R. R.
IVINTU AND OKEEI MTUEKTS,

The

a

to a maiden unless he has
taken off the head of one or more of his enemies. In this country “patting a head on”
one’s enemy is considered a correct thing.—
Two extremes of civilization.—New Haven

says:- In the

York, Trenton

dtf

lowed to his respects

Register.

New

on

steamers

^

JOHN HOPKi 8,
WM. LAWRENCE,

STEAMERS.

rates.

Better than putting one Dollar out at compound interest, is the sending it to Dr. C. W.
Benson, Baltimore, Md., for two boxes ot his
Celery and Chamomile Pills, which cure nervous disease, quiet the mind, bring on refreshing sleep and prevent paralysis.
ia

-BETWEEN-

Fall and Winter Arrangement.

Ex-Secretary of State Wm. M. Bvarts is the

nil vnuntr man

._1

BOSTON & MAINE "RAILROAD.
On aud after Nlonday. Oct.
Trains
17, 1881, Passenger
will
LEAVE
PORTLAND
FOB ROMTON at 8.45 a.m. 1.00
and 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.15, 5.30,
and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30
a. m.. 12.30, 3.30 p.
m., arriving at Portland at
12.05. 5.00, and 8.00 p. m. Portland for
Mcarborough Beach, Pine Point. Old Orchard Beach. Maco, Biddeford, and Kennebunk, at 8.45 a. m. 1.00. 3.30 and 6.30 p. in.
For Well-*, North Berwick, Malmou Fall",
Oreat Falla, Dover, New market, Exeter,
Haverhill. Lawrence and Lowell, 8.45 a.
in., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. For Rocheater. and
Farmington, N. H., at 8.45 a. m. 1.00 and
3.30 p. m. For Alton Bay, at 8.45 a. m. and
For mancheater and Concord,
3.30 p.m.
N. H., (via Lawrence.) at 8.46a. m.; (via New
Market Junction) at 3.30 p. m. Morning
Train

SmaamMp*.

Clam

Pint

agents.

Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,

Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells, North aud South
Berwick, Conway Juuction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport,
Newburyport,
Lynn, Cnelsia and Boston, arriving at 1.15 p m.
At 1.00 p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, >carboro, Saco,
Bi :deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.30 p m. connecting with

At

follows:

ran as

LEAVING PORTLAND
H.45 a. m.—For all stations, through to Burlington, Hwanton, ITIouireal and Ogden*burg.
4.15 p. i«i.—For Fabyan’s and intermediate stations.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.45 a. m.-From Fabyan’s.
5.52 p. m.—From Burlington and Swanton.
d. HAMILTON, Sttp’t.
Portland. Oct. 1, 1881.ocldtf

m.

At 8 45

have been oured when other remedies have
failed. We consider it the best medicine sold.

Tn tftA ialarwl rtf 'Rrtrnnn

_Until further notioe passenger trains

uun

her two pretty hands with an imploring gesture, and faltered, “Don’t be cross with me
any more, Jack!” She seemed to have parted

ject.

STEAMSHIP M.MS,
CHANGE OF TIME.
On und after ITIondny, October 3rd, 1SNI,
Will

he had heard what

gu?”
“Ugh!” cried Lady Beaurivage, without
much dignity, but with a very large amount
of expression, at which Jack laughed out
aloud. It might be that the laugh gave her

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

Railroad,

Fall and Winter Arrangements will go
into effect on
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16th, 1881.

p.

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

prices.

laughed.

made such

—I-

l

ILSLEY BROTHERS,
l)KDi:RTAKKKjj
ti 10 Federal Street.

^aaaamaanaaHBBMM
seplO-Ttt-Th-ft-S-3-

i
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V

\

